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SUMMARY
An analytical field and model study of M—beam bridge decks is
presented. The field study involved testing four full size bridges
during construction to establish the load distribution characteristics
and included both tee beam and pseudo—box types of deck. After valid
ating the grillage method of analysis using the results of these tests,
simplified graphical methods of predicting the design bending moments
in beams were developed analytically. These are applicable to beams
at spacings varying from 1.0 m to 2.0 m with the latter being consider
ed for economic reasons. When these design charts are combined with a
series of interactive programs for the Hewlett Packard desk top computer
they provide a streamlined design procedure which reduces design time
to a minimum.
The strength of the standard 160 mm M—beam deck slab under the
action of the abnormal vehicle wheel load was investigated in a series
of tests on a - scale model. The main variables were the percentage of
steel reinforcement and the spacing of the beams. Twenty panels were
tested and they all failed in a punching shear mode. A detailed analysis
of results has shown that the ultimate capacity of bridge slabs is greatly
enhanced by compressive membrane action and the failure load is virtually
independent of the percentage of transverse reinforcement. A method of
predicting the ultimate capacity, in which it is assumed that bridge
slabs are fully restrained laterally, is presented. This is based on a
modified punching shear equation with the enhancement due to compressive
membrane action being accounted for by an equivalent percentage reinforce
ment parameter, the actual slab reinforcement being neglected. Excellent
correlation is achieved with the model tests and with the results of
relevant tests reported in the literature.
1.
Finally, proposals are presented for the design of M-beam deck
slabs using reduced levels of reinforcement which will provide an
acceptable level of serviceability and further savings in the cost of
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The following notation covers the majority of symbols used in the text
and any additional symbols are defined as they occur.
a’ distance from the compression face to the point at which the crack
width is being calculated.
distance perpendicular to the reinforcement from the point consid
ered to the surface of the nearest reinforcing bar.
A5 area of tension reinforcement perpendicular to the crack.
width of the section at the centroid of the tension steel.
c column side length.
c. minimum cover to tensile reinforcement.
either the distance from the point at which the crack width is
being considered to the surface of the nearest reinforcing bar
running perpendicular to the crack or the distance from the point
at which the crack width is being considered to the neutral axis
whichever is the lesser.
force in compression zone of slab.
CL twisting inertia from longitudinal cross—section of pseudo-box
deck.
d effective depth of tension reinforcement.
E Young’s modulus.
concrete cylinder compressive strength.
cu concrete cube compressive strength.
concrete tensile strength.
fy characteristic yield strength of reinforcement.
G shear modulus of elasticity.
h overall slab depth.
bending inertia per unit width of deck.
iv.
10 torsional inertia per unit width of deck.
I bending inertia of grillage beam.
j bending inertia per unit length of deck.
torsional inertia per unit length of deck.
U torsional inertia of grillage beam.
k reduction coefficient.
coefficient for beam bending moment envelope.
L span.
M The midspan beam bending moment in an individual deck span.
MA bending moment at point A on bending moment envelope.
Mar maximum arching moment for an elastic/plastic material
Mar(max) maximum arching moment for a rigid/plastic material.
May average niidspan bending moment of all the beams in the deck.
M8 bending moment at point B on bending moment envelope.
Mmax maximum M—beam bending moment due to live load
Mr arching moment ratio.
M(u) arching moment
P point load on slab
P predicted slab capacity.
test load at failure.
q proportioning factor for torsional inertia of pseudo—box deck.
R arching parameter
Rb beam reaction.
u deflection parameter (a/h)
Ut transfer cube strength.
28-day cube strength.
vc ultimate allowable shear stress.
w uniformly distributed load.
(w) theoretical crack width.
W equivalent wheel load on beam.
v.
x lateral co-ordinate in x direction.
y lateral co-ordinate in y direction.
distance of centroid of HB vehicle from centre line of edge beam.
z displacement perpendicular to elastic plate.
torsional parameter for load distribution.
A deflection.
e strain.
sa the apparent tensile strain in the concrete at the point under
consideration in a direction perpendicular to the crack.
Ec plastic strain for an elastic/plastic material.
the average strain, at the level where cracking is being considered,
calculated allowing for the stiffening effect of the concrete in the
tension zone.
e1 strain ignoring tension stiffening in the equation for C
o flexural parameter for load distribution.
Poisson’s ratio
reinforcement ratio.
2av average reinforcement ratio.
equivalent reinforcement ratio.
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1.1 THE BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
Beam and slab construction has now become the most common type
of bridge deck for simple spans up to about 30 m. It is a simple
structural form which has the advantages of speed of erection with
minimum disruption to existing traffic and as such it provides an
economical solution to most problems.
The traditional gridwork of steel beams has now been refined with
full advantage being taken of the considerable load distribution pro
perties of this type of deck. However, over the last 20 years or so
the development of high strength concrete and prestressing techniques
coupled with a demand created by the expansion of the motorway network
has resulted in the use of a variety of precast pretensioned beams
which provide economic structures as well as advantages regarding long—
term maintenance.
The use of bridge beams such as the M—beam, U—beam and Box—beam
results in an orthotropic deck and research has been carried out to
establish the stiffness parameters to be used for deck analysis which
today generally means the use of a computer program. With the avail
ability of so many bridge deck programs the analysis of simply supported
structures has now become a routine procedure and considerable scope
exists for standardisation of this type of deck.
Although the global analysis of bridge decks has reached a high
level of refinement the same cannot be said of the analysis and design
of the slab spanning between beams. The traditional elastic plate
approach adopted by Westergaard in 1930 is still used today, whilst the
structural advantages which arise from the inherent in-plane restraint
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are largely ignored by bridge code authorities.
Recent research in this field has indicated that a more efficient
slab is possible which will provide an acceptable level of safety and
serviceability.
A recent trend, which is evident in most Codes of Practice, is
towards more complicated requirements which has added considerably to the
cost of design and checking. Therefore, any movement towards standard
isation of bridge decks will, for the designer, ease some of the problems
of interpretation of the current regulations. In this respect, the use
of the desk top computer has now added a new dimension to design office
practice with a potential for streamlining the complete design process.
Taking all these factors into account and in view of the economic
restraints which have gradually increased over the last few years further
development of the beam and slab bridge deck would seem to lie in the
standardisation of the design procedure and an improvement in the struct
ural efficiency of both beam and slab.
1.2 OBJECT AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH
In N. Ireland the demand for bridge beams is relatively small and
market forces have, to a large extent, rationalised the range of beans
available with theresult that the MoT/C&CA M-beam has become a very
common form of construction. Therefore, with the possibility of con
structing a large number of M-beam bridges in the near future it was
important that this type of deck should be developed to its full
economic potential
Therefore, the objectives of the research were to study:
1. the performance of M—beam bridge decks using full scale bridge
tests to establish the load distribution characteristics. A
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further aim was to integrate the findings of these tests into an
analytical study in order to develop an improved design procedure
which would be less restrictive in use than the Department of
Transports Standard Bridge.
2. deck slab design by means of tests on a full size bridge and a
scale model. It was proposed that this would include a study of
the punching shear strength of restrained bridge slabs resulting
in improved recomendations for slab design.
Therefore, to provide a suitable background to the study of M—
beam bridge decks the following chapter contains a brief review of the
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With the introduction of steel and concrete to the field of
structural engineering, a new era was onened un for bridge buildino
and the use of a structural arrangement which provided lateral dis
tribution of the rapidly increasing wheel loads became more important.
In this respect the grid of beams built on an orthogonal network, in
tersecting at right angles and joined at the intersecting points,
provide an efficient system for the distribution of wheel loads.
With the development of welding techniques and the facilities
for the fabrication of large plate girders, this system Quickly dev
eloped into a series of stiff longitudinal beams with relatively light
transverse members and a reinforced concrete slab deck acting compositely
with the beams. These were widely used for the longer spans but in the
last 20 years or so the use of high strength concrete and prestressing
wire has resulted in the development of the prestressed beam which now
provides a very economic solution to many problems. As this type of
construction marked an important milestone in the development of modern
bridge decksitwill now be considered in ureater detail.
The Development of Prestressed Bridge Beams
The first non-proprietary standard bridge beans in the United Kingdom
were proposed by Somerville and Tiller (1970), details of which are given
in Fig. 2.1 and these were introduced in 1961. Their introduction by
the Prestressed Concrete Design Group, now incorporated into the Concrete
Society, was intended to exploit the economic advantaqes associated with
the repetitive use of formwork and pretensioning facilities at the same
time as retaining the advantages of competitive tendering. Although refer
red to as standard beams they are essentially a series of standard
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shapes within which the prestressing tendons and secondary reinforce
ment are individually designed for each deck.
In 1971 as the result of co—operation between the Ministry of
Transport and the Cement and Concrete Association the standard pre
stressed M-Beam was introduced by Manton and Wilson (1971) and is
shown in Fig. 2.2. It covers the range of spans from 15 to 29 m and
as a high proportion of highway bridge decks are within this category
it is a popular choice. This type of beam offers an economic solution
to most problems especially the railway/river or busy road crossing
where interference with existing traffic must be kept to the absolute
minimum.
During the early seventies, with the increase in the construction
of motorways and elevated highways, beams that could span 30 m were
developed. Typical of this type of beam was the ‘top hat” beam des
igned by 0. Maunsell and Partners and first used for the Westway ele
vated section of the A40 (M) in London. The North West Road Construction
Unit also designed a box-beam for use on the link roads of the Lancashire—
Yorkshire motorway M62. Finally a U—beam was devised by Dow Mac Concrete
Limited and G. Maunsell and Partners and independently by Dundee Uni
versity. This particular group of beams all possess low transverse
flexural rigidity in relation to high longitudinal rigidity. An in
vestigation into the load distribution properties of these beams has
been done by Cusens (1974) and the beams are shown in Fig. 2.3.
To exploit this structural arrangement to the full, methods of
analysis and design were required that took full advantage of the con
siderable load distribution properties of this type of deck. As the
spacing of the beams increased, the limiting factor became the strength
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of the slab spanning between beams and distributing the wheel loads.
Over the years researchers have approached the analysis of this type
of deck from many different directions and these will be noted briefly:—
Methods of Analysis
The analysis of beam and slab bridge decks may be divided into
2 distinct categories:
1. The overall analysis of the deck to provide forces for the
design of the beams taking account of the lateral distribution
of wheel loads.
2. The local analysis of the slab spanning between beams under
the action of the wheel loads.
Therefore, this chapter gives a detailed description of the standard
M-bearn and reviews the historical development of the various methods of
analysis for the overall deck and the local slab. Finally, conclusions
are drawn which will form the basis of an analytical and experimental
investigation of the M—beam bridge deck.
2.2 STANDARD M-BEN’lS
2.2.1 Introduction
The MoT/C & CA standard M—beam has been designed as precast pre—
tensioned units for use in composite voided slab (pseudo—box) and con
tiguous inverted T—beam and slab (tee beam) construction. In general
these units require the use of deflected or debonded tendons. However,
in Northern Ireland beams may only be manufactured with debonded ten
dons ahd all investigations have been restricted to this type of beam.
2.2.2 Beam Sections
Standard M-beams have a range of ten sections with dimensions as
shown in Figure 2.4. Top flange width, web thickness and the whole
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bottom flange are common to all sections. The bottom flange shape is
such that the beams can be cast on the same pallet as the metricated
standard box-beams proposed by Somerville and Tiller (1970).
The total depth changes in increments of 80 mm throughout the
range. This is achieved with 3 web depths, each having the same 3 top
flange depths (an extra top flange increment is provided for the larg
est beam).
Where transverse reinforcement is required through the bottom
of the web, holes are provided at 600 mm centres. For decks without
bottom in situ concrete the web holes are omitted except at the ends of
the beam where an end hole may be used for transverse end diaphragms.
2.2.3 Types of Deck Construction
The beams are intended to be placed at 1 m centres which gives a
30 mm gap between the bottom flanges. Two forms of construction are
possible, namely pseudo-box and tee beam.
Pseudo-Box
The “bottom flange” of the pseudo—box is formed by mild or high-
tensile reinforcement placed through the performed holes in the webs of
the beams and covered with a minimum of 50 mm of in situ concrete. A
reinforced top slab is cast on permanent formwork (such as asbestos
cement sheet) as shown in Figure 2.2(a).
Tee Beam
This is the simplest form of M—beam deck with a reinforced top
slab cast on the permanent formwork as shown in Figure 2.2(b).
Slab
The top slab has been standardised at 160 mm. The 45 mm rebates
in the top flange allow 15 mm for permanent formwork and a 30 mm pro
jection of the flange into the in situ concrete, thus ensuring the
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correct cover when the lowest reinforcement is laid on top of the pre
cast unit.
With the details of the M-beam decks now well defined,consider—
ation will now be given to the methods used to analyse beam and slab
bridge decks.
2.3 OVERALL ANALYSIS OF BEAM AND SLAB BRIDGE DECKS
2.3.1 Introduction
Early attempts to analyse the distribution of forces within the
beam and slab grid framework were based on either end forces or end
deformations of the beam members which also had zero torsional rigidity.
These methods were developed using design tables but were very restrict
ive as they would only cover a limited range of structural systems and
very simple loading. The work of the early researchers then followed
two very distinct routes; namely plate theory and grid frameworks.
Finally, and perhaps the most significant development in recent years,
the use of computers allowed a much more sophisticated approach to the
whole process of design. These various approaches will be considered
in greater detail as well as the use of the computer orientated grillage
analysis for ti—beam decks and the latest proposals from the Department
of Transport on the use of the proposed standard bridge deck.
2.3.2 The Plate Analogy
After World War II a major development occurred when a method was
derived based on the analogy between a grid system and an orthotropic
plate. The fundamentals of the new concept were established in the early
twenties and from these a variety of procedures was derived although
the most difficult problem at that time was finding a solution for the
governing biharmonic equation. In 1946 a solution for orthotropic
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plates of negligible torsional rigidity was given by Guyon (1946), who
also showed that any combination of loading can be handled using co
efficients of lateral distribution. Guyon (1949) also gave a solution
for isotropic plates and, later on, Massonnet (1950) derived generally
valid relations from the principles given by Guyon which also included
the effect of torsion. Thus the advantages of the approach based on
coefficients of lateral distribution were expeditiously combined with
the correctness of solution relating to the orthotropic plate.
The load distribution theory of Guyon and Massonnet has been for
mulated into a design process by Morice and Little (1956) and Rowe
(1962) and was also presented in the form of design charts by Morice,
Little and Rowe (1956). The theory assumes that the bridge deck being
analysed can be simulated by an equivalent orthotropic plate having the
same average stiffness properties as the actual bridge. It is generally
taken that this assumption is valid if the bridge consists of at least
five longitudinal beams and has diaphragms at the supports. This
method is still a popular choice for simple decks although the amount
of arithmetic work can be considerable. Further developments by Cusens
and Pama (1969) enabled a wider range of torsional and flexural stiff—
nesses to be considered. A review of the theory of Guyon and Massonnet
applied to beam grids and orthotropic plates is given by Bare’g and
Massonnet (1968).
A slightly different application of plate theory applied to beam
and slab bridges has been made by considering the reinforced concrete
slab as a plate either resting on,or attached to,a number of elastic
beams. This particular approach has been investigated by Newmark (1938),
Siess (1949), Richart, Newmark and Siess (1949), and also by Thomas and
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Short (1952). Most theoretical solutions assume that only the vertical
loads are transferred from the plate to the beams ignoring the horizontal
shear between the beam and slab. A theory due to Craemer (1954) however,
assumes full connection between the two elements of the system and takes
into account load distribution arising from forces in the plane of the
plate, described by Craemer as disk effect.
The various theories of plate analysis have to a certain extent
been generalised by their formulation into charts and tables, neverthe
less, some of the methods require extensive calculations and this tends
to make it difficult for the designer to obtain a clear understanding of
the behaviour of the structure.
2.3.3 The Grillage Analogy
A simple method for the solution of a grid framework is the use
of the deflection compatibility equations for the beam intersections and
this has been done by Lazarides (1952). The number of equations can be
quite large and if the torsional stiffness of the members are omitted
there are about as many equations as there are beam intersection points.
If torsion is taken into account this number may be multiplied by three.
Unless the structure is very simple or has many lines of symmetry, sol
ution by this method is most impractical.
Moment distribution or relaxation methods will provide a solution
to almost any type of grid framework problem and can take into account
bending and torsion of both longitudinal and transverse members. This
approach has been investigated by Ewell, Okubo and Abrams (1952) who
used an auxiliary force system for controlling the deflections at the
intersections of the members and a moment and torque distribution pro
cess for transmission of the effects produced by the deflections. Although
—l 2-
moment distribution is of wide application the arithmetic work is ex
tremely tedious and except in the simplest of cases, almost impossible.
The solution of the elastic grillage has always been of interest
to engineers and several methods of analysis have developed based on
various simplifying assumptions. Hetnyi (1938) for example assumed that
the grid deflects in such a manner that there is no rotation of indiv
idual members at their interconnections with other members. Other impor
tant methods are those of Pippard (1938, 1952) who assumed that transverse
members could be replaced by a continuous transverse medium, and Leon
hardt (1950) who replaced actual transversals by a single transversal of
zero torsional rigidity. Hendry and Jaeger (1958) developed a method of
solution using an harmonic analysis which was based on the assumption
that the transverse members of a grid may be replaced by a uniformly
spread medium.
At that time, all the various methods for the solution of grillages
were severely limited in scope since hand methods had to be used for the
solution of the simultaneous equations. Present day analysis of grillages
is carried out using the stiffness method and computer programs are avail
able for solving the large number of complex equations which are set up
in the analysis.
The present day use of an equivalent grid for analysing reinforced
concrete slab and pseudo—slab bridge decks may owe something to the
successful application of the assumption made for the early methods of
analysis of grid frame works. In effect the assumption made for the
modern grillage analysis of slab type structures is quite the opposite
to that made for the early grid frameworks and there is no reason to
suppose that the analysis of a grid assuming a continuous medium should
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not work in the opposite sense, namely, analysing a continuous medium
assuming an equivalent grillage.
2.3.4 Computer Methods
In recent years, due to the necessity to analyse complex structures
with confidence and accuracy, engineers have been faced with the problem
of finding better methods of analysis for use in design and research.
Fortunately the increased availability of digital computers coincided with
this requirement and much of the hand calculation previously involved
has been eliminated.
In general, computer methods fall into two categories. The first
of these are the methods which analyse the structure as a whole. This
involves formulating the governing differential equation for the struct
ure, defining the boundary conditions, and solving the equations using
a numerical technique, usually finite differences. The resulting sim
ultaneous linear equations are then solved using matrix algebra or a
relaxation technique. This method is quite satisfactory for a particular
structure, but the generality is lost for other structures.
The second type of analysis involves dividing the structure into
small elements. This group may be divided into:—
1. the finite element methods where the structure is divided into
much smaller elements; and
2. finite strip or folded plate methods where the deck is assumed
to have been formed into a number of parallel strips or plates
spanning between supports and connected along their edges.
For finite element methods a large range of elements is now avail
able, the most useful being the two-dimensional elastic plate bending
elements and the beam element. In all these methods the stiffness method
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of analysis is used as the basis for a solution. The selection of a
computer program to analyse a particular bridge deck will depend on
many variables such as the type of construction, skew, support system
and continuity.
Obviously not every program will be suitable for every deck as
all programs have their limitations which must be considered when the
structure is being idealised into smaller plate or beam elements. Cusens
and Pama (1975) have compared the various methods and from Table 2.1 it
may be seen that the finite element and grillage methods can accommodate
almost any type of deck, plan geometry and support conditions.
In general, finite element programs use both plate and beam ele
ments and require a considerable amount of experience in the idealisation
of the structure and interpretation of the output. Because of the com
plex nature of these programs they are expensive to operate in that they
require a large amount of data preparation and computer time. However,
the grillage analysis, which uses only the beam bending element, is an
alternative which offers the versatility of the finite element program
with a simplicity of approach which is preferred by engineers.
The approximate representation of bridge decks by a grillage of
interconnected beam elements is a convenient way of analysing the be
haviour of the bridge under load. The grillaoe analysis is probably
the most popular computer method used for bridge decks. As can be seen
from Table 2.1 it is suitable for almost all types of deck with the
exception of the large cellular box beam, although Hambly (1974) has
successfully applied a grillage analysis to this type of deck. A grill
age analysis was chosen because it allowed a generalised support and
loading condition to be considered.
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Lightfoot and Sawko (1959) initiated the development of the com
puter orientated grillage analysis. This was continued by Sawko (1960,
1964, 1965) and at present the grillage analysis is available from var
ious sources such as the Highway Engineering Branch of the Department
of Transport (1975).
The main advantage of the grillage analysis is its complete gener
ality,for at the joints any normal form of restraint to movement may be
applied so that any support condition may be represented. Fixed supports,
discrete columns and elastic foundations may all be represented without
any difficulty. The plan form of the deck presents no real problem and
skew, curved and irregular shapes may all be handled with comparative
ease. A curved member is usually approximated by a series of short
straight members although Sawko (1967) has produced a program for a
grillage with curved beams.
The idealisation of the grillage mesh depends on the geometry of
the deck and the support system. Beams should be placed coincident
with lines of designed strength such as parallel to prestress, or diaph
ragms over supports. The choice between a skew or orthogonal grillage
depends on the direction of the lines of strength and the designer’s
preference when detailing the transverse reinforcement steel in part
icular. As far as possible grillage support points should coincide with
the prototype structure and in decks of high skew the correct bearing
stiffness for these supports is important to give the correct distribut
ion of shear at the ends of the beams.
An important aspect of any computer program is the time involved
in the preparation of the input data and the cost of running the program
on the computer. A comparison of costs for the suite of programs avail—
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able from the Department of Transport’s Highway Engineering Computing
Branch is given in the user guide (1978) and from this the grillage ana
lysis compares favourably with the alternative programs. It does show
however that the time involved in the preparation of data for a skew
deck with orthogonal members is high compared with skew members, as this
type of mesh is not suitable for the computer’s automatic mesh generat
ion. This extra time is however offset by the ease in which the output
may be applied directly by the engineer. This is not always the case in
other programs such as finite elements, where a considerable degree of
expertise is required for a correct interpretation. In the skew gril—
lage the output is provided in the skew direction of the members and
some correction is required before being used for design purposes.
2.3.5 Application of Grillage Analysis to Fl-Beam Bridge Decks
Mesh Configurations
Grillage analysis has been used extensively for the analysis of Fl—
beam bridge decks in both the tee and pseudo-box forms of construction.
West (1973) has made recommendations on the use of grillage analysis
for slab and pseudo—slab bridge decks although he specifically excludes
decks where transverse shear distortion of the box cells may influence
the distribution.
In applying these recommendations to Fl—beam decks it is suggested
that if there are many more than nine physical beams, these should be
replaced by about nine (an odd number is preferred) equally spaced
grillage beams positioned so that the centre—lines of the edge grillage
beam coincides with the centre-lines of the edge physical beams. For a
deck that is very wide, the number of longitudinal grillage beams should
be increased so that, as a general rule, one grillage beam does not replace
more than two physical beams.
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Transverse beams should be placed at the abutments where diaph
ragms will normally be provided and at intermediate locations such that
the ratio of spacing of transverse grillage beams to the spacing of
longitudinal grillage beams is approximately 1 .5;l and that the total
number of transverse members is odd. This ratio should also reflect
the overall aspect ratio of the deck. The direction of the transverse
beams should be parallel to the transverse reinforcement, as it has been
found that for decks of small skew it is easier to detail the reinforce
ment in the skew direction. It is therefore accepted that a skew mesh
should be used for analysis. As far as the pseudo-box type of con
struction is concerned the dilemma does not arise as steel must follow
the direction of the web holes in the beams. This type of skew mesh
also has the advantage of being suitable for automatic generation by
computer.
Factors Influencing Section Properties
Existing design procedures based on grillage analysis use the
recomendations of West (1973) which was based on an investigation by
West (1973) of the use of grillage analysis for a wide range of bridge
deck types and an unpublished report by the Cement and Concrete Assoc
iation (1911).
Tee Beam
For the beam and slab construction the calculation of the long
itudinal bending inertia is done by taking the value for one physical
beam and its associated top slab and this is apportioned to all grillage
beams as the inertia multiplied by the number of physical beams and div
ided by the number of grillage beams. The longitudinal torsional inertia
is calculated by dividing the beam and slab into thin strips and the total
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inertia is the sum of all the individual rectangles. The transverse
grillage beams within the span are represented by plain rectangles of
top slab only and inertias are calculated based on this.
Pseudo-box
For pseudo-box decks the longitudinal bending inertias are cal
culated and apportioned as for the beam and slab deck. The transverse
bending inertia is based on the top slab acting with a quantity of bottom
in situ concrete equivalent to an area 4D x 2.5D where D is the equival
ent diameter of a single bar passing through the transverse hole. This
recommendation by West (1973) is intended to include an allowance for
tension stiffening by the bottom in situ concrete. The second moment of
area for each grillage beam is calculated by factoring this value by the
ratio of the spacing of the grillage beams/the spacing of the bottom
steel
The calculation of the torsional inertias for the pseudo-box deck
is perhaps the most difficult to appreciate structurally. For the gril
lage analysis two twisting inertias are required, one longitudinal and
one transverse. By calculating the torsional inertias in both the long
itudinal and transverse direction and using them directly in the grillage
analysis, an overestimation of the true torsional stiffness has been
found to result for slab type structures. This is because the deck is
a 2 dimensional continuous plate and a twist applied in one plane will
produce a complementary twist in the orthogonal plane. Therefore,when
analysing bridge decks of this type, it is normal practice to use only
one half of the calculated torsional inertia in each direction. Thus
for the pseudo-box system it is suggested by West (1973) that the tor






= 1 + q
where CL = the twisting inertia from the longitudinal cross-
section
= the twisting inertia from the transverse cross-section
and q = a proportioning factor to be calculated.
A correction has to be applied to the above inertias if the width
of the transverse and longitudinal beams is unequal . For the calculation
of CL West (1973) recommends the use of the thin walled theory which
is used extensively in aircraft structures. An alternative view has
been expressed by Goodall (1971) who has stated that because the internal
webs are ignored the above approach could underestimate the true inertia
by up to 15%. In view of this he has developed a procedure for calcul
ating the torsional inertia of a cellular section, based on membrane
analogy, which takes into account the webs.
Clark (1975) has compared various methods of calculating the tor
sional inertia of voided slab bridges and suggests that for load distri
bution analysis the torsional inertia should be calculated by considering
the flanges of the section to be a pair of coupled laminae.
Although an accurate estimate of both longitudinal and transverse
torsional inertias is important, for a deck with constant bending
inertias it is the sum of the two torsional inertias which control the
deflections and hence the longitudinal bending moments in the deck. This
applies to both grillage and load distribution methods of analysis and





= 2E/i0 + j0
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The coupling of the i0 and Jo terms in this manner means that it would be
possible to have two decks with the same deflection profiles provided
the sum of the two torsional inertiaswasthe same. However, there would
be an adjustment to the transverse bending moments, torsional moments
and shear forces.
The calculation of the transverse torsional inertia is the subject
of much debate and for this West (1973) suqgests that the actual deck
(Fig. 2.5) should be replaced by an internal grillage beam as shown in
Fig. 2.6. For this type of section Kolibrunner (1969) has derived an
expression for calculating the torsional inertia of this open sided box
section. Essentially therefore, the short sections of longitudinal beams
in Fig. 2.5 are replaced by side gussets of equal inertia.
A quarter scale model of a pseudo-box deck, tested at the Cement
and Concrete Association (1971) was used by West to confirm his recom
mendation of the Kollbrunner (1969) method for calculating the transverse
torsional inertia. The structure was formed of 18 precast prestressed
PCDG inverted tee beams with transverse reinforcement threaded through
the holes at the base of the web with in situ reinforced concrete placed
to cover these bars. Asbestos cement shuttering was placed on preformed
shoulders to span between the heads of the beams and an in situ reinforced
concrete slab cast onto the beams. This slab was tied to the beams by
stirrups left projecting from the upper surface of the beams. The load
ing was applied to the deck by a quarter scale representation of a veh
icle similar to the HB vehicle.
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Some doubt must be expressed as to the validity of applying the
results of this test to an M—beam deck. The PCDG inverted tee beam
has a bottom flange width of 493 mm whereas for the M-beam it is 970 mm.
This means that for the same width of deck the model tested had twice
as many cells as it would have had if quarter scale M—beams had been
used. Also when bending in the transverse direction is considered,
cracking would occur between each beam and hence twice as many cracks
would be present which would adversely affect the distribution properties
of the deck. Therefore, an M—beam deck should show much stiffer char
acteristics transversely thereby reducing the magnitude of the long
itudinal bending moment and distributing it into beams that are remote
from the application of the load.
Some doubt may also be expressed as to the effectiveness of the
bottom transverse reinforcement. Because of the narrow width of the
PCDG inverted tee beam, a complete bond of concrete and reinforcement
would be essential within the hole in the web and generous entrant angles
would be required to satisfy this condition.
2.3.6 Standard Bridges
The Department of Transport in 1971 set up a coninittee to in
vestigate the possibility of producing a standard bridge for a given set
of parameters. Deck types considered were U—beam for maximum span of
40 in, M—beam up to 29 m, reinforced concrete slab for continuous decks
and short simply supported spans with the inverted tee beam (solid infill)
for the under 14 m range. Steel beams with reinforced concrete composite
slab were also considered. The work was shared between the Road Const
ruction Units, Consultants and Constrado. The idea was to produce a
completely detailed design as a series of completed drawings which would
cover a broad range of situations and include provision for services,
parapets and various footpath widths.
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The recent publication from the Department of Transport (1978)
is the result of this work and goes some way towards standardisation
for certain highway intersections. It does however fall far short of
the original concept of being able to provide an off—the-shelf deck
for any given situation. The proposals take the form of 12 charts
which cater for commonly occurring motorway and dual carriageway
crossings in the United Kingdom. The procedure allows the design team
to assess each new bridge site for the application of standard bridge
designs before being presented to the appropriate authority for approval.
For any given crossing there is no single choice that would be most
economical in all circumstances, therefore a range of designs is offered
for tender using various types of construction from which a final econ
omic choice may be made. Superstructures are either simply supported
or continuous,and a choice of spans up to 22 m is available, side road
widths being 5.5 or 7.3 m with 2 m verges. The standard M—beam deck
uses the M6 or MS beams spaced at 1.5 m with the edge beam spacing
reduced to cater for a service duct. The provision of services is
obviously a problem as the edge beam becomes almost non-structural,
being only supported by cross ties at the end diaphragms and at mid—
span.
One of the first group of bridges constructed under a standard
bridge tender is on the A6D4 Barhill to Godmanchester Road and the Fl—
beam proved to be the most competitive for all four bridges concerned.
However, in order to adopt the standard bridge procedure for this con
tract, it was found that the bridges were over—spanned and wider than
necessary. Although M—beam construction was the most economic standard
bridge,it has been found to be more expensive than M—beam bridges spec—
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ifically designed for these sites,as this more conventional approach
would have avoided the necessity of providing a bridge greater in span
and width than required.
Applying the standard bridge approach to the particular case of
Northern Ireland, the U—beam is not manufactured locally and steel beams
tend to be expensive for the longest spans. This leaves the PCDG inver
ted tee beam and in situ concrete for the shorter spans, and the M—beam
and voided in situ reinforced concrete slab for the longer spans above
about 16 m. Therefore for the local situation much of the competitiveness
of the Standard Bridge is lost.
2.3.7 Wider Applications of M—Beam Decks
The Department of Transports Standard Bridge has been found to
be unsuited for use in Northern Ireland but by increasing the spacing
of the M—beams up to 2 m the range of spans accommodated could be in
creased from the present 15 to 29 m to 8 to 29 m.
A comparison of the costs of various types of bridge decks currently
being constructed in Northern Ireland is presented in Appendix A and
from Pig. Al it may be seen that the M—beam deck could provide a very
competitive design for spans from 8 to 29 m. It should also be noted
that the M—beam deck will provide a lighter deck than other forms of
concrete construction and in poor ground conditions this should be
reflected in the cost of the substructure. This comparison of bridge
types also takes into account the adjustments to beam size and slab
reinforcement that are required when the beam spacing is increased.
Although there are obvious economic advantages to be gained by spacing
the beams, the limiting factor under the current design requirements
is not one of beam capacity but the strength of the slab spanning be
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tween beams and distributing the wheel loads. Additional economies
can be made by minimising the amount of reinforcing steel required in
the standard 160 mm slab. With an optimum design in mind the develop
ment of methods of analysis for this type of deck slab will be reviewed.
2.4 LOCAL ANALYSIS OF BEAM AND SLAB BRIDGE DECKS
2.4.1 Introduction
The original concept of the M—beam deck was that the beams should
be placed at 1 m intervals. Although increasing the spacing has con
siderable economic advantages (Appendix A) it does, however, introduce
problems for the analysis and design of the slab. As the beam spacing
increases, the slab between the beams can accommodate more wheels and
this increases the stress levels experienced by the slab- An accurate
analysis of the slab under this system of loading is a complex problem
and must take into consideration the influence of such variables as
the effect of surfacing on the distribution of wheel loads, boundary
and support conditions provided by the beams, in—plane restraint and
the effect of cracking on the serviceability and failure loads of the
slab. Research into the load carrying characteristics of this type of
slab has been underway for many years and historically may be divided
into 3 distinct phases.
1. Classical elastic plate analysis including influence surfaces
and current design code requirements.
2. Yield line analysis which will be permitted for use with the
new limit state code BS 6400 (1978).
3. The most recent advances in slab analysis which takes into
account the considerable enhancement due to in—plane restraint.
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Therefore, this part of the chapter reviews the historical development
of the various methods of analysis for slabs under the action of con
centrated wheel loads. Although the main objective is to study rein
forced concrete bridge slabs, reference has been made to other applic
ations where this has been considered necessary to complete the review.
2.4.2 Elastic Plate Analysis
The behaviour of plates under loads acting perpendicular to their
planes has interested the early researchers at the time of the industrial
revolution and it was the French mathematician Lagrange who, in 1811,
succeeded in describing flexural plate responses by a fourth order par
tial differential equation.
4 4 4 2
z 2az — 12(l—ii)w
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This equation, for all its precise symmetry and compactness, has a number
of shortcomings in its use for analysing concrete bridge slabs. For
example, it does not permit a closed format direct solution, has difficult
boundary conditions, is not directly applicable to concentrated wheel
loads and finally it does not consider cracks which occur in concrete
bridge slabs.
Progress was slow in overcoming these difficulties although the
combination of vertical shears and twisting moments permitted the ex
pression of reactions in the theorem of Thomson and Tait (1867). A
further improvement was the use of a Fourier series for load represent
ation by Whittaker and Watson (1915) who proved that although the series
describing concentrated loads are divergent, further successive inte
grations by which shears, moments, rotations and displacements are
obtained produce usable, convergent series.
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In due course a solution of the Lagrange equation in a finite form
was derived by Ng’dai (1925) using a deductive process involving functions
of a complex variable.
Proposals for computing the bending moments of bridge slabs under
the influence of concentrated loads based on available test results was
made by Kelley (1926) and finally, Westergaard (1930), having resolved
the problem of an infinite bending moment under a point load by introduc
ing a rigid disc under the load, published his article of historic im
portance.
Slab design requirements of not only the Department of Transport,
but North America and most countries of the world are now based on
Westergaard’s equations which are from the analysis of an elastic plate.
However, it is only in recent years that the effects of cracks, lateral
restraint by beams and diaphragms and the continuity of the slab have
been considered.
Westergaard’s studies of reinforced concrete slab action under
concentrated loads were directed towards the computation of maximum
moments under a load concentrated over a small area. For a point load
on a slab having a span of 10 to 20 times its thickness, he found the
moment under the load to be about D.3P. The value of the moment under
the load varies only slightly with slab edge conditions and size of
loaded area. For a load distributed over a circular area with a dia
meter equal to one•tenth of the slab span, the maximum moment under the
load was about 0.25P for a slab with edges fixed at the ends of the
short span. The moment under the load in a direction normal to the
maximum moment was 0.2lP. Westergaard demonstrated that these moments
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were nearly independent of the slab span. Westergaard’s equations
and application are given in Appendix D.
Westergaard’s computational method was further developed by
Newmark and Siess (1943) who recommended that slabs on I—beam bridges
be proportioned for maximum slab moments of about 0,34P and 0.25P under
similar conditions. They also recommended that over the beams pro
vision be made for a negative moment of 2/3 or 3/4 of the maximum posit
ive moment. Newmark (1949) recommended further simplification of the
formula for moments under a wheel load. He stated that for ordinary
proportions of I—beam bridges, the transverse slab moment under the
wheel load varied from D.2P to 0.28P and the longitudinal moment varied
from 0.12P to 0.2P. He recomended that top transverse reinforcement
over the beams should provide for a moment of resistance of 0.7 of the
maximum slab moment, and that the top longitudinal reinforcement provide
for 0.2 of the maximum slab moment.
A comprehensive work on influence surfaces of elastic plates has
been published by Pucher (1964) in which 93 charts representing elastic
plates of various shapes and support conditions are presented. The
charts allow the rapid computation of plate and support forces. The
Department of Transport recommend the use of these charts as an alter
native to Westergaard. However, they are similar and are based on an
elastic analysis with the usual assumptions which are:
1. The thickness of the plate is constant and small compared with
other dimensions.
2. The material is homogeneous and isotropic and follows Hookes
Law.
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3. The deflections are small compared to the plate thickness.
While most of these assumptions may be valid for concrete slabs which
are uncracked under a low level of loading, some doubt must be expressed
as to their validity when the slab is extensively cracked and approach
ing its failure load.
A further development in the analysis of the elastic plate using
influence surfaces was presented by Woodring and Siess (1968) for the
moments in reinforced concrete floors continuous in 2 directions. These
surfaces indicated maximum positive slab moments in the centre of the
panel of about 0.2P for loads concentrated over a small area. Loads dis
tributed over an area having a dia. of 0.1 span would result in smaller
maximum moments. Woodring and Siess (1968) then determined equivalent
load factors to convert concentrated loads to uniform loads which would
produce the same moments as the concentrated loads. Their results clearly
demonstrated that the equivalent load factor was not constant, but varied
with location and moment.
As mentioned previously, the use of the analysis proposed by
Westergaard (1930) has now become the established method in most countries
for the estimation of the local moments in beam and slab bridge decks.
The current standard of the Department of Transport also recommend the
use of the influence surfaces by Pucher (1964). When the moments have
been calculated the slab is designed in flexure using elastic methods.
However, there are additional requirements to be met relating to crack
control and punching shear and both these aspects of bridge slab design
will now be considered.
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Control of Cracking
The current standard specifies a permitted width of crack depend
ing of whether the loading is type HA or HB whereas the new bridge code
relates this to the degree of exposure.
The existing requirements are contained in the Department of Tran
sport’s Technical Memorandum (Bridges) BE1/73 and the crack width must
be checked under the worst combination of dead and live loading. The
crack width should not exceed 0.25 mm for HA loading and 0.30 mm for
HB loading and is calculated from
(w) = K C S
where K = 3.3 for deformed bars and 3.8 for plain bars.
For BS 5400 (1978) slab soffits are classified for exposure as
“severe’ and the crack width should not exceed 0.20 mm. Although there
are deemed to satisfy clauses relating mainly to solid slab bridges, in





1.2 bth(a’ - x)103
where c = C]
- A5(h - x)f
and x = depth of the neutral axis
In the calculation of crack widths, strains are assumed to be proportional
to their distance from the neutral axis, the position of which and the
stresses in the steel reinforcement are calculated ignoring concrete
in tension. The background to the control of cracking in design codes
in general has been considered by Beeby (1979) and with particular ref
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erence to highway structures by Clark and Elliot (1981).
Although there is a difference in philosophy to the control of
cracking between the existing standard and the new bridge code, these
documents are similar in their approach to punching shear.
Punching Shear Requirements
Punching shear must be checked in solid slabs supported by
columns and slabs supported by beams with loads applied by vehicle
wheels.
In both the current United Kingdom standard of the Department of
Transport Technical Memorandum (Bridges) BE1/73 (1973) and the proposed
limit state code BS 5400 (1978) the critical section has been assumed
to be at a distance of 1.5h from the perimeter of the loaded area, and
the permissible shear stress is dependent upon the average of the ten
sile reinforcement in the transverse and longitudinal directions. This
is based on work by Regan (1973) and although modified slightly in the




In North America the AASHTO (1977) and CSA (1974) specifications state
that punching shear resistance is deemed to be adequate when designed
by the specified flexural methods. The recent Ontario Highway Bridge
Design Code (OHBDC) (1979) is similar to the ACI 318 (1977) building
code and specifies the critical section as d/2 from the loaded area with
the permissible shear stress given as 0.33 f for the OHBDC and 0.32
for the ACI-318 (1977) building code. In both these North American codes
no allowance is made for the presence of steel reinforcement and the
punching shear depends only on concrete strength.
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The failure of bridge slabs in a punching shear mode has not been
of interest to the early researchers possibly because wheel loads were
much less than they are at present and flexural action was considered
to be more important. However, it is recognised (Long (1975)) that
flexural effects influence the capacity of a slab and for slender slabs
failure can be considered to occur when a plastic hinge forms locally
around the load.
Plastic methods will be permitted for bridge deck analysis when
the new limit state code is introduced. There have been important
developments in this field in the last forty years or so and although
not entirely applicable to bridge decks the approach is worthy of
further consideration.
2.4.3 Plastic Analysis of Slabs
Plastic methods of analysis for concrete structures was a natural
development of the successful wartime application of plastic theory to
steel frames and plates. Significant contributions were made inthe
United Kingdom by Hill (1950) and in North America by Prager and Hodge
(1951). With the general trend of Codes of Practice towards limit state
analysis, the yield line methods developed by Johansen (1962) have now
become an accepted method for the analysis of reinforced concrete slabs.
Yield line analysis is an upper bound plastic method where the designer
must accurately predict the pattern of the collapse mechanism. It has
been used extensively by researchers in the field of building slabs
supported by beams or columns where the loading is of a uniformly dis
tributed nature.
Yield line analysis of bridge slabs will be permitted by the
Department of Transport when the new limit state code BS 5400 (1978)
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is introduced. Heavy concentrated wheel loads will have to be con
sidered and for this type of loading the yield line analysis still
results in average moments spread over the full length of the yield
line without the expected peak characteristic of the concentrated
wheel. Because of this difficulty in analysing the point load,yield
line methods are seldom used by bridge engineers,although Hogenstad
(1953) presented a yield line analysis for a point load which recom
mended provisions for negative and positive reinforcement in 2 orthogo
nal directions such that the sum of the unit negative and positive
moment of resistance was O.16P. For a load distributed over a circle
having a diameter 0.1 the span he found that the negative plus positive
resistance should be 0.1SP. A corresponding recommendation by Wester—
gaard (1930) or Newnark and Siess (1943) would be about O.3P.
Even though it is an upper bound plastic method, test results have
shown it to give conservative results mainly due to the enhancement
of the load carrying capacity by the considerable in—plane restraint
provided by bridge deck slabs. It is now generally accepted that for
an accurate estimate of the load capacity of reinforced concrete slabs,
account must be taken of the in-plane restraint. The latest devel
opments in research into the design of slabs including compressive
membrane action will now be considered.
2.4.4 Compressive Membrane Action in Slab Design
The study of membrane action in slabs has increased in the last
10—15 years although the tremendous increase in the collapse load
caused by this phenomenon has been known to researchers for many years.
Westergaard and Slater (1921) observed this increase when a number of
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full scale flat floor panels were tested to destruction early in the
century. One of the earliest records of enhanced collapsed loads
with horizontally restrained slabs occurs in the reports of pre—war
tests by Thomas (1939). Probably the most well known tests on a
complete building was done by Ockleston (1955) when the Old Dental
Hospital, Johannesburg was tested to destruction. This showed that
loads considerably greater than those predicted by yield line theory
could be sustained by continuous concrete slab floors. About the same
time Powell (1956) carried out a series of tests on encastrg model
slabs, and the collapse loads were extraordinarily large. The problem
of compressive membrane action has been further researched by Wood
(1961) Christiansen (1963) and Park (1964, 1965). Taylor and Hayes
(1965) tested pairs of simply supported and restrained slabs and found
that the restraint increased the capacity by up to 60%.
Most of this early research has been done on RC building slabs
which were continuous over, and supported by, beams or in situ slab
column structures. The loading required for this type of structure is
uniformly distributed and a high proportion is permanent which intro
duces new problems relating to the long term nature of the compressive
membrane forces and the time dependent creep and shrinkage effects.
When reinforced concrete bridge slabs are considered the loading
is concentrated on relatively small areas and is very transient in
nature. This type of slab would seem to be the ideal structure upon
which to exploit the full benevolent effect of membrane forces in the
slab. However, this has not been the case as at present almost all
bridge codes adopt an elastic flexural design based on the work of
Westergaard, and the tremendous economic advantages are not exploited.
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As far as bridge design codes are concerned the notable
exception is the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code (1979) which
is based on limit state principles and within certain limits takes
full advantage of compressive membrane action.
In 1971 the Anierican Concrete Institute annual convention held
in Denver, Colorado, included a symposium regarding the cracking,
deflection and ultimate load of concrete slab systems. A considerable
number of papers presented involved the investigation and measurement
of the compressive membrane forces and probably for the first time,
an investigation relating to bridge slabs was presented by Tong and
Batchelor (1971).
Their work was based on a 1/15 scale model of an 80 foot span,
two lane, two girder bridge having two interior and two end diaphragms.
Microconcrete was used for the model and it was loaded by a single
elliptical pad representing the contact area of a pneumatic tyre.
Tong and Batchelor stated that compressive membrane action exists in
bridge slabs supported by conventional edge beams. This effect enhances
both the flexural and shear capacity and ensured that all slabs failed
at loads higher than those predicted by the yield line theory of
Johansen (1962), regardless of actual mode of failure. If a very low
reinforcement percentage is used punching failure would be eliminated
altogether and the more desirable flexural mode would result.
An important paper was presented by Brotchie and Holley (1971)
who reported the results of tests of 45 square slabs which spanned
38.1 cm. The slabs were unreinforced, or reinforced near the bottom
only with smooth steel wire uniformly and equally distributed in each
direction. Various boundary conditions were tested and a scaled concrete
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mix was also used. An important feature of these tests was the meas
urement of the actual compressive membrane forces with the various
types of support. However, as the loading was uniformly distributed
the results are not directly applicable to concrete bridge decks.
Brotchie and Holley did suggest however, that for slabs with a span
to depth ratio of 20, the effect of arching was found to be significant
and was equivalent in load capacity to approx 2% of conventional rein
forcement. They suggested that even unreinforced slabs when laterally
restrained are stronger than conventionally reinforced but unrestrained
slabs with normal ratios of steel. The effect of arching action was
even greater for thicker slabs, and for a span to depth ratio of 5
was found to be equivalent in load capacity to over 3% of conventional
reinforcement. They concluded that external restraint and internal
steel are basically similar in effect, and are only partially additive.
Further papers were also presented by Roki and Seki (1971) who
considered 14 square slabs ranging in size from 1.2 m to 1.6 m, with
various constraints and concentrated central loads. Hopkins and Park
(1971) also described tests carried out on a scale nine panel rein
forced concrete slab and beam floor which was designed with allowance
for membrane action. The test results showed that design allowing
for membrane action is possible provided adequate safety margins are
allowed. Park stated that “The doubt surrounding the long term be
haviour of the floor and the requirement that design loads must be high
before membrane action can be fully exploited limit the applicability
of membrane action design to relatively thick heavily loaded slabs with
reliable lateral restraint”. Although Park was directing his comments
to building slabs it would seem that the beam and slab bridge decks
would meet these requirements as they combine reliable restraint,
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heavy transient loads and for practical designs the span to depth
ratio is usually low.
As mentioned previously, the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code
(1979) recommends the design of bridge slabs using a method which
incorporates the effect of compressive membrane action. Although
the research for this code was started initially by Tong and Batchelor
(1971) important contributions were also made by Batchelor and
Tissington (1976) who confirmed the absence of scale effects in the
testing of small concrete bridge models, Batchelor, Hewitt, Csagoly
and Holowka (1978) who investigated the strength of composite steel
beam and concrete slab decks and Batchelor, Hewitt and Csagoly (1978)
who verified that fatigue was not a problem in the performance of rein
forced concrete bridge decks. The results of these various model studies
were verified by an extensive series of field tests on existing bridge
decks by Csagoly, Holowka and Dorton (1978). A total of thirty two
bridges were chosen covering a wide range of types and parameters such
as span, slab thickness, age, deterioration and reinforcement. A
testing machine capable of providing a concentrated load of up to
445 kN, was specially designed and constructed for this purpose. The
punching shear testing of existing bridge decks indicated that there
was a very large reserve capacity against failure as no failure of
restrained decks occurred. To complete the field testing two bridges
were designed and constructed with extensive instrumentation to monitor
the performance under test load. The first bridge was the Conestogo
River Bridge which was reported by Dorton (1976) and was a three-span
(34.77, 44.23, 34.77 m) steel girder composite slab deck with slab
thicknesses of 177.8, 190.5 and 203.2 mm, reinforcement of 0.2, 0.3,
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0.6 and 0.95 per cent and all the panels were successfully tested for
a concentrated punching load of 43 tonnes. The stresses in the rein
forcing bars were all found to be negligible. It was observed however,
that the panels with 0.3 per cent reinforcement, regardless of other
parameters involved, showed hairline cracking of limited extent that
became invisible after the removal of the load.
The second major bridge tested was a composite prestressed concrete
AASHTO girder bridge by Holowka and Csagoly (1980). It was four girders
wide and extended over three spans, continuous for live load, with a
composite concrete slab. The bridge was extensively instrumented and
tested for both punching shear and overall vehicle weight effects. It
was established that concrete slabs with 0.3 per cent reinforcement,
supported by precast prestressed AASHTO girders do not require the
assistance of intermediate diaphragms to develop the necessary membrane
forces.
The final tests relating to the Ontario HBDC was carried out at
the Ministry of Transportation and Communications by Holowka, Dorton
and Csagoly (1979) and included a series of 27 circular slabs instrumen
ted in order that the compressive membrane forces could be monitored.
The slabs were 572 mm in diameter and the variables were slab thickness
(31.75, 38.1 and 44.5 mm)and reinforcement percentage (0.2, 0.3 and 1.0).
The concrete mix was scaled to give both compressive and tensile strengths
similar to the prototype which had a cube strength of about 34 N/mm2
at the time of test.
All specimens failed in a punching shear mode with 2 perpendicular
cracks forming on the underside of the specimen, intersecting at the
point of application of the load. Subsequently, an additional pattern
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of radial cracking appeared and failure occurred when a large circular
crack formed defining the boundary of the fustrum being pushed out.
In addition to the measurement of the compressive membrane forces it
was concluded that 0.3% isotropic reinforcement would provide a satis
factory deck slab. The background to slab design using the Ontario
HBDC (1979) has been reviewed by Csagoly (1979).
An important series of tests was carried out at the Building
Research Station by Snowdon (1973, unpublished) for the proposed
floating airport at Maplin. Full scale slabs were used with a heavy
concentrated load simulating a single aircraft wheel and were designed
to utilise the effect of compressive membrane action.
The proposed construction consisted of a hollow raft one metre
deep comprising top and bottom slabs separated by a series of orth
ogonally arranged concrete partitions which divided it into cells about
2 m square. The compartments were to be filled completely with poly
styrene to provide permanent flotation.
Concrete cube strengths ranged from 44.8 to 78.5 N/mm2 using
quartz gravel, crushed limestone and Lytag lightweight aggregate. Slab
thickness was limited to 100 and 125 mm with 2 and 3 different per
centages of reinforcement respectively. The standard loading shoe was
200 mm diameter and a few tests were made using a 100 and 300 mm dia
meter shoe.
It was found that all the panels failed by punching, the failure
was independent of type of aggregate and was directly proportional to
the depth of the slab. It was also suggested that the greatly enhanced
punching strength was proportional to the square root of the concrete
strength.
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In conclusion, it must be stated that compressive membrane
forces are inherent in most beam and slab bridge decks and to minimise
the cost of M-beam decks it is most important that account be taken of
them for design purposes, therefore an improved understanding of these
effects is required by bridge design engineers.
2.5 CONCLUSIONS
From the review of the literature and with particular reference to
N—beam bridge decks, the following conclusions may be drawn.
1. Due to the reservations about the one quarter scale model used
by West (1973) for his recomendations, a series of independent
tests of both tee beam and pseudo-box decks will be required to
establish their load distribution characteristics. With this in
mind it was decided that four bridges which had been designed by
and made available by the Department of the Environment for
Northern Ireland Roads Service will be tested during construction.
This will aflow the load distribution properties of both types of
deck to be monitored and other aspects of interest to be studied.
2. When the load distribution characteristics have been established
they will form the basis of an analytical investigation to pro
vide a simplified design procedure for the design of M-beam
bridge decks.
3. Considerable economies may be made in the design of this type of
deck by spacing the beams apart. To do this information will be
required on the load distribution properties of the deck with the
spaced beams and also on the serviceability and failure loads of
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the slab spanning between beams and loaded with the KB vehicle.
The Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, Roads
Service have agreed to make an additional bridge available for
test purposes. It will be designed to suit the test program with
two different beam spacings and four different percentages of
steel reinforcement. The testing of the prototype slabs will
allow a study to be made of the serviceability limit state but a
model will be necessary for the ultimate condition. Due to the
current financial restrictions it has not been possible to con
struct this bridge within the time scale of the project. However,
it is hoped that it will be constructed and the tests completed
in the near future.
4. To complement the prototype tests a model will be required to
establish the ultimate load carrying capacity of the slabs with
the various quantities of reinforcement. The model will have to
reflect the boundary conditions and in—plane stiffness of the
the prototype. This series of tests is required to complete the
study of the M—beam deck. The only other tests of this type has
been done in Ontario to meet a different design criteria and
deck loading.
The programme of research is shown in Fig. 2.7 and indicates how
the various investigations will be combined to achieve the objective of
a simplified procedure with recommendations for the economic design of
N—beam bridge decks. It will be seen from Fig. 2.7 that field testing
of full scale bridges forms an important part of the programme and
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FULL SCALE LOADING TESTS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
3.2 DETAILS OF BRIDGES
3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
3.3.1 Strain Monitoring Equipment
3.3.2 Measurement of Lorry Loads




In this country it is not normal practice to load test full
scale bridge structures unless some doubt exists as to the capacity
of the bridge to sustain the required load. This may be due to
faulty workmanship or materials and is a more convenient way of
proving the structural integrity of the bridge than removing the
doubtful part and replacing it. During the late fifties a series
of bridges were tested by Morice and Little (1954) and Rowe (1959)
and the results of these tests were used to verify the method of
load distribution that was being developed at that time. lore
recently a test by West (1970) was used for a theoretical compari
son of strains in the cantilever slab of a 2 cell post—tensioned
spine beam bridge with cantilevers.
The testing of full scale bridges may be arranged in a range
of different ways depending on the main objectives. The design
ultimate proof loading is the most difficult because of the pro
blems of achieving the large concentrated load and the inherent
danger of permanently damaging the structure. When the objective
is to prove the serviceability of the bridge, and this is the most
common type of test, the loading to be simulated is usually uniform
ly distributed and may be achieved by a large number of loaded
comercial vehicles. A recent test of this type carried out loc
ally is described by Cousins (1978). A further type of test, and
possibly the most unusual, is to determine the distribution of load
in the deck usina commercial vehicles and accurate strain monitor
ing equipment. It was this type of test that was considered
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necessary to validate the grillage analysis for M—beam bridge
decks.
Although a considerable amount of work has been published
on the use of the grillaqe analysis, very little is directly app
licable to M—beam bridge decks and in particular those constructed
in the form of the pseudo-box. As some doubt exists about the
validity of the one quarter scale model tested at the C and CA
(1971) and used by West (1973) for his recommendations, an in
dependent series of tests would have considerable justification.
Consequently, as a group of M—beam bridges was being constructed
for the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, this
represented an ideal opportunity for carrying out a series of
carefully controlled tests on full size bridges.
The testing of a full scale bridge deck has the advantage
that it will include all the usual variations in material and
construction imperfections which are difficult,if not impossible,
to simulate in the controlled laboratory environment. The full
scale bridge will also have the correct support conditions which
are extremely difficult to model in the laboratory.
An obvious disadvantage is of course the low level of con
centrated load that can be applied as this is dependent upon the
maximum size of lorry available. However, as it is the distri
bution of load rather than the magnitude of load that is being
measured, this aspect is not so important provided the instrument
ation can record accurately the strains induced in the concrete.
Problems associated with time dependent effects such as creep and
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shrinkage can be eliminated by applying the loading for only a
short time and temperature variations can be monitored during
the tests. During the course of these particular tests the opp
ortunity was taken to investigate another aspect of M—beam bridge
deck design which is of current interest. This is the effect of
the edge stiffening due to the parapet upstand and the deck was
tested before and after the upstand was cast.
Therefore, this chapter provides details of the preparation
required for the testing of full scale bridge decks and gives
details of the instrumentation and loading procedure used to com
plete this series of tests.
3.2 DETAILS OF BRIDGES
General
The bridge decks used for the tests were in the process of
construction having previously been designed by the Department of
the Environment for Northern Ireland. Four bridges were tested
covering both tee and pseudo-box construction, each type having
one right and one skew deck. Three of the bridges form part of the
Banbridge By—Pass which is on the major north-south trunk road T4.
The fourth bridge was on the Dunoannon By-Pass which is a single
carriageway continuation of the Ml motorway in Co. Tyrone. The
locations of the bridoe are shown in Fig. 3.1 and full details are
given in Table 3.1. Three of the bridges are shown in Plates 3.1,
3.2 and 3.3.
Concrete Control Data
All the beams used in the construction of the test bridges
were supplied by Macrete Limited, the concrete and three test cubes
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for each beam being steam cured. One beam on each bridge was nom
inated for testing and from the measured beam deflection the value
of the modulus of elasticity was calculated. There was considerable
variation in the modulus, rangin@ from 37 to 49 kN/mm2, although these
values are well above the recommended value from the Department of
Transport design standard, Technical Memorandun (Bridqes) No BE2/73
(1973).
Load tests on the bridge decks were not carried out until the
in situ deck slab had achieved its specified 28—day cube strength
and this normally took from 10 to 12 days as the actual cube strength
after 28 days was well above the specified strength. Details of all
in situ concrete strengths and ages at the time of test are given
in Table 3.2. The average 28—day cube strength for all beams are
given in Table 3.3.
3.3 I NSTRUMENTAT ION
3.3.1 Strain Monitoring Equipment
General
In planning this series of tests careful consideration was
given to the measurement of the beam soffit strains and in view of
the relatively low level of loading to be applied to the deck an
accurate method for recording strains was of paramount importance.
It was therefore decided that vibrating wire gauges would be the
most suitable for this purpose as considerable expertise already
existed within the Department of Civil Engineering in the use of
this type of gauge on concrete structures. This was also verified
by the results of the tests on the Ballymacross Railway Bridge
(Kirkpatrick (1977)). Some details of the equipment, calibration
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and installation will now be considered.
Strain Gauges and Calibration
To monitor the distribution of longitudinal strain across the
declç Tyler surface mounting recoverable acoustic strain gauoes were
located on the beam soffits. The gauges used had a 5.5” gauge lennth
and prior to installation each one was subjected to a preliminary
calibration check whilst mounted on its saddle plate. A plucking
voltage of 24 volts was applied and the vibration period monitored
on the strain measuring unit. Where initial tension adjustment was
required this was effected on site. In these instances it was found
that readings to within 2 or 3 digits on successive plucks of the
wire were easily achieved.
Installation
The beam soffits were prepared by degreasing and wire brushing
to remove any loose surface mortar. The gauges were then attached
to the beam soffit using “Plastic Padding” which is a 2 mix compound
proprietary product with a curinq time of 15 to 30 minutes depending
on the prevailing environmental conditions. Using this mounting
technique the adjuster was left in contact with the end blocks
throughout the adhesive setting period. When the adhesive had set,
the gauge was then released and tested. The installation of the
strain gauges is shown in Plate 3.4.
Usually every beam in one half of the deck was gauged and
every alternate beam in the other half. Gauge positions on all 4
test decks are shown in Fig. 3.2 to 3.5. For the second test on
each deck additional gauges were located on and in the vicinity of
the parapet upstand to monitor strains in this area.
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3.3.2 Measurement of Lorry Loads
Static loading was applied to the deck by 2 six-wheel lorries
loaded with crushed stone and supplied by the site contractor. The
total weight of each lorry was known from the ouarry weighbridqe
docket but for the theoretical grillage analysis individual wheel
loads were required. These were measured using a Dicital Portable
Weighbridqe as used by Snaith (1978) which has been developed by the
Civil Engineering Department of the Queen’s University.
This portable unit is based on the TRRL system and the elect
ronic peripheral equipment was completely redesigned to provide
everything for operating the weighpad in one portable box. A dig
ital output was incorporated which enabled the loads to be measured
to higher level of accuracy than could be obtained with an analogue
indicator. This weighpad had been used extensively for axle surveys
by the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, Roads
Service.
In this particular instance the weighpad was used in a specially
constructed pit at a layby convenient to the test site. The lorries
were taken to the layby and individual wheels weighed before being
driven to the bridge for the load test. The use of the weighpad
is shown in Plate 3.5.
3.4 BRIDGE DECK TEST LOADS
The loading applied to all decks consisted of 2 lorries each
weighing approximately 30 tonnes and they were accurately located
for each of the four loading positions. For the Bann and Granville
bridges the lorries at midspan were placed transversely lm on each
side of the midspan with the rear axles on beam No. 2. They were
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then moved forward until the rear axles were above beams 4, 6 and 10.
For the A50 Road Bridge, where the skew was 26 deqrees, the rear
axles of the lorries were placed lm on either side of the centre
line of the beam on which they rested. For the Tullyear Road
Bridge the first 2 positions were the same as for the Bann and
Granville Bridges but as this deck was only llm wide the remaining
positions had to be adjusted to suit. For Case 3 the lorries were
placed back to back on the longitudinal centre line at midspan.
Case 4 was symmetrical to Case 1 with the lorries at the opposite
side of the deck.
Loading positions for all decks are shown in Figs. 3.6 to
3.9. Lorry wheel loads are shown in Table 3.4 and as can be seen
these gave excellent agreement with the docket weight issued at the
quarry weighbridge.
3.5 TEST PROCEDURE
The positions of lorries were carefully marked out on the deck
to ensure an accurate positioning of wheel loads. Immediately
before the lorries were driven onto the deck a set of zero readings
were taken on the strain recorder. The lorries were then driven onto
the deck and positioned as required (Plate 3.6). Strain recordings
and temperature readings on the thermocouples were then recorded before
moving the lorries to the next load position. This procedure was
repeated until all loading positions had been completed. The lorries
were then removed and a set of zero readings taken. After about
30 minutes a further set of no load readings were taken.
At an early stage in the project the removal of the lorries from
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the deck between each loading position was considered, this would
have allowed the gauges to return to the zero readings before con
tinuing with the next position. In general it took about 30 min
utes for this to occur and as all tests were carried out at the
discretion of the contractor the time involved made this procedure
prohibitive. Whilst this may have been beneficial it was fortunate
that there was only a small variation in temperature during the
period of each test and subsequently only a nominal adjustment to
readings from the vibrating wire strain gauges was required. The
lorries, scaffolding and the interruption to the work programme were
all paid for on a day works basis.
Parapet Upstand
After the parapet had been cast, additional gauges were added
to the top of the parapet and also the deck slab above the 2 edge
beams. The loading procedure was then repeated, the 2 lorries being
loaded as near as possible to the same total load as was used for the
first test.
Co—ordination of Load Tests
In conclusion, it must be stated that the successful completion
of this series of load tests required a considerable amount of oroan
isation of staff all representing different interests. Representatives
from the Resident Engineer, Contractors, University, Quarry owners
and the Royal Ulster Constabulary were all involved at various times
and the timing and participation of each group was carefully planned.
At a late stage in the construction of Ballymacoss Railway Bridee
it was decided to try out the procedure and equipment planned for
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the main series of tests. This was a most useful exercise, veri
fying the proposed test procedures and also produced worthwhile
results as shown by Kirkpatrick (1971). That all the tests were
carried out in an efficient manner is a tribute to all concerned.
This is confirmed by the consistency of the results obtained which
will be considered in detail in the next chapter.
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fidge Bann Granville A50 Road Tullyear
Detail River Road Bridqe Road Bridge
Construction Tee Tee Pseudo—box Pseudo—box
Effective 24 23.03 18.6 16.6
Beam Size MB M7 MS M2
No. of Beams 17 20 21 11
Skew0 0 14 26 0
TABLE 3.1 — Details of Test Bridges
Brid e Bann Granville A50 TullyearRiver Road Road Road
Beams
Design 28-day strength N/mm2 52.5 52.5 52.5 52.5
Actual 28—day strength N/mm2 60.5 57.0 56.0 62.5
Age at time of beam test days 28 30 48 64
E at time of beam test kN/mm2 37.2 40.4 39.0 49.2
Age at time of deck test No. 1 362 276 294 209
No. 2 405 326 348 314
Slab
Design 28-day strength N/mm2 37.5 30.0 37.5 37.5
Actual 28—day strength N/rn2 45.0 43.2 47.3 53.3
Age at time of deck test:
No. 1 — days 19 12 16 11




Bann Granville A50 Tullyear
Beam No. River Road Road Road
Bridge Bridqe Bridge Bridge
1 57.5 58.7 55.7 57.5
2 58.5 56.3 55.7 57.0
3 58.5 56.3 55.7 57.0
4 60.5 57.8 59.2 61.0
5 60.5 57.8 59.2 63.0
6 57.3 58.0 59.2 62.5
7 57.3 58.0 59.3 59.5
8 60.5 57.0 59.3 58.5
9 60.5 57.0 59.3 64.0
10 57.0 57.5 57.8 60.5
11 57.0 57.5 57.8 58.5
12 56.6 62.1 57.8
13 56.6 62.1 55.2
14 59.5 59.8 55.2
15 59.5 59.8 55.2






Test Load 233.5 178.0 180.5 135.0
Deflection 47.2 39.6 29.5 25.0
Elastic Mod. 37.2 40.4 39.0 49.2
TABLE 3.3
— 28-Day Cube Strengths of all Beams
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Lorry A — kN Total Total
Bridge Weigh Quarry
Front Centre Rear Pad Docket
BANN
Test No. 1 72.0 116.0 109 291.0 298.0
Test No. 2 70.4 117.2 125.6 313.2 311.0
GRANVI LLE
Test No. 1 81.0 126.8 119 326.8 307.9
Test No. 2 16.0 129.8 121.8 327.6 312.4
ASO
Test No. 1 66.1 122.3 120.8 309.8 302.6
Test No. 2 10.1 120.1 115.1 305.2 309.6
TULLYEAR
Test No. 1 10.3 108.0 119.4 297.7 296.7
Test No. 2 68.4 111.2 114.1 293.7 298.2
Lorry B
- kN Total Total
Bridge Weigh Quarry
Front Centre Rear Pad Docket
BANN
Test No. 1 65.4 120.0 117.0 302.4 302.0
Test No. 2 65.1 119.1 117.6 301.8 304.0
GRANVILLE
Test No. 1 77.8 121 120 318.8 310.3
Test No. 2 60.2 140.8 119.6 320.6 313.4
A50
Test No. 1 71.1 120.7 123.7 315.5 309.0
Test No. 2 68.2 116.3 121.1 304.6 304.4
TULLYEAR
Test No. 1 67.3 126.3 106.0 299.6 306.8
Test No. 2 66.0 119.6 117.1 302.7 303.4
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
4.3 TEE BEAM CONSTRUCTION
4.3.1 Analytical Idealisation
4.3.2 Details of Moments
4.4 PSEUDO-BOX CONSTRUCTION
4.4.1 Analytical Idealisation




The results of nine loading tests on M—beam bridge decks which
were carried out during the period August 1971 and March 1979 are
presented. The main objectives were to establish the load distri
bution characteristics of both tee and pseudo—box types of deck and
the influence of the parapet upstand on the distribution of load.
All tests were carried out during construction with the exception
of the second test on the A5D road bridge. As this bridge was import
ant to the transportation network in the area it was opened, un
surfaced, to local traffic and as a consequence the second test
required a road closure order under Police supervision. It should
also be pointed out that loading case No. 4 was omitted because kerbs
had been laid on one side at the deck and thus prevented the correct
positioning of the lorries for this test.
The test results were compared with theoretical grillage analysis
and whilst,in general, agreement was very good it was found that for
the pseudo-box construction there was a difference in the shape of
the load distribution curve. As this was apparently due to inadequate
methods for estimating the torsional inertia of this type of deck, a
parallel investigation was carried out which involved the testing of
a series of polystyrene models covering the range of beam sizes and
representing a transverse grillage beam. Full details of this parallel
investigation are given in Appendix B.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
All period readings from the strain meter were converted into
strains and the corresponding concrete stresses calculated. Although
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a value for the elastic modulus was calculated at the time of the
individual beam test for each bridge a considerable period of time
had elapsed before the deck loading test was carried out. The bridge
deck was then composite with the addition of the in situ concrete
slab which was of a variable nature in both quality and slab depth
con
and because of this the use of straightversion of strain to stress
by the elastic modulus was considered unsatisfactory. The method
adopted was to use the calculated elastic modulus to convert strains
to stresses and then to use the nominal composite beam section modulus
to convert this to individual beam moments. These moments were then
summed across the deck and the result compared with the total applied
bending moment.
The final individual beam bending moment was then calculated as
follows:
M
Final beam BM = x (original nominal moment in each beam)
where Mt = total applied bending moment from lorry wheel loads
Mm = sum of the beam moments based on a nominal elastic
modulus.
This combined adjustment therefore took into account variations in
the modulus of elasticity and also the irregularities due to modular
ratio and construction tolerances.
4.3 TEE BEAM CONSTRUCTION
4.3.1 Analytical Idealisation
A theoretical analysis of the test decks was carried out using
the grillage analysis. The bridge decks were idealised and section
properties calculated in accordance with the recommendations for tee
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beam decks by West (1973) for comparison with both series of tests
with and without the parapet upstand. The idealised grillages are
shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 and the section properties are given in
Table 4.1.
4.3.2 Details of Moments
The Bann River Bridge and Granville Road Bridge were both of
tee beam construction and the midspan distribution of beam soffit
stresses are given in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Tests with and without
the parapet upstand are shown and these are compared with the theor
etical results using a arillage analysis. Excellent correlation has
been achieved for this type of deck which indicates that the basic
assumptions and idealisation is reasonably correct as the mathe
matical model performs in a similar manner to the full scale bridge
deck. However, under the wheel loads the test results showed a more
localised effect than the grillage analysis which was based on 1.8
physical beams to 1.0 grillage beam This may be seen on the dis
tribution of beam soffit stresses as high stresses on the beams on
which the axle loading occurred.
When a more refined grillage of one physical beam to one ri11age
beam is used, as can be seen in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 it shows a much
better prediction of these peak stresses. However, in practice the
use of a fine mesh will increase both data preparation and computer
time considerably and if storage is a problem only a limited number
of loading cases may be run at any one time. For design purposes the
coarse mesh as suggested by West (1973) will give a reasonably accur
ate estimate of the distribution of load.
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In Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 Loading Case 1, it can be seen that the
effect of edge stiffening by the parapet upstand is to reduce the
beam soffit stresses in the beams near the edge. It is of interest
to note that for this loading case the soffit stresses from the
grillage analysis, without the upstand, are of the same order as
those obtained from the test with the upstand included. This would
suggest that this relatively simple analysis is adequate and would
have the advantage that it avoids the complexity of assigning app
ropriate section properties for the upstand in the alternative
grillage analysis. On this basis it is recommended that the
deck analysis should be based on the properties of the composite
beams alone. Another factor favouring this approach is that it
provides conservative estimates of beam moments. This particular
loading case can be seen to be the most critical and indeed will in
almost all circumstances be utilised for the selection of the beam
size and for that matter the levels of prestress of all the beams
in a deck.
The results of the strain gauge readings on top of the parapet
and deck slab are given in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. When compared with
the results of the grillage analysis they show good agreement on the
beam soffit but tend to be less consistent on the deck slab and the
top of the parapet.
The theoretical analysis takes into account the stiffening
effect of the edge feature which was simulated in the grillage analy
sis. The effect of the edge stiffening is to reduce the stresses in
the beams near the edge. This was to be expected but it is a local
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effect and is only of importance when the deck can experience live
load close to the parapet. For traffic remote from the parapet the
edge beams carry little load and the edge stiffening is not important.
The stiffening effect of the upstand may be seen in Figs. 4.7
and 4.8 which show the distribution of bending moment in the beams
near the edge of the deck. The edge beam with the upstand attracts
more moment with a subsequent reduction in the moment carried by the
inner beams.
After the first test and before the second a set of zero read
ings were taken for both the strain gauges and the thermocouples.
For the Granville Road Bridge the difference in the measured mean
temperature during the 2 tests was only 0.15°C, based on the temp
erature of the 2 edge beam soffits local to the strain gauges and the
air temperature.
As the temperature was virtually constant, the difference in
the beam soffit strain gauge readings were compared and they indicat
ed that a certain amount of creep due to prestress was still taking
place even though the beams were 276 days old at the time of the
first test. During the 50 days between the tests the average creep
measured was 35 microstrain which was consistent over all the beams,
except the two edge beams on either side of the deck where the
change in strain was zero on the edge beam and very small on the
second beam. This may be accounted for by the addition of the para
pet in situ concrete which is carried on the edge beams, thereby can
celling the effect of the compressive creep strain. This effect was
also apparent in the other 3 bridges tested, but as the temperature
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was different during the first and second test in each case a direct
comparison was not possible.
From the individual beam tests the value of the elastic
modulus measured ranged from 37 to 49 kN/mm2. The current design
criteria gives a value of 34.5 ± 6 kN/mm2 for concrete with a 28—
day cube strength of 52.5 kN/mm2. As all the cube strengths for
beam concrete were comfortably above 52.5 kN/mm2 it would seem that
the aggregate used for concrete in Northern Ireland is of a high




A theoretical analysis of these decks was carried out using
a grillace analysis in a similar manner to that describedin para
graph 4.3.1 for the tee beam construction. The idealised grillages
are shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 and the section properties are
given in Table 4.2.
4.4.2 Details of Moments
The Tullyear and ASO Road Bridges were both of pseUdo-box
construction and the midspan distribution of beam soffit stresses
are given in Figs. 4.11 to 4.14. Tests with and without the parapet
upstand are shown and these are compared with the theoretical results
from the grillage analysis.
Considering the tests without the parapet for these 2 decks
it may be seen that for loading case No. 1,which is the most critical,
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the measured soffit stresses on beam No. 1 were 20% less than the
theoretical stresses based on the grillage analysis and the recom
mended method of calculating the section properties of the members
by West (1973). This difference in maximum stresses is also evident
in the other loading cases and for the test carried out after the
parapet upstand had been cast. At an early stage of the project a
preliminary test was carried out by Kirkpatrick (1977) on Bally
macoss Railway Bridge and the results are shown in Figure 4.15. This
follows the consistent pattern of results achieved for all the
pseudo-box decks.
As discussed in Chapter 2 the distribution of longitudinal
bending moments and deflections are dependent on the sum of the tor
sional inertias in the longitudinal and transverse directions. This
may be illustrated for the pseudo—box deck by considering the in
fluence of the torsional and bending inertiasofa transverse grillage
beam on the longitudinal beam soffit stresses. Referring to Figures
4.16 and 4.17 the original distribution of beam soffit stresses for
load case No. 1 is shown with the torsional and bending inértias
having a factor of unity. When the bending inertia is increased by
a factor of 7 there is virtually no change in the level of the
maximum stress. However, when the torsional inertia is increased
by a factor of 7 there is a significant reduction in the stress level.
By increasing the bending inertia as well as the torsional inertia
there is again no worthwhile difference in the stress level from when
only the torsional inertia was increased.
A comparison of test and theoretical results would seem to in
dicate that the recommended method underestimates the torsional
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stiffness of the pseudo—box deck. The longitudinal torsional
inertia is usually calculated by considering each beam width as a
single cell and proportioning this to each grillage beam. If the
complete transverse section of the deck was considered as a single
cell an increase of up to 100% could be achieved for the wider
which is underestimated, and in order to accurately model the test
results, the transverse torsional inertia would require to be increased
by a factor of about 7 and the distribution of beam soffit stresses
with this factor included in the grillage analysis is shown in Figures
4.11 to 4.15. This shows a much better correlation with the test
results and it is significant that the shape of the distribution curve
is now modelled much more accurately, especially load case No. 1 which
is the most critical simulating the HB vehicle in the most eccentric
position.
In order to investigate further the problem of the torsional
inertia of the pseudo—box deck a short series of tests was planned
using polystyrene models. The basis of these tests was to compare
the torsional stiffness of a solid transverse grillage beam, the tor
decks of at least 20 beams.
crease in terms of the tota
of the single cell theory f
of a multi—cell bridge deck
method, as such it is not o
view of this it would seem
sional inertia is due to th
torsional inertia which is
(1969). Assuming then that
However, this is not a significant in—
1 torsional inertia of the deck. The use
or the calculation of the torsional inertia
is a well tried and generally accepted
pen to much doubt about its accuracy. In
that most of the underestimation of tor—
e the method of calculating the transverse
based on a publication by Kollbrunner
it is the transverse torsional inertia
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sional inertia of which may be calculated by the method of St. Venant,
with the pseudo-box grillage beam, for which the ealculation of the
torsional inertia is in doubt. However, the results of the tests on the
polystyrene models did not give the increase in the torsional inertia
that would have been required to model the test results, hut
indicated a marginal increase in the values calculated by the re
commended method. Details of this series of tests are given in
Appendix B.
As mentioned in Chapter 2 the recommendations for this type
of deck were based on’a one quarter scale model using the standard
inverted tee beams by Somerville and Tiller (1970) which are approx
imately half the width of the standard V-beam. This means that for
the same width of deck the model tested had twice as many cells as
it would have had if quarter scale M—beams had been used.
Also, if cracking occurs between each beam due to tranvserse
bending, more cracks would be present which would adversely effect
the distribution properties of the deck. Therefore, it is not un
reasonable that the deck with broader beams should show considerably
stiffer transverse distribution properties which result in a reduct
ion in the magnitude of the longitudinal bending moment and superior
load distribution characteristics. However, it is worthy of note
that the two 30 tonne trucks used to load the test bridges may not
have been sufficient to cause cracking of the in situ concrete be
tween the beams and a high estimate of the transverse deck stiffness
may have been obtained relative to its long-term performance. In
contrast,in the one quarter scale model tested at the C & CA (1971)
extensive cracking had developed due to the application of a test
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load equivalent to an abnormal vehicle of 180 tonnes. These results
have also been analysed by Loo and Cusens (1978) using a finite
strip method and this shows a good correlation with the model test
results when all the bottom joints are considered cracked. However,
when the joints are assumed to be uncracked a distribution similar
to the tests on the full size bridges is achieved. While the cracking
of the concrete forming the bottom longitudinal joints is an import
ant aspect, the main question is one of modelling accuracy in the use
of PCDG inverted tee beams to represent an M—beam deck and as a con
sequence it is proposed that after a period of service these bridges
will be tested again to establish if any change in the transverse
deck stiffness has occurred due to cracking between the beams.
The problem of the transverse stiffness of the pseudo—box deck
has not been fully resolved. The full scale tests have highlighted
an aspect of M-beam deck analysis which requires further investigation
and research in the near future.
The measured stresses for the tests with and without the parapet
upstand show very little difference and it would seem that the edge
stiffening does not have a very significant effect on the beam soffit
stresses local to the edge. This is probably not unexpected as the
pseudo-box deck behaves in a manner similar to a reinforced concrete
slab with a very flat distribution of load and the addition of an
area of slab at the edge would not make any appreciable difference
to the distribution of stress in the edge beams.
The Tullyear Road Bridge had only 11 beams, and strain gauges
were attached to all of them which allowed a check on the symmetry
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of the results. Loading case 3 was symmetric and loading cases 1 and
4 were anti—symmetric and all these cases gave good agreement as
regards the symmetry of results which was a good check on the perform
ance of the strain gauges and monitoring equipment.
The results of the strain gauge readings on top of the parapet
and on the deck slab are given in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. They are
compared with the grillage analysis whichHncludes a factor of 7 on
the torsional inertia of the transverse grillage beam. There is a
reasonable comparison with.the beam soffit readings but, in general,
the comparison of strains for these tests was poor.
The effect of the edge stiffening on the dis
bending moment is shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21.
correlation between the test results and the grill
includes a factor of 7 on the torsional inertia of
beams.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
From the series of tests on both tee beam and pseudo—box types
of deck the following conclusions may be drawn:
Tee Beam Construction
1. The grillage analysis used with the idealisation and recommend
ations by West (1973) provides a good basis for the analysis
of this type of deck.
2. Edge stiffening provides some relief to the edge beam soffit
stresses. This was more significant in load case No. 1 and,






2 and 3 show a slight increase in beam soffit stresses but the
difference was small and the level of stress for these cases
was low.
3. For design purposes the effect of the edge stiffening ass
ociated with the standard edge feature need not be considered
and the ana’ysis can be based on the stiffness of the com
posite beams alone. This will provide a conservative estimate
of beam moments in beams close to the edge of the deck.
Pseudo-Box Construction
1. Measured beam soffit stresses for these decks were about 20%
less than those predicted by the grillage analysis based on
the recommendations of West (1973).
2. A good correlation of beam soffit stresses was obtained when
the torsional inertia of the transverse grillage beams was
increased by a factor of 1.
3. The addition of edge stiffening to this type of deck showed
only a very nominal change in edge beam soffit stress.
General
For the design of M—beam bridge decks the following recommend
ations may be made:
1. Grillage analysis provides a good basis for deck analysis.
2. Existing methods of idealisation are satisfactory for tee beam
construction.
3. For both forms of deck the influence of edge stiffening should
be ignored and the analysis based on the stiffness of the com
posite beams only, which will provide a safe design in the region
of the edge beam.
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4. For the pseudo-box construction the calculation of the tor
sional ihertia of the transverse grillage beam has not been
resolved in a satisfactory manner and there is a need for
further investigation into this aspect of M-beam deck analysis.
However, until this problem is fully explained a simple empir
ical approach may be adopted and a good correlation of all
pseudo-box test results has been achieved by increasing the
torsional inertia of the transverse grillage beams by a factor
of 7.
Finally, it must be stated that the testing of full scale
bridge decks using commercial vehicles and suitable monitoring equip
ment has proved to be a practical and inexpensive approach to the
establishment of the load distribution characteristics. In order
that the information provided by the tests can be of use and possibly
incorporated into future designs it must be presented to designers
in a form that can be easily understood and used. With this in mind,
the results of the tests and the above recommendations will be in
corporated into a simplified design procedure aimed at improving the
economics of 11-beam decks. Details of this will be considered in
the next Chapter.
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Bann River Bridge Granville Road Bridge
Member I 3 I
1o mm4 10 mm4 i0 mm 10 mm4
1 no U/s 235 7.4 189 6.3
1 with U/S 415 7.4 385 6.3
2 235 7.4 189 6.3
3 1.09 2.7 0.76 1.8
4 133 37.1 99 33.6
Phy/grill 1.889 1.818
TABLE 4.1 Section Properties of Tee Beam Decks
Tullyear Road Bridge ASO Road Bridge
Member I 3 I 3
iü9 1D mm4 10 mm4 10 mm4
1 no U/S 49.68 28.03 139.23 48.72
1 with U/S 119.50 28.03 243.7 48.72
2 49.68 28.03 139.23 48.72
3 3.75 47.32 6.26 81.95
4 32.88 44.24 61.2? 70.96
Phy/grill 1beam












Fig. 4.1 Idealised Grillages & Section Properties
for Test Bridges
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Fig 6.12 Tultyear Road Bridge (Pseudo-Box)
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Fig 4.14 A50 Road Bridge (Pseudo-Box)
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CHAPTER FIVE
DESIGN METHODS FOR N-BEAM BRIDGE DECKS
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One of the main objectives of this project is to consider those
parameters that influence the economics of M-beam bridge deckswith a
view to improving the cost effectiveness of design and construction.
It is extremely difficult to quantify the cost of the design process
as compared with construction which can be evaluated to a large ex
tent by the quantity of materials required to build the structure.
However, certain aspects of design which are of a repetitive or
complex nature may be assessed in detail on the basis of the time
required in relation to other activities such as the preparation of
contract documents and drawings which can be readily quantified.
One such aspect, and an important one in any bridge design,
is the initial idealisation and analysis of the proposed structure.
This process takes a considerable amount of time as decisions have
to be made on such things as traffic lane and verge widths, critical
combinations of loading cases, idealisation of the structure and
the calculation of the stiffness properties, all of which have to
be prepared for input to the computer. However, most M—beam bridge
decks have considerable similarities and as such, scope must exist
for some degree of standardisation which would avoid the preparat
ion of a new grillage analysis for every proposed bridge.
An important aspect, especially when contract dates are being
considered, is the requirement that all designs must be checked by
a competent engineer. This mandatory requirement also adds to the
design time and it is usually accepted that the engineer responsible
for checking should adopt an alternative method for checking the
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analysis from that used by the desianer. Therefore, if some degree
of standardisation could be achieved for N-beam decks it would also
reduce and simplify the work involved in checking.
A further consideration is that there has been a general trend
over the last few years towards more complex design requirements.
This has created a problem of interpretation and hence an increase
i the time required for design. In particular, the eventual adopt
ion by the Department of Transport of the new limit state design code
BSS400 (1978) with its increase in load combinations and variable
length abnormal vehicle will add considerably to desion time and
ultimately the design costs.
Economies of construction may be achieved in a number of dif
ferent ways, the most important being the reduction in the number of
beams used in the deck. In Northern Ireland, M—beams are normally
used at lm spacing as recommended, however a major saving can be
made by increasing the spacing and using fewer beams. An additional
advantage of this approach is a lighter deck and this should be
reflected in reduced costs for the sub-structure. There is another
advantage that may be derived from spacing the beams in that they
may be used for spans less than the 15m which is recommended for
the standard lm spacing. This means that they are in direct com
petition with other forms of construction usually adopted for
spans of 8 to 15m and it will be shown in Appendix A that M-beam
construction when used for spans of this order and at spacings of
up to 2m is very competitive.
Spacing the beams does, however, introduce other constraints
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relating to the strength of the reinforced concrete slab spanning
between the beams. When this type of slab is designed using cur
rent methods it usually produces a steel requirement of about 2%.
However, recent research has shown that this could be reduced by
a considerable amount and if this could be justified it would be an
additional economy. This particular aspect of M-beam deck design
is of major importance and will be considered in detail in the next
chapter.
The need for standardisation of M—beam decks and the ever in
creasing complexity of design requirements has occurred at a time
when great advances have been made in large main frame computers
and the smaller more versatile desk top models. In this chapter,
both these computers are used to their best advantage to develop a
simplified design procedure which will provide a high degree of
standardisation and eliminate most of the problems of the complex
design requirements. The main frame computer was used with a gril—
lage analysis program to deduce the required bending moments which
were then presented graphically for the extended range of spans and
typical deck widths. In this analytical study the results of the
load tests from the previous chapter were incorporated and hence
accurate estimates of the beam bending moments can be deduced with
out the necessity for a separate grillage analysis for each bridqe
deck considered.
The requisite information can then be transferred to a desk
top computer and with the use of a set of interactive programs the
design can be completed in a very short time. Additional guidance
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is provided for secondary reinforcement in the beam and the est
imation of bending moments in the slab. This streamlined pro
cedure is more flexible than the Department of Transport Standard
Bridges (1978) even though it applies only to M-beam decks.
However, before considering the details of the proposed pro
cedure and to allow a comparison to be made with it, the existing
design requirements and procedure will be reviewed.
5.2 EXISTING DESIGN PROCEDURE
5.2.1 General
Before the detail design of an P1-beam can be considered the
complete bridge deck must be idealised into a form suitable for
analysis by hand or computer methods. The analysis will then pro
vide the bending moments and shear forces required for detail beam
design. The overall procedure for the analysis and design of an M—
beam bridge deck is illustrated in the flow chart shown in Fig. 5.1.
This simplified flow chart contains all the necessary pro
cedures which must be carried out to the standards laid down in
the design requirements which will now be reviewed.
5.2.2 Design Requirements
Existinq requirements for the design of reinforced concrete
are given in DTp Technical Memorandum (Bridges) BE1/73 (1973) and
for prestressed concrete bridges are given in DTp Technical Memor
andum (Bridges) BE2/73 (1973). Design must also be in accord with
the appropriate Codes of Practice such as the British Standards
Institution CP115 (1969) and CP116 (1969). The more important





28—day cube strength (Uw) 52.5 N/mm2
Transfer cube strength (Ut) 40.0 N/mm2
Maximum Permissible Stresses compression tension
at transfer of prestress Ut/2 -1.0 N/rn2
under working load Uw/3 0 N/mm2
In situ Concrete
compression
28-day cube strength (Uw) 30 N/mm2
or 37.5 N/mm2
Maximum permissible stresses compression tension
under workina load Uw/3 3.6 N/mm2
or 4.2 N/rn2
Prestressing Strand
A wide choice of prestressina strand is now available. The
initial prestressing force should not exceed 70% of the ultimate
strength and if possible low relaxation strand should be used in
order to keep losses to a minimum.
5.2.3 Factors Influencing Beam Selection
Initial beam selection can have an important influence on the
final construction cost of the deck. Current tender prices indicate
that the tee beam construction is considerably more economic than
a similar pseudo-box deck which is one beam size smaller. In gen
eral it is only when clearance is absolutely critical that a pseudo—
box construction is preferred. The main problem with the pseudo—
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box construction is the fixing of the bottom transverse steel to
provide the slab which is a time—consuming job and an obvious cost
penalty. A choice of a suitable beam size may be made from Fig. 5.2
which is from the publication by Manton and Wilson (1971) and is
based on a span to depth ratio of between 19 and 20.
5.2.4 Detail Flexural Design
For the detail design of the MBeam, bending moments and shear
forces are best presented in the form of envelopes and should be
divided into components due to:
1. Beam self—weight
2. In situ concrete
3. Superimposed dead load
4. Live load
Additional stresses from the following must also be considered:
5. Differential Shrinkage and Creep
6. Temperature
7. Wind
It should be noted that for an individual beam an envelope of
maximum bendino moment is all that is required to design the beam
for bending, but to provide shear reinforcement for the beam various
configurations of bendinq moment and shear force should be considered.
Therefore alternative live load cases, in addition to those pro
ducing maximum values, should be investigated.
With the beam size and design bending moments now defined, an
acceptable arranqement of tendons and debonding may now be achieved
for the midspan section. Transfer and final losses are assumed and
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a prestressing force and eccentricity calculated and translated
into a practical arrangement with reference to the manufacturers
standard end plate. Losses are checked and the process repeated
until convergence is achieved. Moving towards the support, alter
native sections of beams are checked under the same prestress and
a new set of bending moments. This is repeated until the permissible
stress allowed under prestress at transfer and self-weight is rea
ched. At this point a debonding calculation must be carried out by
adjusting the number of tendons and associated eccentricity until a
suitable strand pattern giving acceptable stresses is achieved.
This process is repeated along the beam until the support is reached.
Tendons should be debonded as evenly as possible along the beam and
excessive debonding should be avoided close to the end block. Where
the section under consideration is within the transmission zone,
stresses due to prestress should be adjusted to suit the transmission
length based on the size and type of tendon being used.
5.2.5 Shear Reinforcement
With the beam now designed in flexure and with envelopes of
various cases of bending moments and shear forces, the shear rein
forcement may now be detailed. Various sections of the beam must be
considered in accordance with the flow chart of DTp Technical Memor
andum (Bridges) No BE 2/73 (1973). This is a two—part procedure
with both cracked and uncracked sections being checked. The inter
pretation and application of this flow chart is both tedious and
complicated and as a consequence is likely to give rise to errors.
If the beam is being works tested a check should also be made to
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ensure that the reinforcement is adequate when the test loads are
applied to the beam section without the composite action of the
slab.
5.2.6 Ultimate Moment of Resistance
An iterative process is used to find the line of zero stress,
and for concrete a rectangular stress block of 0.4 x the 28—day
characteristic cube strength is assumed in conjunction with the
tendon data taken from the manufacturer’s load extension curves.
A worthwhile increase in the moment of resistance may be achieved
by the addition of high yield reinforcing bars lonoitudinally in
the top slab and where an increase is required at a later stage in
the design this addition is preferred to an increase in concrete
strength or the redesign of tendons.
5.2.7 Ream Test Loads
Test loading of prestressed beams is at the discretion of the
design engineer and in general the requirements of the test should
be specified on the drawings and contract documents. A test can
give a good indication of the load capacity of the beam and is
particularly useful if there is some doubt about the quality of
material or workmanship. The calculation of test loads is based
on the Department of Transport Technical Memorandum (Bridges)
No. BE 2/73 (1973) and the Department of Transport, Specification
for Road and Bridge Works (1976), where the load if possible should
induce a tensile bending stress appropriate to the cube strength of
the concrete at the time of test. Where, however, under a lesser
loading the compressive stress in bending at any point exceeds 0.5 x
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the cube strength of the concrete (after allowing for losses app
ropriate to the age of the beam when tested) or the bending moment
at any section exceeds the ultimate moment of resistance divided
by a factor of 1.2, this loading should not be exceeded. At the
design stage the possibility of having to test the beams should be
considered and adequate shear reinforcement provided.
5.2.8 Deck Slab
The transverse reinforcement in the deck slab should be in the
same direction as the idealised grillaqe members. For modest skew
this may be parallel to the abutments although a loss in efficiency
of deck steel results as the skew increases. The qrillaae analysis
will provide global bending moments to which the effects of the
local wheel loads must be added using the method of Westerqaard
(1930) or Pucher (1964).
Finally, it must be emphasised that although the requirements
for the detail design of M-beams are well defined in the various
Technical Memoranda and Codes of Practice, the routine detailing
process just described can take a considerable period of time and
involve a vast amount of numerical calculations. In an attempt to
streamline this existing procedure the use of both main frame and
desk top computers will be investigated and the simplified design
procedure proposed will now be discussed.
5.3 SIMPLIFIED DESIGN PROCEDURE
5.3.1 General
When considering the flow chart of Fig. 5.1 which shows the
existing design requirements it may be seen that the design process
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has 2 distinct phases. The first of these is the idealisation of the
structure and the analysis which produces the member forces. In the
second phase the member forces are used for the detail design of the
structural elements. For a beam and slab bridge deck the struct
ural parameters are usually well defined, although for the M-beam
type of deck it was considered necessary to establish these by
load tests, and the idealisation and analysis can be achieved in a
single operation using a standard program and a main frame computer.
In contrast, the second phase involving the detail design often
requires an iterative process of refinement to achieve an economic
structure.
With these 2 phases firmly established the whole design pro
cess may be streamlined by using the main frame computer to provide
the large amount of data required to form the basis of qeneralised
design charts which would avoid the repetitive and expensive use
of the computer for every bridge considered. The desk top computer
would then be used to do the detail design, a task for which it is
ideally suited as it provides an interactive facility which gives
the engineer complete control of the design process.
By incorporating these improvements into the flow chart in
Fig. 5.1 the design procedure may now be streamlined to that shown
in Fig. 5.3. This approach will produce a considerable saving in
time and some details of these improvements will now be considered.
5.3.2 Idealisation and Analysis
As stated previously the structural shapes and stiffness para
meters of beam and slab bridge decks are well defined from the point
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of view of initial idealisation. Therefore, the main problem is
one of repetitive analysis and howto provide the required infor
mation in an alternative form that is convenient and simple to use.
M—beam bridge decks are usually analysed using a orillage analysis
such as the Department of Transport HECB GRIDS Program (1975)
and it was envisaged that this program would form the basis of an
analytical investigation aimed specifically at generatino graphs
of live load bending moments due to standard HA and HB loading for
a range of spans and widths of decks. This would avoid the nec
essity of running a new analysis for every deck considered. This
standardisation of analysis would require to have sufficient acc
uracy for initial design with a more rigorous analysis, if necess
ary, carried out for checking purposes. This type of graphical
presentation also has the advantage that it avoids the possibility
of the occasional or unfamiliar computer user accepting results in
isolation and in error. The graphical presentation of this type of
information would provide considerable savings in the man hours and
computer time required for this phase of the design process.
5.3.3 Detail Design
To complete the detail design the various design steps in the
flow chart in Hg. 5.1 have, with the exception of the idealisation
and computer analysis, been programmed to suit the Hewlett Packard
9830A desk top computer. Details of the individual programs are
given in the flow charts in Appendix C.
The use of the desk top computer allows the detail design of
an M-beam to be completed in a few hours and as detail drawings of
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beams and deck tend to follow the same pattern the production of
contract drawings has now been reduced to a matter of filling in
a few tendon details and numbers of reinforcing bars required in
the beam and slab.
An alternative program called PREBEM is now available from
the Department of Transport Highway Engineering Computing
Branch (1977) for use on an ICL 1900 or a computer of similar
capacity. It provides a detail design for most of the precast pre—
stressed beams currently available. However, it has the disadvantage
that for a given envelope of bending moment and shear forces it
produces a unique design which cannot be amended by the designer.
It is also unsuitable for checking an existing design where the
tendon arrangement has already been specified.
These problems do not arise when using the beam design program
for the Hewlett Packard desk top computer. This is an interactive
program and for a given set of bending moments the required number
of tendons and the associated eccentricity is recommended. The
designer may accept or amend this recommendation as required,
giving him complete control of the tendon arrangement and tendon
debonding. Because of this flexibility of data input this program
is ideal for checking existing designs where all the detail has
already been specified.
The use of the desk top computer programs in this manner
provides a streamlined facility for completing the second phase
of the design process. Therefore, the outstanding part of the de
sign process which is the provision, in a graphical form, of charts




With the load distribution characteristics of M-beam bridoe
decks now established the findings of the previous chapter have
been used to formulate a standard procedure for this type of deck.
The grillage analysis, incorporating the necessary information,
was used to generate design moments which have been presented in
a graphical form. Throughout it was assumed that the self—weight
and superimposed dead load moments can be calculated on a strip
basis.
The economic advantages of spacing the beams has already
been discussed even though in their original conception M-beam
decks were intended to be used at lm spacing and in Northern Ireland
this has been the practice to date. However, in this particular
project considerable emphasis has been placed on economy of design
and with this in mind an obvious saving is to place the beams at
a spacing greater than the standard lm, even though this will mean
an increase in the depth of the beam by one or two sizes. This
of course has been done in certain areas of England with an app
ropriate adjustment to the strength of the slab. For the standard
placing of the beams at lm spacing the usual range of spans covered
is from 15 to 29m. However, when the spacing is increased the spans
that may be accommodated by each beam is reduced. For beam spacing
of l.5m the range of spans is lOto 24mand for 2m spacing it is 8 to
20m. The use of the M-beams for spans less than 15m means that
they are now in direct competition with other forms of construction
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such as the solid reinforced concrete slab and the standard pre
tensioned concrete inverted tee beam with a solid infill. On invest
igation it has been found that the M-beam is very competitive
(Appendix A) at spans from 8 to lSm and in the situation where ground
conditions are poor, the relatively light weight of the M-beam deck,
as compared with the other forms of concrete construction, should
show additional economy in the design of the sub-structure. A
chart has been derived with the recommended beam size for the new
range of spans usino beam spacings at 1.0, 1.5 and 2.Om and is given
in Fig. 5.4. A comparison of deck costs for the smaller beams and
shorter spans is given in Appendix A.
In the provision of charts of this type it is important that
the scope and limitations of the charts should be well established
and defined. Other aspects which are equally important such as the
generalised grillages and loading, the basis of the non-dimensional
moment distribution curves and the application and use of the charts
will all be described in detail.
5.4.2 Specification for Design Charts
It was important that the specification for the design charts
was based on a realistic assessment of the most important require
ments for M-bearn deck design and should be of sufficient accuracy to
allow the design to proceed to the contract stage. With this in mind
the following requirements were specified for the design charts.
1. Cover all spans between 8 and 29m i.e. the expanded ranue
of application of the fri-beam.
2. Provide a transverse distribution of longitudinal bending
moment so that the most heavily loaded beam may be identified
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when the live load is combined with the dead load and super
imposed dead load.
3. Applicable to widths of deck which are typical for the app
lication of a generalised form of the Standard Highway Loading
Type HA and HB.
4. Suitable for application to decks having up to 3Q0 skew.
5. Provide an acceptable level of accuracy.
With the main requirements of the design charts now specified
a generalised approach to the use of the grillage analysis will now
be considered in detail.
5.4.3 Generalised Grillages
As the basis for investigating the load distribution in M
beam bridge decks and to comply with the requirements of span width
and skew as defined in the preceding paranraph, an extensive series
of grillage analyses were carried out from which all the relevant
information could be extracted. For all spans, skews of 0, 10,
20 and 30 degrees were considered and for the lm spacing spans of
15, 20 and 26m and widths of 9, 13, 17 and 21 beams were investigated
in both tee and pseudo-box construction. For the l.5m spacing spans
of 12, 18 and 24m and widths of 1, 9, 11, 13 and 15 beams were con
sidered. For the 2.Om spacing spans of 10, 15 and 20rn and widths of
5, 7, 9 and 11 beams were required.
To facilitate the generation of so many ciri
written for the Hewlett Packard desk top computer
automatic mesh generation system with the section
from very basic input data. The output from this
ilages a program was
which provided an
properties required
program was in a
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convenient form for input to the main frame grillage analysis
program. For tee beam construction the grillages were based on
the recommendations of West (1973) as discussed in Chapter 4.
However, for pseudo-box construction the recommendations based on
the load distribution tests as discussed in Chapter 4 have been used.
For both tee and pseudo—box construction the stiffenino effect of
the edge feature has not been considered as this has been shown
to produce a safe and conservative design.
Although an orthogonal mesh is ideal for use with the grillage
analysis it is generally accepted that for skews up to 3Qo a high
degree of accuracy will be achieved with a parallelogram mesh and
this type of mesh has been used in the grillage investigation for
the design charts. It also has the advantaae that it is suitable
for the automatic mesh generation system of the grillage program
which is an important facility as it saves a large amount of time
required for data preparation and reduces the quantity of input
cards for the computer. Idealised grillages are shown in Figs. 5.5
to 5.7 and section properties are shown in Tables 5.1 to 5.4.
5.4.4 Generalised Loading
It was most important that the loading to
culation of live load bending moments should be
general nature to cover all the critical design
be considered in any design situation. The van
ally adopted were the result of a wide-ranging r
bridge deck designs and full details of these wi
following sections under the separate classifica
Highway Loading Type HA and HB.





11 be given in the
tions of Standard
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Standard Highway Loading Type HA
In Northern Ireland the Department of the Environment Roads
Service is responsible for specifying the intensity of loading that
a bridge should be designed to carry. The latest amendment to the
current DTp bridge loading document Technical Memorandum (Bridges)
BE 1/77 (1977) recommends that all bridges should be desianed to
carry at least 30 units of HB loading. However each new bridne is
considered in its own environment and for accommodation roads
bridleways and byways, the HB requirement may be relaxed and the
loading adopted is then a uniformly distributed load plus a knife—
edge load.
With this in mind and although possibly of secondary importance,
design charts for a limited width of decks have been included and it
is envisaged that in practice they will be used mainly for compar
ative purposes as wL2/8 for the UDL and WL/4 for KEL will give
satisfactory results.
The standard highway loading as defined in the DTp Technical
Memorandum (Bridges) BE1/77 (1977) requires that 2 lanes be loaded
with full HA loading and the remainder with 1/3 HA. For the narrow
decks the central 6m has been assumed to constitute two 3m lanes and
has been loaded with full HA of 10.5 kN/m2. The remainder on each
side has been considered to be a pedestrian footway but for simplic
ity has been loaded with 1/3 HA rather than a footpath loading of
4.0 kN/m2. This slight deficiency was more than compensated for by
1the inclusion of the /3 HA knife—edge load, but was also more con
venient when expanding the loading for the wider decks where an
additional lane is required as the additional beams are all loaded
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with 1/ HA loading. It should be noted that as full HA loading of
10.5 kN/m2 and a midspan knife—edge load of 40 kN/m has been used
throughout and no allowance has been made for reduced loading due
to loaded lengths over 23m or the possibility of actual traffic
lanes being greater than 3m. The resulting bending moments are
therefore conservative and an adjustment based on a more accurate
assessment of the actual loading may be made as suggested in para
graph 5.4.6. Use of Charts. Generalised HA loading is shown in
Fig. 5.8 to 5.10.
Standard Highway Loading Type HB
The abnormal vehicle used for Type HB loading is defined by
weight and geometry in the current Standard, DTp Technical Memorandum
(Bridges) BE1/77 (1977) and for the generalised situation required
for the design charts it had to be positioned in the most eccentric
position transversely. This will produce a concentration of load
in the beams near the edge of the deck as the lateral distribution
of this load will be in one direction, i.e. towards the centre of
the deck. For the vehicle positioned towards the centre of the deck
more beams will be effective and hence a better distribution of load
will result with a corresponding reduction in individual beam bending
moment. Defining the various positions of the HB vehicle transversely
also means catering for a range of footpath widths as the HB vehicle
may be positioned 200mm from the raised kerb. The first kerb position
considered was approximately at the centre line of the second beam
from the edge. This assumed a l.5m footpath plus a parapet cantilever
and this was considered the minimum width possible. This meant the
centroid of the HB vehicle was 2.35m from the centre line of the edge
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beam which was used as the datum. The alternative kerb positions
considered gave HB vehicle centroids of 3.35 and 4.35m from the
centre line of the edge beam with footpath widths of 2.5 and 3.5m
plus the parapet cantilever. This rance of vehicle positions app
lied to the range of deck widths considered will cover almost all
the current motorway and trunk road requirements.
Associated with the standard highway loading Type HB is 1/3
of the Type HA loading and this has been applied to those traffic
lanes not occupied by the HB vehicle. The magnitude of this loading
was 3.5 kN/m2 UDL and 13.3 kN/m knife-edge and again no reduction
has been made for loaded lengths over 23m or traffic lane widths
greater than 3m. Generalised Standard Highway loading Type HB and
HB + 1/3 HA is shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 and is for the beams at
l.Om spacing. For the 1.5 and 2.Om spacing the loading is identical
with the appropriate adjustment to the beam layout.
With the idealised grillages and loadina now standardised
the theoretical basis of the design charts will now be developed.
5.4.5 Basis of Charts
For design purposes the maximum longitudinal bending moment in
each physical beam due to dead and live load is required and this
usually means considering at least the six beams near the edge, each
of which will have a different combination of dead and live load. To
accommodate this type of investigation charts of maximum longitudinal
bending moment have been drawn for the range of spans appropriate
to the beam spacing and the various width of decks considered.
These are based on the generalised arillages and loading defined in
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paragraph 5.4.4. The variation in maximum longitudinal bending
moment with span is almost linear and in general shows maximum
values occurring when the HR vehicle is in the most eccentric
position transversely. The values of maximum bending moment shown
in the charts do not always occur at midspan but tend to concent
rate under the centre two axles of the HR vehicles which are 6.lm
apart. This tendency is more pronounced for the shortest spans
under 20m and for the longer spans the midspan usually shows a
maximum. This is due to the finer mesh used for the shortest spans
relative to the axle spacing of the HR vehicle and may be compared
in Hg. 5.5 and Table 5.1. This small difference is not important
as the envelope of maximum live load bending moment used for design
has an almost constant value between the centre axles of the HR veh
icle thereby defining the shape of the envelope for any given max
imum bendina moment. In the design of an M—beam deck it is usual
practice to detail the beam to carry the maximun loads that may
be applied to it and then to make all the other beams in the deck
identical thereby providing a considerable reserve of strength
should the maximum loading combination ever occur.
With the maximum lonaitudinal live load bending moment now
established it is therefore necessary to consider the transverse
distribution of longitudinal bending moment across the deck which
when added to the dead and superimposed dead load will give the
maximum bending moment that can occur and the position of the
particular beam in the deck.
The transverse distribution of longitudinal bending moment
has been defined using the non—dimensional parameter M/Mav
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Where M = The cnidspan bending moment in an individual
deck beam
May = The average midspan bending moment of all the
beams in the deck
This non-dimensional parameter M/Mav has been found to be
effectively independent of span and varies only with width of deck
and loading arrangement applied to it. The transverse distribution
of M/Mav for the cases which include the HR vehicle show a maximum
for the 21 beam deck, as the wider the deck the smaller will be May
and hence for a given value of N the ratio M/May will be larqe.
The use of the charts for the estimation of the transverse
distribution of longitudinal bending moment will provide a quick
conservative solution with an acceptable level of accuracy. The
scatter of results from the analysis of the HA loading was 4%, from
the HR loading 6% and from the HR + 1/3 HA loading 6%. The most con
servative values of M/Mav have been plotted in all cases. Although
an acceptable level of accuracy is required from the design charts
overall the accuracy of the transverse distribution of longitudinal
bending moment is not so critical provided the position of the
maximum bending moment is correct and the shape of the curve is a
reasonable approximation as defined by the parameter M/Mav. There
is also a reserve of strength in the adjacent beams especially in
the tee beam construction which shows a greater variation of long
itudinal bending moment in the transverse direction than the pseudo-
box construction which has a much flatter distribution similar to a
reinforced concrete slab.
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For M—beam decks live load represents only 30 to 50% of the
total design bending moments so that an error of 6% in the estim
ation of the live load bending moment is reduced to 1.8 to 3% when
dead and superimposed dead load is added for design purposes.
The design charts are therefore based on the assumption that:
1. The maximum longitudinal bending moment occurs at midspan
2. For design purposes this maximum bendimi moment may be com
bined with a transverse distribution of longitudinal bending
moment based on the midspan values of the non—dimensional
parameter N/May.
Charts of maximum bending moment and M/Mav for various loading
arrangements and deck construction are given in Figs. 5.13 to
5.36.
It should be noted that for the lm spacing the charts of
maximum bending moment per beam have a separate graph for each width
of deck considered. However, as the spacing of the beams increased,
the capacity of the deck to distribute the wheel loads laterally
was decreased and the maximum bending moments depended upon the
local wheel loads only and were effectively independent of the number
of beams in the deck, hence only a simile graph is shown for 1.5 and
2.Om spacing. With the basis of the charts firmly established con
sideration will now be given to the use of the charts for the design
of an N-beam bridge deck.
5.4.6 Use of Charts
Procedure for Design and Checking
With the design charts available for estimating the live load
bending moments the procedure to be adopted would be that for mit
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ial design they would be used for a very quick calculation of bend
ing moment. The design would proceed using the various programs
available for the Hewlett Packard desk-top computer and could be
completed in a few hours. Under the technical approval of structures
checking system, the engineer responsible for checking would use a
grillage analysis or a suitable method to do a more accurate invest
igation. This would allow particular aspects of deck loading such
as loaded lenoth, traffic lanes and footpath widths to be investigated
including a more refined analysis of the overall bridge deck which
could not be generalised. Therefore if the slightly more compre
hensive analysis carried out using the grillaqe analysis during the
checking should indicate that an increase in live load bending
moment is required, the small adjustment can be made before the
contract is awarded or manufacture begins.
Application of Charts
In order to estimate the live load bending moment using the
charts the following bridge deck parameters must be defined - effect
ive span, number of beams and skew. For deck loading the transverse
position and number of units of the HB vehicle is also required.
For the maximum bending moments the charts of the HB loading plus
1/3 HA and the correct number of beams should be used and for the
given span and position of HB vehicle the maximum bending moment
may be read. Deck width and vehicle position may be interpolated
when they do not coincide with the given data.
After reading M the transverse distribution may now be
max’
considered. By using the chart with the correct vehicle position,
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the maximum value of M/Mav for the given deck width is read. This
is in fact Mmax/Mav and as Mmax has been established from the bending
moment chart the value of May may now be calculated. The non-dimen
sional parameter M/Mav may now be read from the curve at each beam in
the deck and knowing May the bending moment at each beam may be cal
culated. A typical example is considered in Fig. 5.37.
For the Standard Highway loading type HA with a lane width
greater than 3 m and a loaded length greater than 23 m the intensity
of loading may be reduced. The transverse distribution should be cal
culated using the design charts which are based on the loading as shown
in Figs 5.8 to 5.10. The actual reduced loading should be calculated
and compared with the loading of Figs. 5.8 to 5.10. Reduction factors
based on the reduced loading divided by 10.5 or 3.5 may be calculated
and the original distribution of bending moments reduced to give a more
accurate estimate.
For the NB + 1/ HA loading, the 1/3 HA is based on 3.5 kN/m2 and a
reduction similar to the HA loading may be made. The effect of the 1/3 HA
loading may be estimated by calculating the difference between NB + 1/3 HA
and HB. The 1/3 HA part may be reduced inDroportion to the actual inten
sity of the 1/ HA to the 3.5 kN/m2 on which the charts are based.. The
moments from the original HB loading are then added to the reduced 1/3 HA
moments to complete the design.
Reduced NB Loading
Two sets of charts have been prepared for each beam spacing
using 45 units of Standard Highway Loading Type NB. The first set
uses the KB vehicle on its own and the second has the additional1!3
Type HA loading. Maximum design bending moments will occur when
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the deck is loaded with the HB vehicle plus 1/3 HA but for some roads
a reduced standard of loading is acceptable and an HB vehicle of
37 or 30 units may be required. The set of charts of 45 units of
HB vehicle only may be used to deduce the design bending moments
for this reduced standard.
The procedure to be adopted is as follows:—
For the given deck parameters the individual beam bending
moments should be calculated as described for both 45 units of HB
loading and also 45 units of HB plus 1/3 HA. By subtracting these
the beam bending moments due to 1/3 HA only may be calculated. The
bending moments for 45 units of HB only may then be reduced to the
required loading, such as 37 or 30 units, and these values are
then added to the bendinq moments for 1/ HA. This will then aive
the design bending moments for the reduced HB loading plus 1/3 HA
loading.
5.4.7 Skew Decks
In the specification for design charts it was considered de
sirable that up to 30 degrees of skew should be accomodated and in
this respect it has been investigated for both tee and pseudo-box
construction.
The generalised arrangement of grillage and loading that was
used for the right decks was extended for angles of skew of 10, 20
and 30 degrees. The effective span was kept constant with a sub
sequent reduction in square span. However, this showed that only a
very small reduction of about 3% maximum occurred, with most of the
grillages showing negligible reduction in longitudinal bending moments.
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It is therefore recommended that no reduction in loneitudinal
bending moment should be made for decks with an annie of skew less
than 30 denrees. The order of the reduction that could be considered
is well within the accuracy required from the design charts.
The previous paragraphs have described how the design charts
may be used to provide a transverse distribution of longitudinal bend
ing moment which when combined with the dead load and superimposed
dead load will allow the critical beam to be isolated for design pur
poses. However, having established the critical beam, the distribution
of bending moment in the longitudinal direction is then required and
in paragraph 5.2.4 it was suggested that this is best presented in the
form of an envelope as this allows the longitudinal beam sections to
be considered. Therefore to expand the simplified presentation of data
for beam design, envelopes of longitudinal bending moments for both
type HA and HB loading will now be considered.
5.5 ENVELOPES OF BENDING MOMENTS
5.5.1 Introduction
For a complete design of an M—beam, bending moments are best
presented in the form of an evenlope. As it is not known initially
where the prestressing strand is to be debonded after the midspan
tendon arrangement has been decided, the envelope provides all the
information required for the desiqn to proceed at any beam section.
The midspan section will be designed to the full live load moment
but as sections away from midspan are considered and as the dead
load compensation reduces, the condition at transfer becomes the
critical design parameter. Therefore for bending design a live load
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envelope is only of importance around the middle third of the span as
this is the part of the beam which is affected by the HB vehicle as
it moves across the deck. If a rigorous design of shear reinforcement
is to be carried out, a range of individual bending moment cases and
associated shear forces are required. Envelopes of Standard Highway
Loading Type HA and HB each have their own particular shape and char
acteristics, both of which will be considered.
5.5.2 Standard Highway Loading Type HA
The envelopeof this typeof loading is the parabolic distribution
of bending moment from the uniformly distributed part of the loading
with the bending moment due to the knife-edqe load, which may occur
at any point on the span, superimposed. By adding the two bending
moment equations the bending moment of the envelope M may be equated
to:
N = (L - +
The midspan bending moment may be established from the design charts
and with x = L/2 the value of w may be calculated from the above
equation. Knowing w, the bending moment at any point x may now be
calculated and the envelope completed.
5.5.3 Standard Highway Loading Type HB
The idealised envelope for this type of loading is based on
the geometry of the abnormal vehicle and is shown in Fig. 5.38. As
maximum bending moments occur under the centre a axles the envelope
of bending moment is constant between these axles which are 6.lm apart.
This part of the envelope will allow the initial detailing of the ten—
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don pattern and an estimation must now be made of the bending moment
at point B (Fig. 5.38) which will depend on the bending moment at A
and the span of the deck. As the bending moment at A may be calculated
from the design charts then for any given span the bending moment at













- 3.05 - 0.9)
=
- 395)
Rb = MA./(L/2 - 3.95)
MB = MA(L/2 - 4 65)/(L/2 - 395)
= Km.MA
where Km = (L/2 - 4.85)!(L/2 - 3.95)
Values of the coefficient Km have been plotted for spans of 9.7
to 29m and are given in Fig. 5.39. At a span of 9.7m point B coin
cides with the support point. For spans of S to 9.7m point A should
be taken as 0.l5L from the support to avoid having tendons debonded
inside the transmission zone. Having established the bending moment
at B a straight line distribution has been assumed from B to the sup
port. This part of the envelope is unimportant as design is always
to the critical transfer condition although the inspection of a series
of design envelopes has shown that only very occasionally on the longer
spans would a straight line distribution be exceeded in this area.
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Although this analysis is based on the geometry of the NB
vehicle, when the additional 1/3 HA loading is added it increases
the bending moment by about lO%.As the loading is still predominately
HB this approach is still valid for both the NB and HB + 1/ HA types
of loading.
The use of this type of envelope for live load bending moments
should give a reasonably accurate debonding pattern for the pre—
stressing strand near the centre third of the beam as the transfer
govern
condition wil1design over the remaining end thirds of the beam.
To complete the design of an M—beam bridge deck 2 other aspects
of the requirements must be considered. These are the provision of
secondary reinforcement in the beams and the estimation of the tran
sverse bending moments in the deck slab from the overall analysis.
Both these requirements will now be considered with a view to pro
viding a completely flexible design procedure.
5.6 SECONDARY REINFORCEMENT FOR BEAMS
The design of secondary reinforcement for composite prestressed
beams is based on the provisions of the Department of Transport
Technical Memorandum (Bridges) BE 2/73. For a riqorous analysis a
range of both HA and HB loading cases should be considered and the
critical case occurs when (Q — 0.8 Q) is a maximum, where
Q = The shear force due to the dead and live load with
ultimate factors applied according to Clause 7 of
BE2/73 (1973).
c’m = The shear capacity of the plain concrete section
cracked in flexure.
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This calculation is long and complicated and has to be repeated at
various sections along the beam. For initial design an empirical
layout of steel is proposed which is based on a study of existing
designs and will apply to the full range of M—beams used in either
pseudo-box or tee beam at up to 2m spacing. The proposed steel
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.40 and should be satisfactory when
the beam is composite with the deck slab and subjected to live loads.
Although the use of beams at up to 2m spacing has considerable
economic advantages, it was thought that difficulties could arise
regarding the shear strength. However a series of typical designs
using beams at 2m spacing has been completed indicating that the
shear strength is satisfactory and the empirical arrangement shown
in Fig. 5.40 will provide an acceptable level of safety.
When provision is made at the design stage to test a beam then
the secondary reinforcement proposed in Fig. 5.40 should be checked
by applying the test loads to the monolithic beam. A program is
available for the desk top computer to carry out this check as it
is possible that test loads on the monolithic beam will be more crit
ical than live loads applied to the composite beam.
5.7 TRANSVERSE BENDING MOMENTS FROM OVERALL ANALYSIS
The deck slab which spans between the precast beams is required
to resist forces from two distinct sources which may be defined as
follows: -
1. Global effects due to the overall deflection of the beams
relative to each other; and
2. Local effects due to individual wheel loads applied to the slab
spanning between beams.
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Bending moments due to local wheel loads are usually estimated
by the methods of Westergaard (1930) or Pucher (1964) and are depend
ent upon the thickness of surfacing on top of the slab.
Maximum global bending moments due to 46 units of the abnormal
vehicle have been calculated for a range of decks and these bending
moments which are given in Table 5.5 may be used for design purposes
and should be added to the bending moments from the local wheel loads.
5.8 COMPARISON OF CHARTS WITH EXISTING DESIGNS
This chapter has been concerned with the design of M—beam bridqe
decks and in particular the development and use of the charts to sim
plify the design procedure. It will be of interest to compare the
accuracy of the charts with some existing designs which have been pre
pared using more rigorous analyses. This comparison will now be made
with some recent designs by the DOE (NI), Roads Service. These are
typical examples and many more have been compared by the DOE (NI) and
have been found to be satisfactory. Both tee and pseudo—box con
struction at lm spacing have been considered.
5.8.1 Tee Beam Construction
Two bridge decks have been compared and details of the Mourne
River Bridge and Ballymacoss Railway Bridge are given in Table 5.6.
The comparison of bending moment distributions for these 2
bridge decks are given in Figs 5.41 and 5.42. For the HB vehicle
only case there is excellent agreement for both these bridges and for
the HB + ‘/3HA case the design charts show an overestimation of 6% for
the Mourne River Bridge and 4% for the Ballymacoss Railway Bridge.
For design purposes these values are quite satisfactory although
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it should be noted that when these moments are added to the dead loads
the amount of overestimate is negligible. No correction has been
made for the reduced %HA loading due to lane width or loaded lenoth.
5.8.2 Pseudo—Box Construction
Again two bridges have been compared and details are given in
Table 5.6. It will be seen from Figs 5.43 and 5.44 that the design
charts give bending moments which are considerably less than the
original design and this is due to the increased torsional inertia of
the idealised transverse grillage beam which has been incorporated
into the design charts. This comparison therefore shows the amount
of overdesign which occurs from the use of the existng design recom
mendations and with the test results incorporated into the design
charts it should be possible to use a smaller beam for the pseudo—box
construction than would normally be used.
In this chapter the many aspects of M—heam bridge deck design
have been considered and the proposed simplified procedure will pro
vide a streamlined alternative to the standard approach. This will
reduce the design time to a few days with a subsequent saving in man
hours and the additional economies that may be achieved by spacino
the beams will also have a significant effect on the contract price
of the bridge. The design charts and detailed running instructions
for the desk top computer programs have been published by Kirkpatrick
(1979) and are currently being used by the DOE (NI) Roads Service.
The increased spacing of the beams does however, when the slab
is analysed by the recommended method, produce bending moments which
requires bottom transverse reinforcement of at least 2%. Recent re
search has however indicated that when the in-plane restraint which
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is inherent in this type of bridge slab is taken into account rein
forcement may be reduced considerably. If this reduction in steel
reinforcement could be achieved for the standard 160mm M-beam slab
it would represent an additional saving both in steel content and
in the time required for fabrication. However, to justify such a
reduction in steel content the load capacity of the slab would require
to be established by test and a more appropriate method of analysis
developed which would allow for the in—plane restraint inherent in
this type of slab.
Therefore, an experimental programme to establish the service
ability and ultimate capacities of the standard M—beam slab with the
beams spaced at up to 2m will now be planned and details will be
discussed in the next Chapter.
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Span Grillage 9 Beam 13 Beam 17 Beam 21 Beam
m Property Deck Deck Deck Deck
L-m 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.875
B-rn 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.8182
Phy/Gri1 beam 1.0 1.444 1.888 1.75
Ii x 10 mm4 39.05 56.41 73.76 68.34
15 31 3.17 4.65 6.12 5.65
12 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.51
32 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.21
13 31.81 31.81 31.81 28.98
33 II 16.88 16.88 16.88 16.67
L-m 3.333 3.333 3.333 2.5
B-rn 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.8182
Phy/Gri1 beam 1.0 1.444 1.888 1.75
Ii x 10 mm4 74.95 108.26 141.57 131.16
20 31 3.49 5.12 6.74 6.22
12 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.68
32 2.21 2.21 2.21 1.64
13 “ 71.25 71.25 71.25 64.84
33 26.96 26.96 26.96 26.67
L—m 4.333 4.333 4.333 3.25
B—rn 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.8182
Phy/Grill beam 1.0 1.444 1.888 1.75
Ii x 109rnm4 146.72 211.93 277.14 256.76
26 31 4.61 6.73 8.85 8.17
12 1.18 1.18 1.18 0.89
32 2.89 2.89 2.89 2.15
13 160.75 160.75 160.75 146.22
33 40.57 40.57 40.57 40.20
TABLE 5.1
— Section Properties of Standard Grillaaes
Tee Beam Construction Beams spaced at 1.0 in centres
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Span Grillaqe 9 Beam 13 Beam 17 Beam 21 Beam
in Property Deck Deck Deck Deck
L-m 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.875
B—rn 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.8182
Phy/Grill beam 1.0 1.444 1.888 1.75
Ii x io m4 40.65 58.71 76.78 71.13
15 31 21.89 32.11 42.43 33.89
12 3.38 3.38 3.38 2.54
32 324.73 306.04 296.94 266.07
13 31.81 31.81 31.81 28.98
33 42.97 40.49 39.26 34.50
L—m 3.333 3.333 3.333 2.5
B—in 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.8182
Phy/Grill beam 1.0 1.444 1.888 1.75
Ii x io mm4 79.56 114.92 150.28 139.23
20 31 37.37 54.91 72.42 56.19
12 9.98 9.98 9.98 7.49
32 728.28 686.91 666.47 614.39
13 71.25 71.25 71.25 64.84
33 91.90 86.51 83.85 75.95
L-m 4.333 4.333 4.333 3.25
B-m 1.0 1.5 2.0 1.8182
Phy/Grill beam 1.0 1.444 1.888 1.75
Ii x io9 mm4 158.55 229.02 299.49 277.47
26 31 59.26 87.02 114.74 87.46
12 27.49 27.49 27.49 20.61
32 1414.07 1332.94 1292.90 1224.09
13 160.75 160.75 160.75 146.21
33 170.37 160.18 155.16 145.15
TABLE 5.2 — Section Properties of Standard Grillages
Pseudo—box Construction
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Span Grillage 7 Beam 9 Beam 11 Beam 13 Beam 15 Beam
m Property Deck Deck Deck Deck Deck
L-m 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
B-m 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Phy/Gri1 Beam 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ii x 10 mm4 33.622 33.622 33.622 33.622 33.622
31 2.944 2.944 2.944 2.944 2.944
12 12 36.432 36.432 36.432 36.432 36.432
32 3.115 3.115 3.115 3.115 3.115
13 0.683 0.683 0.683 0.683 0.683
33 1.364 1.364 1.364 1.364 1.364
14 27.790 27.790 27.790 27.790 27.790
34 II 19.690 19.690 19.690 19.690 19.690
L-m 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
B-m 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Phy/Grill Beam 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ii x io9 mm4 100.99 100.99 100.99 100.99 100.99
31 4.457 4.457 4.457 4.457 4.457
18 12 108.19 108.19 108.19 108.19 108.19
32 4.628 4.628 4.628 4.628 4.628
13 1.024 1.024 1.024 1.024 1.024
33 2.046 2.046 2.046 2.046 2.046
14 105.17 105.17 105.17 105.17 105.17
34 37.252 37.252 37.252 37.252 37.252
L-m 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
B—ni 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Phy/Grill Beam 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
ii x io9 mm4 187.15 187.15 187.15 187.15 187.15
31 6.063 6.063 6.063 6.063 6.063
24 12 199.25 199.25 199.25 199.25 199.25
32 6.234 6.234 6.234 6.234 6.234
13 1.366 1.366 1.366 1.366 1.366
33 2.728 2.728 2.728 2.728 2.728
14 228.42 228.43 228.43 228.43 228.43
34 51.22 51.22 51.22 51.22 51.22
TABLE 5.3
- Section Properties of Standard Grillages
Beams Spaced at 1.Sm Centres
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Span Grillage S Beam 7 Beam 9 Beam 11 Beam
m Property Deck Deck Deck Deck
L—m 1.667 1.667 1.667 1.667
B-rn 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Phy/Grill Beam 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ii x io9 mm4 36.432 36.432 36.432 36.432
31 3.115 3.115 3.115 3.115
10 12 41.071 41.071 41.071 41.071
32 3.456 3.456 3.456 3.456
13 u 0.569 0.569 0.569 0.569
33 1.137 1.137 1.137 1.137
14 26.216 26.216 26.216 26.216
34 19.483 19.483 19.483 19.483
L-m 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
B-rn 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Phy/Grill Beam 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
ii x 1o9 mm4 108.19 108.19 108.19 108.19
J1 4.628 4.628 4.628 4.628
15 12 120.45 120.45 120.45 120.45
32 4.969 4.969 4.969 4.969
13 0.853 0.853 0.853 0.853
33 1.704 1.704 1.704 1.704
14 99.116 99.116 99.116 99.116
34 36.149 36.149 36.149 36.149
L—rn 3.333 3.333 3.333 3.333
B—rn 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Phy/Grill Bçarn 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ii x io m’ 199.25 199.25 199.25 199.25
31 6.234 6.234 6.234 6.234
20 12 220.21 220.21 220.21 220.21
32 6.575 6.575 6.575 6.575
13 1.138 1.138 1.138 1.138
33 2.273 2.273 2.273 2.273
14 215.141 215.141 215.141 215.141
34 49.694 49.694 49.694 49.694
TABLE 5.4 — Section Properties of Standard Grillages





Hogging 40 15 10 10
Sagging 80 40 30 25
TABLE 5.5 — Transverse Global Bending Moments - kNm/m
Bridge Mourne Ballymacoss AGO
River Railway Road
Detail Bridge Bridge Bridge
Span - m 25.75 21.5 18.6
Beam size MB MG M5
No. of beams 12 24 21
Skew-0 0 0 26
TABLE 5.6 — Bridges Used for Comparison of Charts
with Existing Design
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ANALYSE USING HAND OR COMPUTER METHODS
DESIGN FLEXURAL STRENGTH I.E. ARRANGEMENT
AND N OF PRESTRESSING TENDONS
I
[ DESIGN SHEAR REINFORCEMENT
CHECK ULTIMATE STRENGTH
‘P
[ CALCULATE TEST LOADS
r
CHECK SHEAR REINFORCEMENT UNDER
TEST LOADS





















iS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 25 27 29
SPAN - m
Fig 5.2. Choice of Section for Preliminary Design
by Manton & Wilson (1971)
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I CALCULATE TEST LQÔIDS
Decks Using Design Charts and Desk Top Computer
BM FOR GIVEN SPAN



















































18 29 36 45 54 63
17 26 35 41 53 62
16 25 34 43 52 61
15 24 33 42 51 60
16 23 32 41 50 59
13 22 31 40 49 56
12 21 30 39 48 57




for aD 9 13 and 17 Beam
details see tables 5.1 and 5.2)Decks (For
26 36 48 60 72 84 96 108
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1 35 47 59 71 63 9! 107
22 34 46 58 70 82 96 iCE
21 33 45 57 69 81 93 iDE
20 32 44 56 68 80 92 101
19 31 43 55 67 79 91 1W
18 30 42 54 66 78 9( 102
17 29 41 53 65 77 89 101
16 28 60 52 66 76 88 99
3) (2)
15 27 39 51 63 75 87 9€




13 25 37 49 61 73 8E
Idealised Grillage for all 21 Beam Decks
(For details see tables 5.1 and 5.2)
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n 2n 3n 4n 5n 6n 7n
2m Spacing
5 Beam decks; n=5
7 Beam decks; n=7
9 Beam decks; n=9
11 Beam decks; n=1i
15m Spacing
7 Beam decks; n = 7
9 Beam decks; n =9
ii Beam decks; n=11
13 Beam decks; n =13
15 Beam decks;n=15
Fig 5.7 Idealised Grillage for ALL Decks with Beams
Spaced at F5m 2. 2Om Centres
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Fig. 5.13 Tee Beam Construction 10m Spacing


































Cc) 17 BEAM DECK





Fig. 5.15 Tee BeamConstrudionl’Om’Spacing
Maximum Bending Moment Per Beam























— (a) 9 BEAM DECK
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--;D (b) 13 BEAM DECK
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(b) 13 BEAM DECK
I I I
Fig. 5.16 Tee Beam Construction Om Spacing
Maximum Bending Moment Per Beam
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20 SPAN-rn 25 29
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4Fig. 5.17 Tee Beam Construction 10m Spacing
Transverse Distribution of Bending Moment

















(c) VEHICLE = 435




















































































10 9 . 8 7 6 5
* BEAM N°
Fig. 5.20 Pseudo-Box Construction 10m Spacing
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20 SPAN m
Fig. 5.21 Peucb-Box Construction 1’Om Spacing
Maximum Bending Moment Per Beam
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Fig. 5.22 fteudo-Box Construction f Cm Spacing
Maximum Bending Moment Per Beam
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Maximum Bending Moment Per Beam
Type HA Loading
Fig. 5.26 Tee Beam Construction 15m Spacing
Transverse Distribution of Bending Moments
Type HA Loading







































10 15 5PAN-m 20
Tee Beam Construction 15m Spiñg
45 Units Type HB Loading






10 2415 SPW-m 20
Tee Beam Construction 1’5m Spacing
45 Units Type HG Loaciirç.1’3HA -
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Tee Beam Construction 2-Cm Spacing
Maximum Bending Moment Per Beam
Type HA Loading
Tee Beam Construction 20m Spacing
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8 12 SPAN-rn 16 20
Fig. 5.33 Tee Beam Construction 2Vm Spacing.
65 Ihits Type KB Loadirç











Fig. 5.34 lee Beam Construction 20m Spacing

























































































3 FROM TRANSVERSE DISTRIBUTION CURVE FOR 9 BEAM DECK READ Mrnax/Mav(D)
=1-75 (E)
4 WITH Mrnax 1170 AND Mrn IMav rl75 ... M z 11701175 6686 kNm
S FROM 9 BEAM CURVE READ MIMay AT EACH BEAM AND CALCULATE Ni BEAM
BEAMN° 7 6 5 6 3 2 1
M/Mav 4 15 115 1-5 1-75 F70 135
with May 66&6 M BEAM 267 501 769 1003 1170 1136 9021













(a) 9 BEAM DECK
15 20 A SPAN-rn 25 29
& 7 6 5 6 3 2
BEAM N°
1. FOR BRIDGE DECK SPAN= 21•75m,9 BEAMS WiDE AM) HB VEHICLE V 235










For Standard Highway Loading
Type HB and HB+1/3 HA





FULL LIVE LOAD +
Idealised Envelope of Bending Moment



























Fig 5.41 Mourne River Bridge
Tee Beam Construction
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Fig 543 BalLymacoss Raitway Bridge
Pseudo-Box Construction
Comparison Of Bending Moments












































5.44 A50 Road Bridge
Pseudo-Box Construction
Comparison Of Bending Moments














STRUCTURES FOR ASSESSING THE STRENGTH OF DECK SLABS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
6.2 SLAB LOADING FOR TEST STRUCTURES
6.3 SLAB TESTS USING FULL SCALE BRIDGE DECKS
6.4 SLAB TESTS USING MODELS
6.4.1 General
6.4.2 Localised Structural Models




The considerable economic advantages of using the standard M
beams spaced at up to 2m has already been established, however, in
the design of beam and slab bridge decks it is usual practice to
seek an optimum solution based on beam size, spacing and slab thick
ness. As standardisation was an important aspect of this project the
slab thickness must remain at l6Om and hence a solution must be
based on beam size and spacing although the steel reinforcement in
the slab may be varied.
The Department of Transport has recommended that the slab should
be designed flexurally using elastic methods with the usual restrict
ions in bar spacing for crack control and the transverse moments
calculated from the overall analysis of the deck are added to the
local moments which are estimated by the methods of Westergaard (1930)
or Pucher (1964). However, when the slab is designed to these mom
ents a requirement for steel reinforcement in excess of 2% can occur.
It is also recommended that the slab should be checked for punching
shear under the concentrated wheel load and this is done on a critical
perimeter and permissible stress basis. The apparent high level of
slab reinforcement that is required from the existing methods of
analysis may result in an overdesiqn of the deck slab as recent
research has indicated the presence of an enhancement in the load
capacity of the slab due to compressive membrane action from the
considerable in—plane restraint which is inherent in a bridge slab
of this type.
Therefore, to provide a minimum cost deck it was of the utmost
importance that this enhancement be utilised to the full and the
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strength of the slab established by suitable tests and in due course
a more appropriate theoretical basis developed which would accurat
ely predict the strength of the slab for any given set of variables.
In planning a programe of tests consideration was given to the
possibility of utilising both full size structures and scale models.
As some experience in the instrumentation and testing of full size
bridge decks had already been gained during the load distribution
tests discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, serious consideration was given
to the use of the full size deck for slab tests. There were obvious
difficulties regarding the magnitude of the load to be applied for
the ultimate condition, however, there were distinct advantages in
using a full size structure to investigate the performance of the
slab for serviceability at working load. As far as the ultimate cap
acity of the slab was concerned it was accepted that some form of
scale model using niicroconcrete and a carefully controlled programme
of construction, instrumentation and testing would be required.
Therefore, this chapter takes the form of an assessment of the
use of full size and scale model bridge decks which would form the
basis of an experimental programe planned to establish the service
ability and ultimate load capacities of the standard 160mm slab
with variable beam spacing and steel reinforcement. First of all,
however, some thought was given to the type of loading that would be
appropriate for these structures.
6.2 SLAB LOADING FOR TEST STRUCTURES
The principal load that is applied to bridge decks in the United
Kingdom is the abnormal vehicle and this is defined by weight and geo—
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metry in the Department of Transport Technical Memorandum (Bridges)
No. BE1/77 (1977). This is a hypothetical vehióle which has 2
bogies each with 2 axles l.8m apart and 4 wheels on each axle O.9m
apart with the maximum load on any single wheel 112.5 kN. With the
beams at 2m spacing the slab can accommodate a single wheel midway
between the beams, and the adjacent wheels will then be virtually on
top of the 2 supporting beams. A second wheel on the rear axle will
also be at midspan but l.8m to the rear. This arrangement would
seem to constitute the most critical case as tests by Tong and Batch—
elor (1971) have shown that wheel loads applied to a panel bounded
by beams will have no effect on adjacent panels. Therefore, the
appropriate loading that was considered for test purposes was the
single 112.5 kN wheel load spread over a contact area to give a tyre
pressure of 1.4 N/mm2. Consideration was also given to the applic
ation of a second wheel l.8m behind the first and on the longitudinal
centre line of the panel. It would seem that the second wheel is
sufficiently remote from the first to avoid serious interaction,
however, this possibility was to be verified by test.
The use of either the single or double wheel loading arrange
ment has the advantage that although it may be increased until it
caused local failure of the slab it would still represent only a
relatively small proportion of the total load capacity of the deck.
This would allow the slab to be tested, if necessary, to a load con
siderably greater than the working load of 112.5 kN. It should be
noted that if the complete HB vehicle was to be simulated then
there would be a strong possibility of the beams failing before the
slab capacity could be reached. With this in mind consideration will
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now be given to the testing of full size bridge decks during con
struction to establish the strength of the standard M—beam slab.
6.3 SLAB TESTS USING FULL SCALE BRIDGE DECKS
The testing of full scale bridge structures was discussed
in paragraph 3.1 and it was concluded that except for a few tests
by Morice and Little (1964) and Rowe (1959) it was not the usual
practice in the United Kingdom to use full scale bridges for test
purposes. However, there would seem to be considerable merit in the
use of an actual bridge structure to establish the strength of a
particular element, in this case the strength of the slab under the
action of a concentrated wheel load. An actual bridge deck would be
ideal for this purpose as it would provide the correct support and
slab restraints which are considered to be of the utmost importance
in establishing the true strength of the slab.
In recent years an extensive programme of testing in—service
bridges has been carried out at the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications, Ontario by Csagoly, Ho]owka and Dorton (1978). The
background to this particular series of tests was the increase in
the permitted legal weight limit for vehicles which was increased
to a maximum of 62 tonnes and an additional factor which was giving
cause for concern at that particular time was the serious deterior
ation of many concrete decks due to regular use of de-icina salts
which was accentuated by the policy of using totally unprotected
concrete decks as the running surface. Thirty two decks covering a
wide range of types and states of deterioration were selected and
tested with a single concentrated wheel load of 445 kN which was
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about 4 times the standard wheel load. This load was applied by an
hydraulic ram on a specially constructed loading vehicle and only 2
badly deteriorated panels failed at less than the 445 kn.
This series of tests was also used to investigate some of the
proposed provisions of the Ontario Highway Bridge Code (1979) and
culminated in the building of the Conestogo River Bridge as reported
by Dorton (1976) which was designed and constructed with extensive
instrumentation and testing facilities built into the structure.
The Conestogo River Bridge is a 3 span (34.77, 44.23, 34.77m)
continuous steel plate girder bridge with a concrete deck slab that
was longitudinally prestressed for full composite action and was
selected as a development bridge to investigate a number of new
research findings and design techniques. Details of the geometry
and construction are given in Fig. 6.1.
The deck slab for the south half of the bridge was designed
for transverse bending by the usual CSA (1974) and AASHTO (1973)
working stress method which gave a reinforcing steel requirement of
almost 1%. The north half of the deck contained 12 test panels each
2.64m by 2.75m long with 3 different slab thicknesses of 177.8,
190.5 and 203.2mm. For each slab thickness 4 different transverse
steel percentages were selected -0.95, 0.6, 0.3 and 0.2. The upper
value being the AASHTO (1973) requirement and the lower value was
the minimum for temperature and shrinkage requirements.
All 32 panels tested safely withstood the 43 tonne applied
punching shear load. Under this load fine cracks were observed on
the underside of the test slab but they virtually disappeared once
the load had been removed. The crack patterns were similar in their
extent whatever the reinforcing steel percentage.
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This bridgewas used to investigate many other aspects of
design and construction such as the strength of shear connectors,
impact and vibration and the distribution of load between the
girders. It represented a major contribution to bridge research
and illustrated the potential of testing a full size structure when
the instrumentation and testing facilities had been planned at the
design stage.
It was therefore concluded that a full size bridge deck would
be ideal for establishing the serviceability capacity of the Mbeam
deck slab. The availability of such a bridge was discussed with
the DOE (NI) Roads Service and it was agreed that a suitable bridge
would be provided for test purposes and would include the necessary
variations in beam spacings and slab reinforcement. Details of this
bridge will be provided in the next chapter.
The use of the full scale bridge to investigate the ultimate
capacity of the slab was not considered because of the difficulty in
providing a large concentrated load and the possibility of causing
structural damage to a new bridge about to be opened to traffic.
Therefore, it was evident that this aspect of the tests would have
to be pursued using scale models and the possible alternatives that
were available will now be considered.
6.4 SLAB TESTS USING MODELS
6.4.1 General
Models have been used for many years to simulate the distri
bution of load in prototype bridge decks. Various materials have
been tried but it is now accepted that a scaled microconcrete mix
gives the best representation of a concrete prototype. In general
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models may be divided into 2 broad categories which may be defined
as follows:—
1. Localised Structural Models
2. Complete Structural Models
Both these models will be assessed as to their suitability for es
tablishing the serviceability and ultimate load capacity of the
standard M—beam slab.
6.4.2 Localised Structural Models
This type of model has been used by many researchers to invest
igate the strength of building slab column structures. However, it
has not enjoyed the same degree of popularity in the field of bridne
research, nevertheless, 2 recent examples of bridge type slabs have
been tested using this type of model and both have utilised the
main advantage by testing a larqe number of specimens.
At the Building Research Station, Snowdon (1973) tested 65
slabs as part of a feasibility study for a floating runway at the
proposed new airport at Maplin. The construction was to be double
slab hollow boxes prestressed together and filled with polystyrene
for permanent flotation. The test frame consisted of a nine cell
area of runway section of top slabs only. the centre slab was omitted
to acconnodate the full size test specimen. The loading simulated
the single wheel of an aircraft and details of the test frame are
shown in Fig. 6.2. An important feature of the test frame was the
use of a high strength plaster to bed the slab into the frame and
this provided the in—plane restraint which was an important feature
of these tests.
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The other example of this type of model was a series of tests
by Holowka, Dorton and Csagoly (1979) at the Ministry of Transport
ation and Comunications, Ontario. This research was to assist in
the development of the Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code (1979). An
unusual aspect of this series of tests was the choice of a circular
shaped specimen. The purpose of this was two-fold, the punching
failure pattern of reinforced concrete slabs is usually circular or
elliptical and the measurement of restraining forces was made easier
by measuring the hoop strains in the restraining ring. Details of
the test frame and the restraining ring are shown in Fig. 6.3 and
27 slabs were tested.
Although bqth these series of tests simulated the considerable
in-plane restraint provided by the adjacent slab, they did, however,
omit the moment restraint provided by the continuity of the slab over
the beams and the flexibility of the beams which support the slab.
The main advantage of the localised structural model is the
ease with which the specimen may be constructed and hence there is
virtually no limit on the number of specimens that may be fabricated
and tested. The disadvantage is the difficulty of simulating the
true boundary conditions of the prototype and this usually means a
detailed assessment of the prototype and careful design of the test
rig. Boundary conditions can best be simulated with a model of the
complete structure and this type of model will now be considered.
6.4.3 Complete Structural Models
The use of a model of the complete structure has been the most
common approach adopted by bridge researchers. This type of model may
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be used to investigate 2 different aspects of structural performance.
These are the global distribution of loads within the deck and the
local strength of a particular element of the structure. A review
of experimental work on slab and pseudo—slab bridges has been pub
lished by Clark and West (1973) and some of the more notable models
used to investigate both alobal and local effects will now be con
sidered.
Global Effects.
The use of models to simulate the global distribution of forces
and deformations in bridge decks requires the model to be scaled in
every detail and particular attention should be paid to the quality
control of the material and the simulation of support conditions that
are appropriate to the prototype.
A major programme of tests was carried out at the University
of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station and many aspects of steel
I-beam and concrete slab decks were investinated using scale models.
Tests on simple span right bridaes were carried out by Newmark, Siess
and Penman (1946), simple span skew bridges by Newrnark, Siess and
Peckham (1948) and two-span continuous right bridges by Siess and
Viest (1953). Over this period twenty two models (Fig. 6.4) were
tested and the main objective was to establish the distribution of
load to the steel beams for the various types of decks. This was used
to supplement earlier analytical studies by Newmark (1938), Jensen
(1939) and Newmark and Siess (1942). These tests were also used to
investigate the ultimate load capacity of the steel beams and they
were loaded mainly by two wheels on a single axle straddling the beam.
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Both composite and non-composite decks were tested and the effective
ness of shear connectors investigated. These results led to further
research by Siess, Viest and Newmark (1952) on small scale tests of
channel shear connectors and by Viest, Siess, Appleton and Newmark
(1952) on full size tests on channel shear connectors.
This type of model is also suitable for the verification of
theoretical methods of analysis such as load distribution and was
used successfully by Little (1954, 1955), Rowe (1956) and Best and
Itwe (1959). A series of * scale precast prestressed concrete pseudo—
slab model decks was tested by Cusens (1974) who showed that longi
tudinal stresses were adequately predicted by a 2 dimensional orth—
otropic plate analysis and the transverse stresses could be pre
dicted by a 3 dimensional strip analysis.
Some of the recent models tested at the Cement and Concrete
Association include a scale pseudo-box deck (1971) formed from
precast prestressed concrete beams. This model is relevant to this
particular project and some details are given in Figure 6.5. An
important contribution to the use of voided slab decks has been made
by Elliot, Clark and Symnons (1919) who have tested scale model.
Although the main interest was the distribution of load within the
model additional tests on the local punching strength of the voids
was also carried out and details of this model are shown in Figure
6.6.
The loading on most of these models represented the scaled
version of the standard abnormal vehicle, however, in the present
investigation the main interest is in the strength of the individual
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reinforced concrete slab under the action of only part of the KB
vehicle’s train of wheels and models that have been used for this
type of loading will now be considered.
Local Effects
The use of a complete model bridge deck to investigate the
strength of individual elements has been used successfully by re
searchers interested in establishing the failure loads of the slab
of certain types of composite bridge decks. The important advant
age of this type of model is that the slab under the action of the
test load has the correct continuity of support over the beams and
also provides the correct in-plane restraint. The global deformat
ions of the beams and slab are also modelled correctly.
The series of tests, which were described previously at the
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station using scale
steel beam and concrete slab models by Newmark, Siess and Penman
(1946), Newmark, Siess and Peckham (1948) and Siess and Viest (1953)
were also used to investigate the local punching strength of the
concrete slab. Each model slab was tested extensively using the
double wheel straddling the steel beam and all the test panels fail
ed by the simulated wheel load punching a hole through the slab.
It is also of interest that the transverse bottom reinforcement in
the slab yielded at about 40 to 60% of the punching failure load.
Tong and Batchelor (1971) used a 1/15 scale model to invest
igate the presence of in—plane forces under a single concentrated
load and details of this model are given in Figure 6.7. Although
described as complete models they were, in fact, single and multi
panelled specimens with edge beams to provide restraint. Never
theless, they showed the importance of the edge restraint on the
strength of bridge slabs.
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This type of model was used by Batchelor and Tissington (1976)
in their investigation of scale effects in reinforced concrete
models. The basic models were similar to that shown in Figure 6.7
1 1 1 1 1and scales of ,
‘12’ and ‘6 were adopted and this series
of tests confirmed the absence of scale effects in concrete models
of this type.
A complete structural model was used by Batchelor, Hewitt,
Csagoly and Holowka (1978) in their investigation of the punching
strength of concrete slabs supported compositely by steel beams.
In this case the stiffness of the beams was more important
with the correct support conditions to give exact modelling of the
prototype. This particular model is shown in Figure 6.8.
As stated previously the main advantage of this type of model
to test individual slab elements is the correct simulation of the
slab boundary conditions as regards in—plane and moment restraint.
However, there are disadvantages; in particular, the size of the
model can be very large and depending on the prototype size this
may be unavoidable unless a small scale is used which introduces
difficulties in the scale of fabrication and construction. The
construction of complete structure models are expensive in the a—
mount of man hours involved. They also require extensive facil—
‘ ities for fabrication, material handling, storing and batching
aggregate as well as mixing, transporting and placing concrete. A
large area of laboratory space is utilized for a considerable
period of time during construction, instrumentation and testing.
Finally and perhaps the most important aspect is that all the tests
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must be carried out on a single model because of the time and
expense involved in the fabrication it is most unlikely that add
itional models can be used.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
In considering the possible type of structures that could be
used to establish the true strength of the standard M—beam deck
slab it was decided that the full size bridge deck should be util—
ised to investigate the performance under service load and a 1/3
scale model of this prototype would be the most appropriate to con
firm the serviceability and establish the ultimate strength of the
standard slab. The main reasons for these decisions were as
follows: -
1. The complete structural model of a beam and slab bridge deck
provides the correct boundary conditions for the testing of
the slab element. This factor out—weighed the disadvantages
of cost and time required for fabrication.
2. As a full size prototype bridge would be available for
testing, the complete structural model could be a scaled
version of the prototype which would allow a comparison of
performance, for serviceability at least, between prototype
and model.
3. The size of the model was not a problem as the testing
laboratory could accommodate a 1/3 scale model of the proto
type structure and this was the size adopted.
4. The facilities for the storage, batching, mixing and placing
of concrete could accommodate this size of model
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5. As the deck was of multi—beam construction and with bands
of transverse reinforcement it would be possible to have
20 test panels which was an advantage usually associated
with the localised structural model.
Due to the current financial restrictions it has not been
possible to proceed with the construction of the prototype bridge
within a timescale suitable for the completion of this thesis.
However, the replacement bridge has been designed by the author
who will supervise the construction and testing and as a temporary
structure is currently being used it is hoped that construction
will start in the near future. With this in mind details of the
prototype and the design and construction of the model will be
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General Layout of Bridge Specimen
FIG. 61 Bridge Models Tested By Tong and
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DESCRIPTION OF TEST STRUCTURES AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
7.1 INTRODUCTION
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7.6.2 Deflections




It has been established that both prototype and model structures
would be used to investigate the strength of the standard M-beam
slab and when the construction and testing was being planned consider
able thought was given to the difference in approach that was con
sidered necessary for each structure.
The model was constructed in the ideal environment of the lab
oratory and this allowed careful control of the construction of
formwork and bending and placing of the steel reinforcement to a high
degree of accuracy. This was essential to provide the dimensional
accuracy required in a model of this type. The laboratory environment
was also ideal for the drying, storing, batching, mixing, placing and
curing the niicroconcrete slab. The model was loaded with a light
weight jack and a data logger was used to monitor the various inea
surements taken during each test.
The advantages of the controlled laboratory environment may be
contrasted with the experience gained in the testing of full size
structures. The overall control of material quality and construction
tolerances are the responsibility of the site supervision and this
will result in a structure that is typical of the current system of
reasonable compromise between contractor and client. From the testing
aspect, the magnitude of the concentrated load required could not be
achieved using a commercial vehicle and a loading frame with an hy
draulic jack was adopted. With the magnitude of load in mind this
&ame had to be of sufficient strength and stiffness to provide the
required loads with an appropriate factor of safety. It was also im
—195—
portant that the loading frame was suitable for transportino to the
site and moving around the bridge without special lifting facilities.
Therefore, a safe working area in the form of scaffolding and plat
form for access to the complete bridge soffit was specified. Other
important factors which must be planned during field testing are the
problems of adverse weather conditions, the complete co-operation of
the contractors representatives and the proper briefing of site staff
if they are taking part in the test. Another aspect is the proper
servicing, testing and the provision of spares for equipment to be
used during the test.
Therefore, with this comparison of the construction and testing
of both model and prototype structures in mind, this chapter considers
the design of the test structures and the proposed test rig for the
prototype. However, as the prototype tests have not as yet been
completed a slightly greater emphasis has been placed on the design,
construction and instrumentation of the model
7.2 DETAILS OF PROTOTYPE DECK
7.2.1 General
The DOE (NI) Roads Service has agreed to provide an experimental
bridge to complete the investigation into spaced M—beams and the
strength of the slab to be used with this form of M—beam deck. The
bridge to be used carries the C329 Banbridge to Drornara Road across
the Tullinsky Cut River which is in the townl and of Clinghans and
the exact location is shown on the map of Fig. 7.1. The previous
two-span masonary arch had collapsed in a flood situation in January
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1980 and a temporary structure has been in service since then and
this is shown in Plate 1.1. The detail design of this deck will now
be considered.
7.2.2 Deck Design
As Clinghans Bridge was on a C class road the use of the abnormal
vehicle was considered inappropriate and the bridge was designed to
the standard highway loading type HA. This consisted of a UDL of
10.5 kN/m2 and a KEL of 40 kN/m or the 2 No. 112.5 kN wheels 0.9 m
apart and placed transversely across the carriageway. The accidental
loading vehicle which as defined in paragraph 4.7 of DTp Memorandum
(Bridges) BE1/77 (1977) was also considered but was found to be less
critical than the 2 No. 112.5 kN wheels. The overal analysis was
done on a strip basis and an assessment of the maximum transverse
bending moments in the deck was made using Westergaard (1930),details
of which is given in Appendix 0.
The main design criterion for Clinghans Bridge, in addition to
the standard highway loading, was the provision of a variation in beam
spacing up to 2 m and various percentages of transverse reinforcement
in the deck slab to allow the assessment of these variables on the
strength of the slab. With this in mind the final design consisted
of 6 No standard M3 beams spaced alternatively at 2 m and 1.5 rn
centres with a standard in situ concrete deck slab of 160 mm. The
bridge deck had an effective span of 14 m, 8° skew and a 5.5 m
carriageway with a 2.0 m footway on each side.
For the transverse reinforcement in the deck slab the Westergaard
method produced a requirement for 1.7% steel reinforcement under the
highway pavement. This was based on a crack width of 0.25 mm with
—197-
bars at 150 mm spacing. For test purposes deck reinforcement ranging
from 0.25% which was approximately the minimum for temperature and
shrinkage, up to a maximum of 1.7% was provided, the intermediate
values being 0.6% and 1.1% (appendix D). The minimum reinforcement
would be placed under the pavement so that current standards would
be maintained for the hiohway part of the deck and provision for the
overslabbing of the pavement area would be included in the contract
documents. A generalised sketch of the deck design is shown in
Fig. 1.2.
7.2.3 Test Procedure
For testing the slab of Clinghans Bridge a concentrated load
of at least twice the standard wheel load of 112.5 kN would be
required with a provision for an additional load if necessary. As
a commercial vehicle would be unsuitable it was decided to provide
holes in the deck remote from the test area and to load the slab
using a 50 tonne hydraulic jack through a framework of beams and tie
rods as shown in Fig. 7.3. The rig has been designed to be easily
moved and to allow excess for the visual inspection of the slab sof—
fit during the test. Provision has also been made to monitor the
slab deflections using transducers and if cracking occurs the width
and development will be measured.
The opportunity will also be taken to carry out a series of
load distribution tests using commercial vehicles as discussed in
Chapter 3. These tests were considered necessary to validate the
use of grillage analysis for tee beam decks with the beams spaced
apart.
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It was decided that the requirements for the load testing of
Clinghans Bridge would be included in the contract documents and
details of these additional clauses will now be considered.
7.2.4 Contract Details of Tests
To ensure the full co—operation of the contractor and to es
tablish the actual cost of the test programme it was decided that all
requirements relating to the testing of the bridge should be incor
porated into the contract documents and these additional clauses are
now listed.
Preamble
It is intended to carry out tests, for research purposes,
by DOE (NI) Roads Service personnel prior to the laying of the deck
waterproofing and kerbs.
(a) Close board scaffolding will be required under the entire soffit
area of the deck to permit ready access to any part of the beams
and slab soffits.
(b) Contractor to accommodate test presence at the steel fixing
stage by allowing certain reinforcing bars to be taken off the
site to have strain gauges fitted.
(c) 24 No. additional concrete cubes will require to be made at
deck slab casting stage. Transport for testing will be provided
by DOE (NI).
(d) Two six-wheel lorries (with drivers) with a total weioht of
approximately 30 tonnes each will be required for a period of
3 hours.
(e) There will be a period of 5 working consecutive days during
which all the tests will be carried out and no contractual work
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will be permitted on or under the structure. All debris will
have to be removed from the deck prior to the start of tests.
(f) After the tests it may be required to cast a 50 mm thick con
crete screed 1.75 m wide on top of the deck slab under the
downstream verge, the surface affected being scabbled and
have a bonding agent applied.
(g) The holes in the deck will require to be filled with 20/40 con
crete on completion of testing.
(h) Deck slab to be a steel floated Ul finish with a tolerance of
1 mm per m.
Notes
The contractor will not be responsible for any damage caused
to the structure by the special tests in this section.
These special tests will cause a certain amount of disruption
to the contractor’s pattern of work, the cost of which will be deemed
to be included in the above items.
With arrangements now completed for the construction and testing
of the prototype the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to
the design and construction of the model and the provision of a suit
able test rig and instrumentation.
7.3 DETAILS OF THE MODEL
7.3.1 Introduction
In order to simulate the behaviour of the prototype the model
was designed as a true one third scale representation with one ex
ception.
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As the experimental work related only to the behaviour of the
reinforced concrete slab the pretensioned M—beams were represented
by reinforced concrete beams of equivalent stiffness having an ident
ical width of top flange to the standard M—beam thus ensuring the
correct support conditions for the individual panels. Details of the
reinforced concrete beam is given in Fig. 7.4 and the calculations
relating to strength and stiffness is given in Appendix E. In all
other aspects the model is fully representative of the prototype and
in particular the end diaphragms and parapet upstand were all in
cluded in the model to ensure the slab could develop its full pt—
ential of in—plane forces.
The deck was supported on concihete block walls with a steel
plate and rubber bearing pad between the plate and beam. Details of
the model deck are given in Fig. 7.5.
7.3.2 Details of Slab Reinforcement
The design of the prototype slab for the 2 No. 112.5 kN wheel
loads using the equations of Westergoard indicated that steel rein
forcement of the order of 1.7% was required (Appendix D) under the
highway pavement. For test purposes additional areas of reinforcement
equivalent to approximately 1.2%, 0.5% and 0.25% were provided in the
model and are represented by 4 areas of slab approximately 1200 mm
wide in the span—wise direction and the full width of the deck in
the transverse direction. The reinforcement extends the full width
of the deck without laps. Therefore with this banding of reinforce—
ment,3 panels equivalent to 2 m beam spacing and 2 panels equivalent
to 1.5 m beam spacing are available providing a total of 20 panels
the notation of which is given in Fig. 7.6. Both prototype and model
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deck are reinforced using the same amount of steel top and bottom
and longitudinally approximately 0.3% of high yield steel is provided.
7.4 FABRICATION OF MODEL
1.4.1 Beams
The beams were cast in 2 batches of 3 beams each. Standard
steel shutters were used for the outer framework and 20 rn blockboard
was used to divide the box into 3 troughs. The steel reinforcement
was assembled and placed in each trough with a polystyrene former
to provide a hole at each end of the beam for the diaphragm steel.
The 2 sets of beams were then cast on a 20 mm plywood base. Ready
mixed concrete was used having a specified 28-day cube strength of
40 N/mm2. Details of the cube strengths are given in Table 1.1 and
the beams are shown in Plate 7.2.
1.4.2 Slab Reinforcement
Three different types of steel were used to reinforce the slab
in the transverse direction. In the bottom of the 1.1% and 1.2%
panels a 6 mm dia. high yield bar of Swedish manufacture was used.
This type of reinforcement was specially annealed to produce a con
sistent and distinct yield stress of 530 N/mm2 and a long yield plateau
as shown in the stress strain curve of Fig. 7.7. The reinforcement
used inthe top of these panels was also of 6 mm diameter but had a
less distinct yield point and a yield stress of 488 N/rn2 (Fig. 7.7).
The reinforcement used in the top and bottom of the 0.5% and 0.25%
panels was a plain 3 mm diameter bar with a distinct yield point of
338 N/mm2 (Fin. 7.7). Typical deck reinforcement is shown in Plate
1.3 and the parapet steel in Plate 7.4. The complete deck steel is
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shown in Plate 7.5.
7.4.3 Concrete
As it was most important that the deck slab should be cast
using a properly scaled concrete, considerable care was taken in
developing suitable mix proportions. Two important aspects of model
ling the prototype concrete were considered:—
1. The maximum aggregate size should be consistent with that of the
other model dimensions.
2. The ratios of tensile strength to compressive strength for the
model mix should be close to that for the prototype concrete.
The first of these requirements was easily achieved by using a
crushed basalt with aniaximum particle size of 6 nit. The latter re
quirement was only fulfilled after experimenting with several trial
mixes of differing proportions and compositions. The concrete mix
chosen contained the 6 mm crushed basalt, a zone 2 sand (BS 882) and
a sand (or grit) with a grading shown in Table 7.2. These were com
bined in certain proportions to give the total grading, as illustrated
in Table 7.2 which has the characteristic of having a relatively low
proportion of fine particles (i.e. those passing the 1.18mm sieve).
To achieve a high workability and high strength an aggregate
cement ratio of 4.0 and a water cement ratio of 0.58 were used. The
proportions of each component for 1 m3 of wet concrete are shown in
Table 7.3.
The concrete compressive strength and split cylinder tensile
strength were determined from control specimens (Section 7.4.4) on
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the day of testing each panel. Designation of panels and batches
are given in Fig. 7.8 and the results of the control specimens are
summarised in Table 7.4.
7.4.4 Casting and Curing
The deck slab was cast in four transverse strips corresponding
to the different areas of reinforcement. End stops were provided
between each area of reinforcement and the deck was cast in alternate
bays. The steel reinforcement with the end stops in place is shown
in Plate 7.6. The concrete was mixed in a 0.1 m3 capacity mixer
situated in the laboratory adjacent to that in which the deck slab
was to be cast and tested. The casting of each bay required approx
imately 3 batches of concrete and the location of each batch was re
corded and shown in Fig. 7.8. The concrete was compacted using an
internal poker vibrator and was later screeded to remove excess con
crete. Several hours after testing the concrete was finished using a
steel float. After a further five hours it was floated again to give
a very smooth surface. Control specimens in the form of three cubes
and one cylinder were taken from each batch. The slab was allowed
to cure for ten days under damp hessian and a polythene sheet which




The test frame which was purpose built for this model consisted
of two beams spanning transversely below the deck and bolted to the
strong floor at 0.6 m intervals. Two rigid portals were bolted to
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these beams in the spanwise direction and finally a purpose built
loading beam was hung from the top of the portals in the transverse
direction. Full details of the test frame are shown in Fig. 7.9
and a three dimensional sketch of the test frame and model is shown
in Fig. 7.10 and Plate 7.7.
7.5.2 Loading System
Hydraulic jacks were used to load the model. For the single
wheel load a long stroke jack was attached to the beam with a chain
pull plate, the main body of the jack resting between the two channels
which made up the loading beam.
For the double wheel load a jack with a shorter stroke but
larger diameter bore was used. This jack rested below the loading
beam with a 25 mm thick circular plate to distribute the load to
the bottom flanges of the channels.
Between the end of the ram of the jack and the loading shoe a
spherical ball joint was used to ensure proper seating of the loading
shoe in the event of a misalignment of the jack. The slab was there
fore loaded by the jack to the loading beam and cariled to the strong
floor by the portals and floor beams. This is shown in Plate 7.7
and the loading shoes are shown in Plates 7.8 to 7.10.
7.6 INSTRUMENTATION
The construction of this model was expensive in terms of time
and materials so that the maximum amount of instrumentation was
incorporated into each panel. An electronic data acquisition unit
was used and the various measurements are discussed under separate
headings.
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7.6.1 Measurement of Applied Load
The load was applied by a hand operated pump and the pressure
reading monitored on a gauge in series with the system. Prior to
testing the two jacks used had been compared with an accurate com
pression testing machine and accurate calibration graphs obtained.
7.6.2 Deflections
The deflection of each slab was monitored along the central
longitudinal and transverse axes (Fig. 7.11) using displacement trans
ducers with up to 25 mm travel. These electhc resistance transducers
resolve to 0.01 mm and were calibrated against a barrel micrometer.
They were found to be well within the manufacturees limits on linearity
0.2% of full range. They were mounted beneath the slab to allow the
measurement of the deflection directly below the applied load which
would have been extremely difficult from thetop. The displacement
transducers were mounted on a frame of 62 mm x 62 mm square hollow
steel section positioned below the slab. This frame was rigid and
was supported by the reinforced concrete beams and giving deflections
of slab relative to the beams. Because the deflection monitoring
system was located below the slab it was possible that as deflections
became large, the two may come into contact. This presented two
problems: -
1. A displacement transducer could be seriously damaged by a
slab bearing directly on it after it had reached the limit of
its travel.
2. The support given to the slab through this mechanism would
create unrealistic conditions of support.
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To overcome these problems a bolt was fitted to the transducer
bracket which would come into contact with the slab just before it
would reach the limit of its travel. The bar holding the transducer
was clamped to the frame and if the slab fouls the bolt it is designed
so that the bar will slip when this load is applied. The deflection
frames and transducers are shown in Plate 7.11.
7.6.3 Strains in the Reinforcement
The development of strains in the reinforcement in selected
areas of each slab was recorded. Foil strain aauges, 3 mm lonq, were
used with the 6 mm diameter bars and gauges 1 mm long were used with
the 3 mm diameter bars. The strain gauges were attached to the side
of the bar and positioned to measure the strains in what were considered
to be the three most important areas defined as follows:
1. The bottom transverse bar through the centre of the loading pad.
2. The bottom longitudinal bar through the centre of the loading
pad.
3. The top transverse bar over the beam.
The positions of all strain gauges are shown in Fig. 7.12.
7.6.4 Crack Developments
In order to make visual observation of cracks as easy as
possible care had been taken to ensure a good concrete surface finish
and prior to testing one coat of white emulsion paint had been applied.
At regular intervals during testing the surface was examined and any
cracks present were highlighted with a black felt marker and the load
at which they developed recorded. At the end of the test the panel
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was photographed top and bottom and the crack development traced at
various loads. The development of crack widths was also measured
during the tests using an optical comparator.
7.7 TEST PROCEDURE
The load was applied to the slab in small increments and all
deflections and strains recorded. At each load increment the load
was held for a short time to allow the slab to creep and to inspect
for cracks before the readings were recorded. On test panel D2 a
150 mm diameter loading shoe was used to simulate the extra distri
bution of load due to surfacing. The load was held at SokNfor 24
hours and the deflections due to creep recorded every hour.
As the prototype could not be bui1t and tested within a suit
able time scale only the tests of the model have been compl eted and
the results are presented in the next chapter.
-208-





Table 7.1 - Beam Cube Strengths N/mm2
Percentage of aggregate passing the following sieves
10 mm 5 tin 2.36 mm 1.18 mm 600 nn [ 300 urn
Grading of coarse 100 99 71 23 11 3sand or grit
Total aggregate 100 91 75 26 14 5grading
I
Table 1.2 —Sieve Analysis of Concrete Aggregate
Water 263 kq
Cement 455 kg
Sand (Zone 2) 407 kg
Sand (Coarse Grit) 876 kg
6 mm crushed basalt 555 kg
Table 1.3- Proportions for 1 m3 of Concrete
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Average Split Cylinder
Test Batch Cube Compressive TensilePanel Strength cu Strength t / cu(N/rn2) (N/mm2)
A 1 39.8 3.85 0.097
2 40.4 3.41 0.084
3 44.7 3.47 0.078
B 1 41.3 3.06 0.074
2 43.5 3.18 0.073
3 41.5 3.25 0.078
C 1 37.4 3.37 0.090
2 38.9 3.28 0.084
3 41.3 4.07 0.099
D 1 44.0 3.25 0.074
2 45.6 3.47 0.076
3 44.0 4.04 0.092
AVERAGE 41.9 3.48 0:083
Table 7.4—Concrete Strengths at Day of Testing



























































































































































































































































































BAR TYPE N? OF N? IN TOTAL LENGTH SHAPE
MEMBER MARK & SIZE MEMBER EACH N? OF BAR CODE A B
BEAM 01 Y25 6 4 24 6855 20 STRAIGHT
02 YlO 6 10 60 1080 60 365 75
03 via 6 19 114 1210 60 430 75
04 Y25 6 2 i2 1550 81 350 100
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF MODEL TEST
8.1 INTRODUCTION
8.2 BEHAVIOUR AND CRACK PATTERNS OF MODEL
8.2.1 Behaviour of Model at Initial Stacies




8.3.2 Load Deflection Curves
8.3.3 Service Load Deflections
8.3.4 Deflections During Creep Test
8.4 STEEL STRAINS
8,5 FAILURE LOADS
8.5.1 Single Wheel Loads
8.5.2 Double Wheel Loads
8.5.3 Creep Test




The results of 20 tests on the reinforced concrete panels
which formed the slab of the onethird scale model are presented. The
tests were all carried out at the Queen’s University of Belfast
during November 1980.
As only a single model was being tested it was important that
the maximum amount of information be recorded during the testing of
each individual panel and this would then farm the basis of a com
plete loading history for the pane]. A test on a single panel usually
took about 3 hours to complete and at working load and near failure,
particular attention was paid to making an accurate record of obser
vations and measurements. The importance of these particular points
of the test was stressed because the design standards lay down certain
criteria for serviceability and ultimate conditions and it was con
sidered important that an accurate comparison be made.
Crack development was monitored at each load increment by marking
the crack and numbering its extent with a felt tip pen. After failure
both top and bottom surfaces of the slab were photographed and printed
to the same scale to provide an accurate record of the progress of
cracking. Crack widths were also monitored for comparison with the
serviceability restrictions laid down in the design criteria.
Slab deflections were recorded at each load increment and the
profiles showed the effect the various levels of reinforcement had on
the deflection of the slab and also the local nature of the slab de
flection under the wheels.
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An attempt was made to record the strains in the transverse
reinforcing bars in the bottom of the slab and as doubt has been
expressed as to the validity of the current flexural analysis and
elastic desiun of the slab, it was hoped that the recording of the
steel strain at working load would give some indication of the dis
tribution of forces within the slab.
When all the load tests had been completed the removal and
disposal of the model was carefully planned to allow the maximum in
formation to be recorded. In particular an accurate measurement of
the thickness of each of the test panels was made as this dimension
was considered to be critical in assessing the strength of a reinforced
concrete slab. By careful cutting of the slab it was also possible to
record the angle and extent of the failure zone for each slab.
The results now presented are typical for the 20 panels and a
complete record of all the test results has been compiled by Kirk
patrick (1982). It is hoped that in due course it will be possible to
compare these results with those of the prototype.
8.2 BEHAVIOUR AND CRACK PATTERNS OF MODEL
8.2.1 Behaviour of Model at Initial Staqes
In all 20 tests a load of 12.5 kN which was equivalent to the
112.5 kN prototype service load was applied and then removed. For
panels A, B and C no cracking of the slab occurred and the slab behaved
elastically returning to almost exactly the same position on unloading.
For panel 0 which had the minimum average reinforcement of 0.25% initial
cracking was observed at about 10.5 kN which is equivalent to a service
load of 94.5 kN or 38 units of HR loadino.
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When the load was re—applied cracking of the bottom surface
of the slab was noted as the load was increased and the crack dev
elopment was recorded. Details of the load causing initial crackinq
and the direction of the crack are given in Table 8.1. The development
of typical crack patterns in panels Al, A4, Dl and D4 are shown in
Figures 8.1 to 8.4. As the load was increased more cracks occurred
in the bottom of the heavily reinforced panels,whereas in those panels
that were lightly reinforced the initial cracks increased in width.
Cracking of the top surface of the slab over the edge of the beam
occurred much later and the load which caused the initial development
and the direction of these cracks is recorded in Table 8.1.
Panels C3, CS, D3 and D5 were all tested using a double wheel
which represented a single wheel on each of the axles of a bogie of
the abnonnal HBvehicle as defined in the current DTp standard. The
initial cracking of the bottom surface of these panels was in the
form of a typical yield line pattern with a single longitudinal crack
extending from centre to centre of the loaded areas. Radial cracks
then extended from the loaded areas away from the initial lonriitudinal
crack. The development of cracks in these panels are shown Figs 2.5
to 8.8.
8.2.2 Behaviour of Model Near and at Ultimate
As the loading increased, the progress of crack development varied
according to the size of the panel and the amount and spacinu of rein
forcement. For the large heavily reinforced panels-Al, A2 and A3,the
number of cracks on the bottom surface increased radiating from the
loading point although the actual width of these cracks appeared at a
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spacing approximately equal to the pitch of the transverse reinforce
ment. On the top surface the cracking which had occurred along the
line of the beams now followed a circular path at a radius of approx
imately 300 mm from the centre of the load. For the lightly rein
forced panels these cracks tended to remain parallel to the beams.
Failure was always explosive and generated additional circum
ferential cracks on the bottom surface. The primary failure zone was
always about 300 rn diameter on the bottom surface and the dianeter
of the loading shoe on the top surface. Secondary crackino occurred
occasionally on the bottom surface with some concrete spalling.
The failure zone for the large panels did not extend to the edge
of the beams. The failed section of concrete was always of the form
of a truncated cone with a side slope at the top of about 45 degrees
and an average side slope of about 25 degrees.
Typical failure patterns are shown in Plates 8.1 and 8.2 and
sections of failure cones are shown in Plate 8.3.
For the heavily reinforced small panels initial cracking was
similar to the large panels but as the load increased fewer radial
cracks developed and the overall crack pattern extended over a smaller
area. The final failure zone appeared to be restricted because of
the close proximity of the beams, the failed area in all cases running
along the intersection of the beam and slab. Although this corner
of the slab was in compression at failure no crushing of the concrete
was observed.
For the panels with reduced levels of reinforcement fewer cracks
developed but the width of these cracks was greater. Where the pitch
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of the transverse reinforcement was greater there was a tendency for
the concrete to spall.
As the loading was gradually increased to about 70 kN some
cracking of the reinforced concrete beams occurred. In general these
cracks were vertical although when the panels next to the diaphragms
were being tested some of these cracks tended towards a diagonal dir
ection. This type of cracking increased as the panel beinq tested
approached failure. The cracking of the beams in this manner was
expected as each beam was only designed to carry a 50 kN point load in
addition to the self—weight of the structure.
It was also observed that when the panels next to the parapet
upstand were being tested vertical cracks occurred on the outside face
of the upstandthe load at this stage of the test being a high pro
portion of ultimate. In some cases these cracks extended to the top
and bottom horizontal faces of the parapet upstand which would appear
to confirm that this section is making a positive contribution to the
resistance of the compressive membrane forces. The area of concrete
immediately below the loading shoe was being forced out radially and
these forces were resisted by the unstressed slab remote from the load.
For the edge panel these forces were resisted by tensile hoop stresses
in the parapet edge beam which were a maximum at the outer face and
hence caused the vertical cracks.
For the panels tested with the double wheel load the predictable
yield line crack pattern between the loaded areas and extendinq radially
from the loaded areas continued with additional radial cracking until
failure occurred under a single loading shoe. As mentioned previously
the reinforced concrete beams had been designed to carry a single point
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load of 50 kN which was approximately half the expected capacity of
each slab. However, for the double wheel test where the load capacity
of the slab could be twice the single load, it was thouaht that the
reinforced concrete beams may need some additional support. The first
double wheel test was carried out on panel 0 and props were placed
below the adjacent beams and midway between the loaded points. This
produced a very rigid structure which caused the longitudinal cracks
on the top surface in line with the edge of the beams to extend into
panel DS which has transverse reinforcement of the order 0.25%. These
cracks did not extend in the opposite direction to panel A3 which had
reinforcement of about 1.76% and had already been tested. The heavy
reinforcement in this panel had obviously restricted the development
of cracking in this direction. It should be noted that this test was
the only one that produced any significant carry-over of cracking to
adjacent panels and this has been attributed to propping of the beams.
After failure of one of the double loading points the props were re
moved and the unfailed area loaded again. Further development of cracks
occurred and this panel eventually failed at 102 kN which was compar
able to a single wheel load for this type of panel. After this test
it was decided that propping was unnecessary and the remaining double
wheel tests were successfully completed without any obvious distress
to the beams and with very little carry—over of cracks to adjacent
panels. The development of crack patterns for typical panels are shown




The current bridge design standard restricts the width of crack
permitted to 0.25 mm for HA loading and 0.3 mm for HB loading. However,
the new code BS 5400 (1978) does not limit cracking in this manner but
controls the width of crack by the degree of exposure expected and for
soffits this is classed as severe and the width of crack is limited to
0.2 mm. During the tests on the model an attempt was made to monitor
the development of crack widths using an optical comparator. The meas
urement of cracks on the bottom surface was extremely difficult be
cause of the deflection measuring frame but the top surface was easily
accessible and a regular measurement was made as the cracks developed.
It was considered that the testing of the prototype bridge would provide
a better opportunity to make an accurate assessment of the serviceability
due to cracking, nevertheless the model tests do provide relevant infor
mation on crack widths which is now presented.
Measured cracks widths are shown, where applicable, on the crack
patterns of Figures 8.1 to 8.8 and an estimate of the load which caused
a crack width of 0.1 mm on the top and bottom of the slab is given in
Table 8.2. It should be noted that the loads given for cracks on the




The deflection profiles for typical panels tested are shown in
rigures 8.9 to 8.16. These show the deflections of the slab relative
to the beams along both the longitudinal and transverse centre line
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axes for various increments of load. For the heavily reinforced panels
the profiles in the longitudinal direction show a predictable zero
slope under the wheel load with a very gradual reduction in deflection
to zero at the edge of the panel. However, in the transverse direction
where the panel spans between beams there is evidence of some rotation
of the slab close to the beam.
As the steel reinforcement is reduced the deflection profiles
change in character to much greater deflections under the wheel load
and in the longitudinal direction an increase in the length of the slab
deflected. The transverse profiles show much greater slope and a con
siderable rotation at the interface with the beam. (Figs 8.11 and 8.12).
The profiles for the panels loaded with the double wheel load
show almost constant deflection between the loadinq points and outside
this area the deflections of the slab fall off very quickly. (Figs 8.13-16).
In general the profiles show that the application of a wheel load
corresponding to the standard HB vehicle to this type of slab produces
only very localised deflections even though in certain cases the ad
jacent panel had already been loaded to failure with the subsequent loss
of local slab stiffness. These local deflections confirm that the
initial selection of the widths of the various bands of reinforcement
which constituted each loading panel was realistic.
8.3.2 Load Deflection Curves
The variation of slab deflection with applied load at a point
directly under the load for typical large and small panels are shown
in Figure 8.17. These show the deflections of the two panels with
various quantities of transverse reinforcement. The amount of reinforce—
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ment in the slab is the most important factor affecting the deflection
as this controls the degree of cracking that occurs. For the large
panels the slab deflections increased more rapidly due to cracking as
the load increased. This was not so apparent for the small panels
which exhibited much straighter curves and smaller deflections at
failure. A table of deflections prior to failure is shown in Table
8.3. This shows a remarkable consistency in the deflection experienced
by similar panels innediately before failure occurred, the panels load
ed with the double wheel showing twice the deflection of the sinole
wheel. The load deflection curves for the panels with the double wheel
loads are shown separately on Figure 8.18. For the small panels these
are similar in shape and magnitude as the single wheel load indicating
that the double wheel load applied to the small panel is no more crit
ical than a single wheel load. However, for the laroe panel the deflect—
ions were much more pronounced as cracking increased rapidly with load.
In particular panel D3 experienced very large deflections and a relative—
ly low failure load. This particular panel was considered to be un
representative of the large panels with the double wheel loads as there
was some initial cracking of this panel from the test on panel C3. In
particular, the longitudinal crack down the centre of the panel must
have reduced its initial stiffness although this should not have had a
major influence on the ultimate capacity. Close to failure some crush
ing of the concrete occurred alonti this crack.
8.3.3 Service Load Deflections
The specified Department of Transport service load for bridqe decks
is a prototype load of 112.5 kN which is equivalent to a model load of
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12.5 kN. The deflection at this load increment was recorded for all
panels and is shown in Table 8.4.
Allowing for a linear scale factor of 3 the maximum prototype
deflection under service load would be 1.65 mm which is due to the
double wheel load on panel 05. Some cracking was observed at this
level of loading but this was considered to be well within the limits
permitted by the standard.
8.3.4 Deflection During Creep Test
During the testing of the model the effect of the running surface
which would provide additional distribution of the wheel load to the
concrete slab has not been considered. Therefore, to provide a more
realistic loading area for the measurement of creep deflections a
larger loading shoe of 150 mm diameter was used and the deflections
recorded over a period of 24 hours with a constant load of 50 kN which
is 4 times the service load and represents a tyre pressure of 2.83 N/mm2.
The 150 mm diameter loading shoe is shown in Plate 7.9. The deflections
recorded during the 24-hour period are shown in Figure 8.19. This
shows an initial increase in deflection of 0.32 m over the first 8
hours but a considerable levelling out over the next 16 hours with only
a 0.25 mm increase in deflection indicating that this type of slab is
a very stable load-carrying structure.
The factor of 4 used during this test is extremely high as live
loads applied to bridge decks are transient in nature and it is con
sidered unlikely that it would experience even a service load of 112.5 kN
for more than 24 hours.
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8.4 STEEL STRAINS
Foil strain gauges were adhered to selected reinforcing bars
in areas considered to be critical and the position of these are shown
in Figure 7.12. The steel strains measured during the tests are shown
in Figures 8.20 to 8.23. These strains are due to the application of
the test load only, strains due to self-weight were considered to be
negligible.
For the A and B series of tests 3 mm gauqes were used with the
6 mm diameter high yield steel deformed bars and a high proportion of
these gauges gave consistent results. For panels C and D series 1 mm
gauges were used with the 3 mm diameter plain bars and only 2 of these
gauges worked satisfactorily, both of these being in panel C.
It should be noted that these foil strain gauges are very fragile
and have to survive in a very hostile environment during the casting
and curing of the deck slab. Another important aspect of using foil
strain gauges on reinforcing bars is that when cracking occurs near
a gauge any tendency for bond slip to occur will damage the gauge. This
was more noticeable on the plain 3 mm bars where the resistance to bond
slip is much lower than with the deformed bars.
For the heavily reinforced panels Al, A2 and A3 the average
strain measured just before failure on the bottom transverse reinforce
ment was about 1,000 (Figure 8.20). This is equivalent to a steel
stress of about 200 N/mm2. For panels Bl, 82 and 83 the equivalent
strains were about 1,200 c(Figure 8.21) and for the small panels 84
and 85 700 .ie (Figure 8.21). Even thouoh these strains should be con
sidered in a qualitative rather than a quantitive manner they do
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indicate relatively low stress levels in the transverse reinforcement
prior to failure occurring. Figure 8.22 shows the strain in the top
reinforcement over the edge of the beams for panels 81 and 84. For
the large panel 81 this was about 1,000 pe and for the small panel
84 about 600 These are of the same order as for the reinforcement
in the bottom of the slab under the load.
Figure 8.23 shows the strains in the bottom transverse reinforce
ment for large panel Cl and the small panel C4. These had average
transverse reinforcement of 0.49% and 3 mm diameter plain bars. For
the large panel Cl the measured strain was almost 2,000 jie and for the
small panel C4 about 1,300 lie. These values of strains would seem to
indicate that the reinforcement had reached its yield stress of
338 N/mm2 as the estimated yield strain was about 1 ,400 e.
The current Department of Transport requirements for slab design
state that the slab should be designed in flexure under the effect of
the 112.5 kN wheel loads of the I-lB vehicle; this vehicle will produce
bending of the slab from both global and local effects. For this type
of M-beam, slab reinforcement of the order of 1.7% will be required
similar to the test slabs of panel A. As may be seen from Figure 8.20,
at an equivalent model load of 12.5 kN, the steel strains were at a
very low level. Even with average steel reinforcement of 0.49%
(figure 8.23) the steel strains at a load of 12.5 kN were also very
small. As no cracking was observed in any of these test panels at this
level of loading this would indicate serious shortcomings in the current
method of slab design which uses a simple flexural method and iqnores
other effects such as compressive membrane action which provides con
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siderable enhancement to the load carrying capacity.
8.5 FAILURE LOADS
8.5.1 Single Wheel Loads
The ultimate load capacity of each test panel was the load which
caused the loading shoe simulating the wheel load to punch through the
slab in the characteristic manner. These loads are presented in
Table 8.5 and also in Figure 8.24.
From Table 8.5 and Figure 8.24 it may be seen that there is very
little variation in the ultimate load capacity of all the panels loaded
with the single wheel load even though the steel reinforcement varied
from approximately 0.25% to 1.68%. It would therefore appear that the
load capacity was almost independent of the quantity and quality of
the steel reinforcement. The other important parameters measured during
the test were the concrete cube strength at the time of test and the
actual thickness of the slab and these are also given in Table 8.5.
8.5.2 Double Wheel Loads
The small panels CS and D5 when loaded with the double wheel
failed at loads which were approximately twice the failure load of
panels C4 and D4 loaded with the single wheel load. These small panels
represent the slab with the prototype M—beams spaced at 1 .5 m and the
double wheel load is obviously no worse than the single wheel load.
However the large panels C3 and D3 did show a reduction in load
carrying capacity when the double wheel load was applied. This may
have been due to the unnecessary propping of the beams for the panel
C3 and a reduction of the stiffness of the surrounding slab highlighted
by the cracking of the parapet upstand. Both the tests on the large
panels were on the edge of the deck where the edge beam and parapet
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have an important part to play in maintaining the in—plane stiffness
of the slab.
Even though the large panels did show a reduction in capacity
under the double load the failure load of 140 kN for 03 does give a
factor of safety of 5.6 which is quite satisfactory.
8.5.3 Creep Test
Panel D2 had been loaded using a shoe of 150 mm diameter and
the deflections that took place were measured over a 24-hour period.
The load was then removed and the normal 106 mm diameter shoe sub
stituted and the panel loaded until failure took place at 108 kN. As
this failure load was of the same order as the other large panels it
is obvious that the extended loading period did not adversely affect
the ultimate load capacity of the panel.
8.6 REMOVAL OF MODEL
On the completion of the test programme careful consideration
was given to the removal of the model which weighed approximately 8
tonnes. It was finally decided to cut the model into 6 longitudinal
strips by sawing through the end diaphragms and along the centre line
of the test panels leaving the beams intact. The main advantage of
this method, was that it reduced the structure to the 6 beams and the
associated slab and diaphragms which were both individually stable
and of a weight suitable for moving by the existing overhead crane.
However, the most important aspect of this approach was that it allowed
the exact measurement of the thickness of the individual test panels.
As wellthe failure zones were photographed which allowed the angle of
punching and the extent of failure of the slab to be assessed. The
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measurement of the actual slab thickness was considered to be of
paramount importance in predicting the punching capacity of the slab
and these are given in Table 8.5. This allowed the actual per
centage of steel reinforcement to be calculated for each test panel
(Table 8.5). Sections through some typical failure cones are shown
in Plate 8.3 and the diaphragm and slab sections are shown in Plate 8.4.
Typical soffit failure areas and cones are shown in Plates 8.k and 8.6.
8.7 CONCLUSIONS
From the tests on the one third scale model the following are
the main conclusions that may be drawn.
1. The quantity of steel reinforcement has very little effect on
the ultimate load capacity of the slab. It does however,
influence the serviceability limits of cracking and deflection.
2. No cracking was observed at service load for the panels with
average reinforcement levels of 0.49% and above, however, for
the panels with the average of 0.25% reinforcement some crack
ing was observed although this was well within the current
permitted crack widths. However, it should be noted that the
plain 3 mm diameter bars have poor bond characteristics com
pared with the deformed bars used in the prototype.
3. Creep effects due to long-term loading, bearing in mind the
transient nature of bridge live loads, does not have any adverse
effect on the ultimate load carrying capacity of this type of
bridge deck.
4. The results of these load tests are conservative as no allowance
has been made for the additional load distribution effect of the
road surfacing.
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5. The strains measured in the bottom transverse reinforcement
with the equivalent of the 112.5 kN service load must cast
some doubt on the current method of analysis even at this
relatively low level of live load as compared with the ultimate
capacity.
6. The failure load of 140 kN for test panel 03 was for two
12.5 kN model wheel loads applied to the longitudinal centre
line of the slab and represents the minimum factor of safety
of 5.6. It should be noted that panels C3 and D3 were consid
ered to be unrepresentative due to the additional cracking
that occurred as a result of propping the beams. Therefore,
if these results are ignored the next smallest factor of safety
was for panel B4 which had a failure load for a single wheel
of 90 kN which was equivalent to a factor of safety of 7.2.
7. All the test panels failed by punching shear even thouqh the
design was based on a flexural analysis. The panels with the
0.25% reinforcement, which should have had a greater tendency
for flexural failure, also failured in a punching shear mode.
From the review of the test results for the model Mbearn bridge
deck it is apparent that the current methods of analysis are inadequate
for the accurate prediction of the serviceability and ultimate load
capacity of an M—beam deck. It can also be seen that relatively
light transverse reinforcement in the deck slab is adequate and if this
was incorporated into an actual design it would result in a considerable
saving in the cost of both steel and fixing. Therefore, the next chapter
will consider these problems with the development of a more appropriate
method for the prediction of the ultimate load capacity of the M—beam
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load kN direction load kN direction
A 1 45 transverse 85
2 37 transverse 82 parallel
3 22 transverse 67 to
av = 1.68% 4 37 trans/lona 51 beams
5 28 longitudinal 51
B 1 16 transverse 40
2 16 longitudinal 40 parallel
3 16 transverse 40 to
Pay = 1.19% 4 28 trans/long 51 beams
5 28 trans/long 57
C 1 22 trans/long 45
2 18 trans/long 40 parallel
double 3 40 longitudinal 69 to
Pay = 0.49% 4 18 transverse 52 beams
double 5 40 transverse 97
0 1 10.5 longitudinal 28
2 10.5 longitudinal 28 parallel
double 3 22 longitudinal 48 to
av = 0.25% 4 10.5 longitudinal 40 beams
double 5 22 longitudinal 60










Day = 1.68% 4 45 74
5 37 63
1 32 63
B 2 28 63
3 32 50
pay = 1.19% 4 32 74
5 34 80
C 1 34 57
2 28 57
double 3 57 78
°av = 0.49% 28 69
double 5
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— Load to Cause a Crack Width of 0.1 mm — kN
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Panel A B C D
large 1 2.2 3.0 6.6 6.1
panels 2 2.3 2.8 4.5 6.2
3 2.2 3.0 10.0 13.6
small 4 1.2 1.1 2.2 2.5
panels 5 1.0 1.4 3.7 5.2
TABLE 8.3- Deflection of Panel Prior to Failure - mm
Panel A B C D
large 1 0.08 0.11 0.13 0.28
panels 2 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.22
3 0.12 0.17 0.29 0.55
small 4 0.09 0.06 0.11 0.07
panels 5 0.08 0.06 0.17 0.25
TABLE 8.4 — Service Load Deflections — mm
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Cube Effect—Failure Slab
Load Strength at we p% °avPanel Time of Test Depth DepthkN N/mm2 m
1 single 102.5 39.8 57.3 48.3 1.67
2 single 114.0 40.4 59.6 50.6 1.59
A 3 single 102.5 44.7 54.8 45.8 1.16 1.68
4 single 108.0 40.4 57.2 48.2 1.67
5 single 96.0 44.7 56.1 47.1 1.12
1 single 108.0 41.3 55.5 46.5 1.14
2 single 96.0 43.5 53.3 44.3 1.21
B 3 single 100.0 41.5 53.3 44.3 1.20 1.19
4 single 90.0 43.5 54.9 45.9 1.16
5 single 91.0 41.5 52.1 43.1 1.23
1 single 106.0 37.4 57.1 49.6 0.48
2 single 100.0 38.9 54.4 46.9 0.50
C 3 double 152.0 41.3 52.7 45.2 0.47 0.49
4 single 110.0 38.9 57.0 49.2 0.48
5 double 210.0 41.3 56.3 48.8 0.52
1 single 96.0 44.0 53.6 46.1 0.24
2 single 108.0 45.6 55.1 47.6 0.25
D 3 double 140.0 44.0 54.0 46.5 0.25 0.25
4 single 118.0 45.6 58.6 51.1 0.23
5 double 215.0 44.0 54.7 47.2 0.25
TABLE 8.5 - Failure Loads and Details of Test Panels
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
The results of the tests on the
-.
scale model have shown a con
siderable enhancement to the design capacity of the standard slab with
the M-beams spaced at up to 2 m apart. This enhancement has been attri
buted to the considerable in—plane restraint that is inherent in bridge
slabs.
Although commonly designed by flexural methods all the panels,
including those with low % steel, failed in a punching shear mode. Whilst
the bridge design codes of both the United Kingdom and North America have
punching shear requirements,these approaches, which have been reviewed
in Chapter 2, differ greatly. Thus, to check their validity, the strengths
predicted were compared with the actual failure loads and this highlighted
their serious shortcomings. As a consequence a more appropriate method
is proposed for estimating the ultimate load capacity of these slabs.
This recognises the importance of arching action and its influence on the
punching mode of failure.
The results of the model tests also showed that the amount of
steel reinforcement in the slab had very little effect on the load cap
acity which indicates that for fully restrained bridge slabs the in
fluence of arching action is a major contributing factor to the very high
punching strength. Therefore with this in mind the proposed method for
predicting the punching strengths of the model slabs used a punching
shear equation which has been modified to allow for the compressive
membrane forces generated by the arching of the slab. The proposed met
hod has also been used to predict the load capacities of other relevant
tests on bridge slab models. Design curves have also been generated which
will predict the ultimate capacity of standard M—beam slabs for any given
concrete strength and span to depth ratio.
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Due to the large factor of safety which has been achieved against
punching shear failure it is virtually impossible to generate a group
of wheel loads of the magnitude required for failure of the slab with
out serious distress or collapse of the overall structure. Therefore,
punching is not an important design parameter but the tests revealed
that serviceability and,in particular, cracking is. As the prototype
has not, as yet, been tested, recommendations have been made based on
measurements and observations of the performance of the models at ser
vice load.
9.2 COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH DESIGN CODES
It was observed that all the test panels failed by punching shear
and it was therefore relevant to compare the results of the model tests
with the capacities predicted by both United Kingdom and North American
bridge design codes, the details of which have been considered in
Chapter 2.
The comparison between the predicted punching shear strengths
using the above codes and the average failure loads for both large and
small panels is shown in Hg. 9.1. The predicted values are based on
average concrete strengths, slab depths and percentage steel reinforce
ment for each group of test panels. It is clear that the codes do not
give a satisfactory prediction of the punching shear capacity of typical
bridge slabs and a more appropriate method which allows for in—plane
restraint will now be considered.
9.3 LOAD CAPACITY OF RIGIDLY RESTRAINED BRIDGE SLABS
9.3.1 General
From the tests on the scale model of Clinghans Bridge it was ob
served that all the panels failed in a punching shear mode which initiated
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around the circular loading pad simulating the wheel load. The punching
shear requirements of both the United Kingdom and North America bridge
codes have not given an accurate estimate of the failure load and in
order to improve the prediction of the failure load for bridge slabs
an empirical shear formula modified to include the effect of compressive
membrane action is proposed.
9.3.2 Basis of Method
The equation is derived from the 2 phase approach to punching by
Long (1975) where:
= 4(c + d) d.0.42 k (lO0p)°25 (SI Units)
The ACI notation has been used and this will be retained for application
to restrained bridge slabs as material and load factors are not included
at this stage. This equation has been calibrated for tests in which the.
yield strength of the reinforcement remained almost constant at approx
imately 320 N/mm2. The critical section was taken as d/2 from the per
imeter of the loaded area and although it was formulated for use with
building slabs and square columns it was considered suitable, with mod
ification, for predicting the punching strength of restrained bridge
slabs.
It is generally accepted that a wheel load applied to a bridge
slab is approximately circular in shape and when the perimeter of the
square column is replaced by the perimeter of a circular wheel load
the equation then becomes:—
P
=
7T( + d)d. 0.42 VU (1002)0.25
It is further recognised that a circular column, relative to a square
or rectangular column, is free of stress concentrations with a subsequent
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increase of about 15% in the punching shear capacity. Allowing for
this increase the above equation now becomes:—
P = l.52( + d)d k (lOOp)°25
This 15% improvement which allows for a reduction in the stress con
centration around the perimeter of the column was based on a review of
various tests by Regan (1981), in which the columns were assumed mono
lithic with the slab and hence the column load was applied by a hard cir
cular surface. Wheel loads are of course applied to bridge slabs by
rubber pneumatic tyres and this has been simulated in model tests by a
rubber pad. The use of a rubber pad in the interface between loading
shoe and deck slab will provide a better distribution of load and this
should result in a higher load capacity for the slab. However, this
additional and probably small enhancement has not been included in the
above equation as this will provide a conservative prediction of the
punching shear capacity of the slab.
9.3.3 Influence of Compressive Membrane Action
If it is accepted that the (lOOp)°25 term in the equation is
a measure of the influence of the flexural strength on the shear capacity
by its effect on the compression zone around the loaded area, it is this
parameter which may be used to represent the influence of compressive
membrane action by introducing an effective reinforcement ratio and
the flexural term then becomes (100
For rigidly restrained slabs, it is recognised that the effect of
reinforcement upon the ultimate capacity is small and this was confirmed
by the results of the model test. The relationship between slab cap
acity, reinforcement level and restraint has been investigated by other
researchers and the following comments have been made.
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1. Brotchie and Holley (1971) have suggested that, for a slab with
a span to depth ratio of 20, the effect of arching was found to
be equivalent in load capacity to approximately 2% of conventional
reinforcement.
2. They also suggested that for a span to depth ratio of 5 arching
action was equivalent in load capacity to over 3% of conventional
reinforcement.
3. Brotchie and Holley (1971) concluded that unreinforced slabs when
fully restrained laterally are stronger than conventionally rein
forced but unrestrained slabs with normal ratios of steel.
4. Taylor and Hayes (1965) found that increasing the reinforcement from
1.57 to 3.14% had very little effect on the load capacity of a
restrained slab.
5. Snowdon (1973) has shown that restrained unreinforced slabs had
a load capacity of about 95% of the restrained slab with 2%
reinforcement.
Therefore, it is suggested that an estimate of the strength of a
slab section can be made by neglecting bending action and considering
only arching action which for a bridge slab is shown in 9.2. Referring
to Fig. 9.3 the maximum arching capacity of a section may be calculated
as follows:—
Moment of Resistance
= CcX lever arm
The lever ann is a function of the deflection of the section and for
maximum possible arching the deflection = 0.
From Fig. 9.4
Mo = 0.85 2 = 0.21 fh2
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This equation has been proposed by Christiansen (1963) for calculating
membrane enhancement in one-way slabs.
Mr() can only occur however, for a section composed of perfectly
rigid/plastic material, i.e. a material which becomes plastic under a
very small magnitude of strain. The idealised stress/strain curve for
such a material is shown in Fig. 9.5.
As concrete does not obey a rigid/plastic criterion Marc x) = 0.21
cannot be attained because of a reduction in the lever arm under deform
ation. This can however be taken into account by deriving the arching
moment (Mar) as a function of the stress/strain properties of an elastic/
plastic material and the span to depth ratio. The idealised stress/strain
curve for an elastic/plastic concrete is shown in Fig. 9.6 and the var
iation of arching moment (Mar) with deflection for a material of this
nature is shown in Fig. 9.7.
Based on the deformation approach of McDowell, McKee and Sevin (1956)
a relationship between the maximum arching moment Mar(max) and the span
to depth ratio has been derived by Rankin (1982) for an idealised elastic/
plastic type of concrete. Details of this method are given in Appendix F.
From this, the maximum arching moment of resistance can be cal
culated for any combination of L/h and f1 in teniis of:
M =kf’ h2ar c
where k is a reduction coefficient and equals 0.21 for a perfectly rigid/
plastic material.
This equation has been evaluated and presented in graphical form
so that for any given L/h and f the maximum arching moment can be read
by interpolation as a function of h2. These curves are presented in
Fig 9.8 and are used as follows:—
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for f = 40 L/h = 14 Mar = 0.145 f h2
When the maximum arching moment has been calculated it can then be re
lated to an effective steel reinforcement percentage e’ assuming a
yield stress equal to that used for the tests on which the shear equation
by Long (1975) was derived.
Therefore:
k f’ h2
= c (Appendix F)
320.0.75 d
and the punching capacity of the fully restrained slab may then be pre
dicted from the modified equation:
= l.52( + d)d vT (lOOPe)°•25
9.3.4 Sumary
The use of this equation to predict the punching shear capacity of
fully restrained bridge slabs is based on the following assumptions.
1. In line with the experimental findings, existing flexural
reinforcement has no influence on the load capacity of the
slab.
2. The arching enhancement can be represented by an equivalent
percentage flexural reinforcement.
3. The critical section is at d/2 from the perimeter of the
loaded area.
With a proposed method for the prediction of the punching shear for
restrained bridge slabs now established, the predicted strengths using
the data from the model will now be compared with the test results.
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9.4 COMPARISON OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH TEST RESULTS
9.4.1 General
The proposed method of predicting the punching shear strength of
reinforced concrete bridge slabs has been compared with the test results
from the scale model of Clinghans Bridge. The work of other research
ers has also been considered;where appropriate results are available.
For concrete beams the span has been taken as the clear distance between
beams and for steel beams the actual beam spacing has been used. Full
details of most of these additional models has been given in Chapter 6.
9.4.2 Scale Model of Clinghans Bridge
A comparison of the proposed method with the test results of the
model is given in Table 9.1. These results take into account the var
iation of concrete strength and the thickness of the individual test
panels. It will be seen from Table 9.1 that all the test panels had a
ratio of P/P greater than unity with a mean of 1.19 and a standard
deviation of 0.068. The proposed method showed a good correlation with
this model which had a relatively constant concrete strength of about
40 N/mm2 and steel reinforcement which varied from 0.24% to 1.76%.
9.4.3 Model Tests at the University of Illinois
An important series of tests which have been analysed are from
the University of Illinois Experiment Testing Station and they form
part of an extensive investigation into bridge decks of steel beams and
concrete slabs using scale models. A description of the models and
test programme was given in Chapter 6 and the comparison of results
are given in Table 9.2. The first 2 series are from the tests of Newmark,
Siess and Penman (1946) and are from models of right decks. The punching
tests considered represent the average of about five tests on each model.
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The third series of results are from the work of Newmark, Siess
and Peckham (1948) and are similar to the previous models except that
skews of 300 and 600 have been introduced. Again the results represent
the average of about five tests on each model.
The final set of results shown in Table 9.2 are by Siess and
Viest (1953) and are similar to the first group except that they are
2-span continuous over a central support and the results are the average
of about 8 tests near the centres of the 2-spans.
In all groups of models both composite and non—composite slabs were
tested and the results for these 2 forms of construction are statistically
examined separately. The skew and continuity of the deck should not
affect the punching shear strength of the slab and the main variables
were composite or non—composite action with the steel beams and the
strength of the slab at the time of test in which the cube strength varied
from 18.8 to 31.3 N/nan2. The bottom transverse slab reinforcement varied
only from 0.87 to 1.09%.
From Table 9.2 it may be seen that apart from model 60N15 there
was, as expected, a marked improvement in the punching shear capacity of
the slabs which acted compositely with beams. The mean was 1 .04
for the non—composite decks and 1.32 for those which were composite. The
results also showed standard deviations of 0.094 and 0.184 respectively
which would seem to suggest that some composite action may have been
developed,
Although these tests were carried out about 30 years ago, an art—
ifically graded aggregate and standard portland cement was used for the
model concrete. However, an important parameter in the design of a
microconcrete mix is that the ratio of compressive to tensile strength
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should be the same as for the prototype. For this particular mix there
is evidence from the control cylinders that the concrete exhibited a
rather high tensile strength which introduced scale effects and would
account for the rather high ratios of achieved for both the com
posite and non—composite models.
It must be stated however, that there is insufficient data avail
able to make an accurate correction to each individual set of results1
nevertheless, as assessment of the data available would suggest an in
crease in the predicted capacities of around 10%. Thus for the com
posite slabs the mean will be comparable with that for the author tests.
9.4.4 Model Tests at the University of Manchester
This series of tests by Taylor and Hayes (1965) consisted of
testing twentytwo plain and reinforced slabs 383 nun square and 76.2 mm
in depth with reinforcement of zero, 1.57 and 3.14%. The reinforced slabs
were cast and tested in pairs, one simply supported and one restrained,
using loading shoes 50.8, 101.6 and 152.4 mm square. The results of
the restrained slabs only are compared with the proposed method which
has been suitably modified for a square loading shoe.
The comparison of results is given in Table 9.3 and shows a mean
of 1.19, which is the same as the author3s tests, and a standard
deviation of 0.105. It should be noted that six of the panels were
unreinforced and this group had a mean of 1.15. Although a scaled
aggregate was used no details of the tensile strength of the concrete are
available. As may be seen from Table 9.3 a good correlation of test and
predicted results has been achieved.
9.4.5 Tests at the Building Research Station
A further set of results considered are from unpublished tests by
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Snowdon (1973) for the proposed floating airport at Maplin. Some de
tails of these tests have been discussed in Chapters 2 and 6 and as
may be seen from Table 9.4 a good correlation with the proposed method
has been achieved. The mean P/P was 1 .01 with a standard deviation
of 0.0799. It should be noted that this series of tests related to
high strength concrete with a wide variation of cube strengths at the
time of test which ranged from 44.4 to 78.5 N/mm2.
It is of interest that Snowdon (1973) concludes that the punching
strength of restrained slabs depends almost entirely on the strength of
the concrete being proportional to the square root of the cube strength.
He also found that tension reinforcement increases the punching shear
strength only marginally, a 14% increase was achieved for an increase in
steel from zero to 2%.
9.4.6 Ontario MTC Tests
The results of these tests by Holowka, Dorton and Csagoly (1979)
are also of interest. Some details of these tests are given in Chapters
2 and 6 and a comparison with the proposed method is presented in Table
9.5. This shows a mean P/P of 1.06 withastandard deviation of 0.101.
These models were restrained circular slabs with most of the concrete
having a cube strength of around 34 N/rn2 at the time of test. Three
different slab thicknesses were tested and there was a variation in the
steel reinforcement which ranged from 0.2 to 1.0% and this was present
only in the bottom of the slab. As may be seen from Table 9.5 good
correlation of test and predicted results was achieved.
9.4.7 Model Tests at the Queens University, Kingston, Ontario
These tests by Hewitt (1972) and Batchelor, Hewitt, Csagoly and
Holowka (1978) were an important contribution to the development of the
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Ontario HBDC (1979) and are typical of a small scale (.-) model of a
complete bridge deck details of which are given in Chapter 6. The first
series of 31 panels tested had orthotropic reinforcement of 1.0%. and the
comparison of the proposed method with these results is given in Table
9.6. An excellent correlation has been achieved with a mean P/P of
1.106 and a standard deviation of 0.1075, the concrete cube strength
ranging from 43 to 41 N/mm2.
The second series of 25 panels had isotropic reinforcement of 0.6,
0.4, 0.2 and zero % and a comparison with the proposed method is given
in Table 9.7. It may be seen that the panels with 0.6% reinforcement
show a similar correlation to the results in Table 9.6 with a mean
of 1.07. However, the panels with 0.4, 0.2 and zero % reinforcement have
mean P/P of 0.98, 0.81 and 0.72 respectively and shows a trend with
reducing levels of reinforcement. It should be noted that the above
ratios do not include the panels which failed in flexure and also panel
1(C—l) which exhibited a large deflection and low failure load.
The relatively low ratio of Pt/PP for the 0.2% and zero reinforce
ment levels would seem to suggest a loss of slab in-plane restraint at
a high level of loading with a subsequent interaction of a flexural mode
of failure which occurred in some of these panels. These results may
be compared with the MTG circular slab tests where panels with 0.2%
reinforcement had a mean of 1.03, the Clinghan model with 0.25%
reinforcement had a mean of 1.16, the Manchester University
unreinforced panels which had a Pt/PP of 1.15 and the 2 unreinforced
Maplin panels (45 and 46) which had a mean Pt/PP of 1.08.
For this type of bridge deck the diaphragms must provide the
necessary restraint to prevent the transverse movement of the beams
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particularly in lightly reinforced slabs which will exhibit a high
degree of cracking. It has been observed that both the end and inter
mediate diaphragms used in Hewitt’s (1972) models were of a relatively
light section and were also non-composite with the slab. Therefore,
it is suggested that these diaphragms may have been inadequate to pro
vide the high level of in—plane restraint required for the slabs with
the low levels of transverse reinforcement. It must also be noted that
there is no indication of lower failure loads in the panels adjacent to
the end diaphragms and it must therefore be concluded that the 1.0%
transverse reinforcement in the orthotropic slabs, which gave good cor
relation, compensated for the lack of slab in-plane restraint due to the
light diaphragms.
Some additional tests were carried out on panels with mid—depth
reinforcement and 3 beam models with reinforcement ranging from 0.6%
to zero. As these were considered to be unrepresentative of beam and
slab bridge decks they have not been included in this assessment.
9.4.7 Summary
In conclusion, the comparison of the proposed method for assessing
the strength of fully restrained bridge slabs with experimental evidence
from various sources has shown that it provides a satisfactory whilst
conservative prediction of the punching shear strength of the slab.
The models considered had span to depth ratios typical of bridge decks
and the wide range of both concrete strengths and percentage steel rein
forcement covered have all resulted in good correlation.
The method in its present form is still somewhat cumbersome for
design hence it has been suitably translated into a more convenient form
and this is discussed in the next section.
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9.5 THE DESIGN OF M-BEAM BRIDGE SLABS
9.5.1 General
In a research progranrie of this type it is important that the
results can be translated into a form that is suitable for use in the
context of bridge design. With this in mind the following recommend
ations have been made in relation to the ultimate load capacity and
serviceability of the slab having regard to the current design require
ments.
9.5.2 Ultimate Load Capacity
For design purposes the proposed method for predicting the ultimate
load capacity of restrained bridge slabs has been presented in graphical
form (Fig. 9.9) in terms of the 28—day concrete cube strength and the
span to depth ratio of the slab. The use of the graph shown in Fig. 9.9
with the standard 160 mm M-beam slab and the 2 m beam spacing with a
concrete strength of 40 N/mm2 will ensure a factor of safety, without
load or material factors, of about 6. However, with this large reserve
of strength against failure at ultimate, the important criterion from the
design point of view is one of serviceability.
9.5.3 Serviceability Requirements
At an early stage of the project it was accepted that the prototype
of Clinghans Bridge would be more suitable than the .. scale model to
establish a level of reinforcement that would provide a satisfactory
limit to cracking. However, as the results of the prototype tests will
not be available for some time an assessment will be made based on the
observations and results of the tests on the scale model.
It is appreciated that a considerable amount of research has been
undertaken into the cracking similitude of model and prototype structures,
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however, much still needs to be done to establish a better understanding
of the problem, especially the bond characteristics of the various types
of reinforcing bars. Nevertheless, it has been suggested by Clark (1973,
1974) that for large models, the type of concrete has little influence
on the scaling of crack widths, but the reinforcement does, as it has
been found that the bar deformations do not scale. He also suggests that
plain wire model reinforcement tends to simulate prototype unbonded bars,
deformed model reinforcement tends to simulate plain prototype bars and
to simulate deformed prototype bars threaded model reinforcement is
required. The proceedings of the International Conference on Micro-
concrete Models edited by Garas and Armer (1980), provides an up to date
assessment of the problem of bond and crack similitude in models.
Therefore, in view of the above findings, the use of a scale
microconcrete model to predict the cracking characteristics of the
prototype slab will result in a conservative estimate, however, this is
considered to be an interim measure until the tests on the prototype
of Clinghans Bridge are completed.
The behaviour of the model during the initial stages of loading
has been discussed in Chapter 8 and the load at which each panel init
ially cracked and a crack width of 0.1 mm developed are recorded in
Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
The data recorded in these tables has been used to predict the
cracking characteristics of the prototype slab with loads being factored
by 9 and the widths by 3. Referring to Fig. 9.10 the predicted initial
cracking and 0.3 mm crack width lines have been drawn using average
loads and reinforcement levels from Table 8.1 and 8.2 with average bar
spacings from Fig. 7.5 to give the upper and lower line in each case.
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It should be noted that the different bond strengths of the plain and
defonned bars has not been taken into account.
From consideration of Fig. 9.10 it is proposed that an isotropic
mesh of 0.6% reinforcement using 12 mm diameter deformed bars at 150 mm
spacing will provide a satisfactory slab for serviceability. It may be
observed from Fig. 9.10 that this proposed steel arrangement will pro
vide an uncracked slab soffit under service load and a slab load of
about 235 kN would be required to produce a crack 0.3 mm wide. The
service load from both BE1/77 (1977) and BS5400 (1978) have also been
shown in FIg. 9.10. The prototype Clinghans Bridge (Fig. 1.2) will
have test panels with this arrangement of steel which will, in due
course, allow the serviceability characteristics to be more satisfactor
ily monitored.
9.5.4 Influence on Costs
The use of 0.6% reinforcement (12 nr dia at 150 rn spacing) should
provide a considerable saving in steel reinforcement as current design
methods require about 1.5 to 2.0%. The cost of a current design using
1.75% (20 0 @ 150) transversely and 0.8% (16 0 @ 200) longitudinally
is about £8/m2. The cost of the proposed arrangement of steel using
0.6% isotropically (12 0 @ 150) is £2/m2 which represents a saving of
£6/m2 or 75%. The effect of this reduction on the overall cost of M
beam decks is shown in Fig. 9.11 and varies from 4% to 7% depending on
the beam spacing. It is also suggested that a prefabricated welded
mesh of reinforcement would provide additional economy. Although there
are certain reservations regarding the fatigue life of welded reinforce
ment, Batchelor, Hewitt and Csagoly (1978) have shown that, in general,
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composite beam and slab bridge decks are satisfactory in this respect.
9.6 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
9.6.1 General
The current design standard for reinforced concrete bridges is
the Department of Transport Technical Memorandum (Bridges) No BE1/73
(1973) and it requires that bridge slabs are designed flexurally, the
moments derived from the global and local analyses being added to give
the total design moment. This is also the recommendation from the new
bridge code BS 5400 (1978).
It is evident from the results of the model tests and the experi
mental work by other researchers, which has been reviewed, that the
failure mode of the typical restrained bridge slab is one of punching
shear and not flexure. The traditional approach was based on the sol
ution of the equations for an elastic plate and, based on a flexural mode
of failure, it was logical to add the moments from the global and local
deformations. However, when considering failure in a punching shear
mode the local wheel load need only be considered as the results from
the various tests have shown the failure to be very localised. It is
of interest that it is the practice in North America to consider only
the local effects from the wheel load as the AASHTO (1977) requirements
are based on a flexural design and the usual steel requirement is about
1%. It should also be noted that the Ontario HBDC takes full advantage
of the compressive membrane forces available in bridge slabs and has
adopted a standard reinforcement, with certain restrictions, of 0.3%
isotropically.
9.6.2 Recommendations for the Design of Beam and Slab Bridge Decks
Proposals have been made for a more realistic approach to the design
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of M—beam bridge decks and it is suggested that the same principles
could be applied generally to beam and slab decks. The main recommend
ations are listed below and to ensure a satisfactory performance
regarding the development of compressive membrane forces some restrict
ions regarding the design of the deck are considered.
1. An isotropic mesh of 12 mm diameter deformed bars at 150 mm
spacing in both top and bottom of the slab will provide
satisfactory strength and serviceability. For economy this
mesh could be prefabricated welded panels.
2. For the in situ slab a concrete with a 28—day cube strength
of 40 N/mm2 should be used as a high strength concrete will
improve punching, restrict cracking and provide a high
level of durability.
3. These recomendations apply only to simply supported com
posite beam and slab bridge decks with end diaphragms and
parapet edge beams. However, tests in Canada have indicated
that the method is applicable to continuous beam and slab
systems in the negative moment regions. This has also been
verified by the tests carried out at the University of Illinois.
4. The span to depth ratio of the slab should be limited to 15.
This is in line with the Ontario HBDC (1979) and although the
proposed method is suitable for higher ratios there is in
sufficient experimental evidence at present to justify this, even
though the Ontario circular slabs and the Maplin tests showed
a satisfactory performance with a span to depth ratio of 18.
5. For concrete beams, end diaphragms only are required, however,
for steel beams full width intermediate diaphragms spaced at
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not more than 5 m should be provided. it is also suggested
that for steel beams, concrete end diaphragms composite
with the deck slab will provide better in-plane restraint
than diaphragms constructed of steel sections.
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Test h d p P Pt Pte pk 4Panel N/mm2 mm mm kN kN p
Al 39.8 1.67 57.3 48.3 0.176 3.26 85.5 102.5 1.19
A2 40.4 1.59 59.6 50.6 0.177 3.28 92.3 114.0 1.23
A3 44.7 1.76 54.8 45.8 0.170 3.59 86.0 102.5 1.19
A4 40.6 1.67 57.2 48.2 0.188 3.56 88.1 108.0 1.23
AS 44.7 1.72 56.1 47.1 0.188 3.94 92.2 96.0 1.04
81 41.3 1.14 55.5 46.5 0.173 3.36 83.5 108.0 1.29
82 43.5 1.21 53.3 44.3 0.170 3.55 81.7 96.0 1.17
83 41.5 1.20 53.3 44.3 0.171 3.28 79.0 100.0 1.26
84 43.5 1.16 53.9 45.9 0.187 3.72 86.8 90.0 1.04
85 41.5 1.23 52.1 43.1 0.186 3.60 77.6 91.0 1.17
Cl 37.6 0.48 57.1 49.6 0.179 2.96 84.2 106.0 1.26
C2 38.9 0.50 54.4 46.9 0.175 3.03 80.1 100.0 1.24
C3 41.3 0.47 52.7 45.2 0.172 3.19 79.9 102.0 1.27
C4 38.9 0.48 57.0 49.2 0.191 3.33 88.0 110.0 1.25
CS 41.3 0.52 56.3 48.8 0.188 3.42 89.6 105.0 1.17
Dl 44.0 0.24 53.6 46.1 0.171 3.36 85.3 98.0 1.15
D2 45.6 0.25 55.1 47.6 0.170 3.44 91.2 108.0 1.18
04 45.6 0.25 58.6 51.1 0.188 3.73 102.3 118.0 1.15
05 44.0 0.25 54.7 47.2 0.188 3.68 90.5 107.5 1.18
Mean P /P = 1.19tp
Standard Deviation = 0.068
Variance = 0.0044
TABLE 9.1 — Comparison of Proposed Method with Model Test Results
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Test f+ h d 2e P Pt PtCu p k P
Panel N/mm2 mm mm RN kNC:,
Series 1
WSa* 19.0 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.205 1.92 33.3 33.0 0.99*
W5b* 23.6 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.194 2.25 38.8 34.5 0.89*
N5a* 19.9 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.200 1.96 34.3 35.9 1.04*
N5b* 18.8 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.205 1.89 33.0 34.9 1.06*
S5a 23.2 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.195 2.22 38.4 55.6 1.45
S5b 25.2 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.192 2.39 40.8 49.9 1.22
Series 2
N15a* 27.7 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.188 2.58 43.5 46.6 1.07*
N15b* 24.8 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.192 2.35 40.0 45.3 1.13*
SlSa 28.2 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.189 2.62 43.9 63.4 1.44
S15b 27.7 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.190 2.52 42.6 62.9 1.47
CiSa 26.8 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.190 2.50 42.6 57.6 1.35
ClSb 20.1 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.200 1.98 34.3 51.9 1.51
Series 3
30N15* 35.0 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.180 3.11 50.9 55.6 1.09*
30C15 36.0 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.179 3.22 52.8 61.8 1.17
30S15 26.3 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.190 2.45 41.8 66.4 1.58
60N15* 28.5 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.189 2.66 44.4 53.4 1.20*
60C15 34.8 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.180 3.09 50.7 61.3 1.20
Series 4
P130* 27.7 1.09 44.5 36.4 0.189 2.83 44.4 42.1 Q•95*
C30 26.2 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.190 2.68 42.8 50.8 1.18
X30 37.3 0.87 44.5 36.5 0.175 3.52 54.8 53.4 0.98
+ Equivalent Cube Strength
Composite *Non_Composite
Mean = 1.32 Mean = 1.04
Standard Deviation = 0.184 Standard Deviation = 0.094
Variance = 0.031 Variance = 0.0078
TABLE 9.2
- Comparison of Proposed Method with University of Illinois
Model Bridges
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Test f p h d p P Pt PtCU e pk 4Panel N/mm2 mm mm kM kN p
1R2(a) 36.8 Zero 76.2 61.0 0.170 3.23 83.2 85.0 1.02
1R2(b) 32.5 Zero 76.2 61.0 0.176 2.96 76.6 89.0 1.16
1R3 35.6 Zero 76.2 61.0 0.170 3.12 99.9 130.0 1.30
1R4 35.6 Zero 76.2 61.0 0.170 3.12 118.3 150.0 1.26
IRS 27.3 Zero 76.2 61.0 0.187 2.63 114.3 119.5 1.04
1R6 27.3 Zero 76.2 61.0 0.187 2.63 129.7 114.0 1.11
2R2 32.5 1.57 76.2 63.5 0.176 2.73 79.6 83.8 1.05
2R3 30.1 1.57 76.2 63.5 0.179 2.62 93.9 115.0 1.22
2R4 29.0 1.57 76.2 63.5 0.180 2.49 107.0 139.5 1.30
2R5 27.6 1.57 76.2 63.5 0.182 2.39 118.4 145.0 1.22
2R6 23.0 1.57 76.2 63.5 0.192 2.10 118.6 157.5 1.32
3R2 28.5 3.14 76.2 63.5 0.181 2.46 10.5 80.0 1.13
3R4 28.4 3.14 76.2 63.5 0.181 2.45 104.8 135.0 1.28
3R6 27.! 3.14 76.2 63.5 0.183 2.37 138.1 172.5 1.29
Mean Pt/PP = 1.19
Standard Deviation = 0.106
Variance = 0.0105
Note: The last number of the test pane] reference is the size of the
square loading shoe in inches.
TABLE 9.3 - Comparison of Proposed Method with Manchester University
Model Tests
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Test f p h d a P Pt Pt•e p
Panel N/rn2 ,, mm m
k
kM kNCI
1 54.0 0.61 100 82 0.120 3.19 309.1 349 1.13
2 54.2 0.61 100 82 0.120 3.20 309.5 331 1.07
7 71.0 0.61 100 82 0.112 3.90 373.1 359 0.96
8 70.0 0.61 100 82 0.110 3.78 364.9 389 1.07
10 70.0 2.64 100 76 0.110 3.18 331.0 359 1.08
11 62.9 2.64 100 76 0.115 3.55 309.3 359 1.16
12 64.0 2.64 100 76 0.112 3.52 311.9 357 1.14
13 50.0 0.47 125 107 0.146 3.28 425.4 408 0.96
14 51.0 0.47 125 107 0.145 3.34 430.2 418 0.97
15 64.0 2.00 125 107 0.140 4.03 507.6 537 1.06
16 65.0 2.00 125 107 0.140 4.09 510.5 537 1.05
17 53.0 2.00 125 107 0.144 3.43 441.5 453 1.03
18 53.0 2.00 125 101 0.144 3.87 420.6 431 1.02
19 55.0 0.85 125 101 0.145 3.74 447.9 429 0.96
20 55.0 0.85 125 101 0.145 3.74 447.9 424 0.95
21 66.0 0.85 125 101 0.139 4.28 504.7 508 1.01
22 67.0 0.85 125 101 0.139 4.35 512.9 498 0.97
23 64.0 0.47 125 101 0.140 4.05 506.9 478 0.94
24 65.0 0.47 125 101 0.140 4.10 510.5 418 0.82
29 51.5 2.00 125 101 0.145 3.78 411.8 446 1.08
30 52.0 2.00 125 101 0.145 3.82 416.6 419 1.01
31 78.0 2.00 125 101 0.138 5.46 554.1 478 0.86
32 78.5 2.00 125 101 0.138 5.49 559.0 536 0.96
33 55.0 0.47 125 107 0.142 3.54 452.9 424 0.94
34 56.0 0.47 125 107 0.142 3.60 460.4 478 1.04
35 66.5 0.47 125 107 0.139 4.19 519.8 508 0.98
36 67.5 0.47 125 107 0.139 4.25 527.7 508 0.96
45 45.2 Zero 125 100 0.149 2.23 372.7 428 1.14
46 46.2 Zero 125 100 0.149 2.27 378.7 389 1.03
47 45.0 0.47 125 107 0.150 3.04 523.6 538 1.03
48 45.0 0.47 125 107 0.150 3.04 523.1 508 0.97
49 44.4 0.47 125 107 0.150 3.00 262.5 289 1.10
50 44.9 0.47 125 107 0.149 3.01 265.8 292 1.10
51 57.0 0.47 125 107 0.143 3.67 464.5 438 0.94
52 61.0 0.47 125 107 0.143 3.85 488.0 437 0.90
Mean P/P = 1.01
Standard Deviation = 0.0799
Variance = 0.0062
Note: The loading shoe used for these tests was 200 rn diameter except
panels No 47 and 48 which were 300 mm diameter and 49 and 50
which were 100 mm diameter.
TABLE 9.4
— Comparison of Proposed Method with BRS Maplin Tests
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Test f h d P Pt PtCu p k e
kN kNPanel N/mm2 % mm mm
Al 34.9 0.2 44.5 38.10 0.164 2.58 39.4 42.2 1.07
A2 34.0 0.2 44.5 38.10 0.166 2.55 38.6 46.7 1.20
A3 33.5 0.2 44.5 38.10 0.169 2.55 38.3 37.8 0.99
Bi 35.1 0.2 38.1 31.75 0.156 2.61 37.1 37.8 1.02
B2 33.9 0.2 38.1 31.75 0.158 2.55 36.2 35.6 0.98
Cl 33.8 0.2 31.75 25.40 0.147 2.56 22.4 22.2 0.99
C2 36.5 0.2 31.75 25.40 0.141 2.66 23.5 24.5 1.04
C3 35.9 0.2 31.75 25.40 0.142 2.63 23.3 22.2 0.95
02 33.3 0.3 44.5 38.1 0.168 2.52 37.9 44.5 1.17
03 33.8 0.3 44.5 38.1 0.165 2.51 38.2 48.9 1.28
El 32.1 0.3 38.1 31.75 0.160 2.45 34.9 33.4 0.96
E2 35.3 0.3 38.1 31.75 0.156 2.62 37.1 35.6 0.96
E3 33.3 0.3 38.1 31.75 0.158 2.50 35.5 35.6 1.00
Fl 33.7 0.3 31.75 25.4 0.148 2.57 22.2 22.2 1.00
F2 34.1 0.3 31.75 25.4 0.147 2.59 22.7 26.7 1.17
F3 33.3 0.3 31.75 25.4 0.148 2.54 22.3 22.2 1.00
Gi 35.1 0.8 44.5 38.1 0.162 2.56 39.2 44.5 1.14
Hi 35.2 0.8 38.1 31.75 0.155 2.61 37.4 37.8 1.01
Ii 34.6 1.0 44.5 38.1 0.162 2.52 38.6 44.5 1.15
12 35.8 1.0 44.5 38.1 0.161 2.59 39.9 48.9 1.22
13 34.6 1.0 44.5 38.1 0.165 2.56 38.9 48.0 1.23
dl 36.2 1.0 38.1 31.75 0.155 2.67 37.9 36.9 0.97
J2 33.0 1.0 38.1 31.75 0.159 2.50 37.5 37.4 1.00
K! 34.9 1.0 31.75 25.4 0.144 2.59 23.0 26.7 1.16
K2 34.6 1.0 31.75 25.4 0.144 2.57 22.9 23.6 1.03
+ Equivalent Cube Strength
Mean = 1.06
Standard Deviation = 0.101
Variance = 0.0098
TABLE 9.5 — Comparison of Proposed Method with MTC Circular Slab Tests
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Test f h d p p pCu k p t
Panel N/mm2 % mm mm kN kN p
l(B—1) 46.2 1.0 21.25 17.45 0.146 3.33 20.79 21.83 1.05
1(A—4) 46.2 1.0 23.20 19.02 0.152 3.48 23.29 24.24 1.04
1(8—3) 46.2 1.0 20.62 16.64 0.144 3.40 19.64 22.20 1.13
1(C—2) 46.2 1.0 21.51 17.81 0.148 3.32 21.28 21.97 1.03
2(B—1) 44.7 1.0 22.70 18.80 0.152 3.29 22.16 22.82 1.03
2(A—4) 44.7 1.0 23.95 19.86 0.156 3.28 23.79 26.48 1.11
2(B—3) 44.7 1.0 22.65 18.77 0.151 3.22 22.11 26.26 1.19
2(0-2) 44.7 1.0 23.70 19.69 0.155 3.33 28.62 24.39 1.03
2(B-2) 44.7 1.0 23.22 19.41 0.153 3.25 23.09 29.37 1.27
2(A-2.5) 44.7 1.0 25.25 21.59 0.157 3.19 26.11 30.71 1.18
2(A-1.75) 44.7 1.0 23.60 19.83 0.154 3.23 23.65 24.48 1.03
2(A-1) 44.7 1.0 23.19 19.30 0.153 3.28 23.97 22.16 0.96
2(C—1) 44.7 1.0 22.99 18.72 0.153 3.43 22.39 22.16 0.99
2(C-2.75) 44.7 1.0 23.72 19.30 0.155 3.48 23.20 25.72 1.11
2(C—2.25) 44.7 1.0 26.01 21.72 0.159 3.39 26.71 27.59 1.03
2(C-3.5) 44.7 1.0 22.50 18.72 0.150 3.22 22.03 25.94 1.18
2(B-4) 44.7 1.0 22.17 18.62 0.149 3.14 21.76 25.14 1.16
2(C—4.25) 44.7 1.0 22.63 18.82 0.151 3.24 22.23 22.47 1.01
3(B-1) 43.2 1.0 21.33 17.14 0.146 3.25 19.56 22.24 1.14
2(A-2) 43.2 1.0 21.03 16.81 0.149 3.35 19.27 23.35 1.21
3(B-4) 43.2 1.0 21.81 17.31 0.148 3.37 19.71 19.92 1.01
3(C-3) 43.2 1.0 20.62 16.61 0.148 3.28 18.89 25.35 1.34
3(A—3) 43.2 1.0 21.00 16.79 0.149 3.35 19.24 24.06 1.25
3(B-3) 43.2 1.0 21.13 16.90 0.149 3.35 19.34 24.24 1.25
3(C-1) 43.2 1.0 21.73 17.55 0.150 3.30 20.19 20.59 1.02
3(A-1) 43.2 1.0 21.46 17.24 0.150 3.30 19.66 21.48 1.09
4(0—4) 47.0 1.0 20.67 17.02 0.143 3.31 20.35 20.42 1.00
4(A—4) 47.0 1.0 20.78 17.09 0.143 3.31 20.45 20.01 0.98
5(C—1) 47.7 1.0 23.85 20.17 0.154 3.42 25.29 30.24 1.20
5(A-1) 47.7 1.0 23.54 20.04 0.154 3.37 25.00 24.46 0.98
5(B-1) 47.7 1.0 22.56 18.87 0.150 3.40 23.30 23.57 1.01
+ Equivalent Cube Strength
Mean = 1.106
Standard Deviation = 0.1075
Variance = 0.0111
TABLE 9.6 - Comparison of Proposed Method with Queen’s University
Kingston, Ontario — Model Bridges Orthotropic Reinforcement
qnc
Test f h d PtCu p ‘e p
Panel N/mm2 , mm mm
k
kN kNC,
6(A-l) 44.7 0.6 23.6 18.30 0.155 3.81 22.38 24.91 1.11
6(8-1) 44.7 0.6 22.9 17.73 0.153 3.78 21.51 23.66 1.10
6(0-1) 44.7 0.6 22.6 17.39 0.151 3.67 20.80 24.02 1.15
6(A-3) 44.7 0.6 24.1 18.50 0.156 3.91 22.82 22.24 0.97
6(8-3) 44.7 0.6 23.4 17.95 0.154 3.87 21.95 23.30 1.06
6(C-3) 44.7 0.6 23.7 18.37 0.155 3.81 22.48 25.35 1.12
7(A-4) 41.7 0.6 23.9 18.59 0.157 3.57 21.68 22.24 1.03
mean 1.07
5(A—3) 47.8 0.4 23.6 17.46 0.152 4.38 22.65 22.24 0.98
5(8—3) 47.8 0.4 24.6 19.76 0.155 3.79 25.31 25.09 0.99
5(0—3) 47.8 0.4 24.6 19.90 0.155 3.73 25.44 25.35 1.00
7(0—1) 41.7 0.4 24.2 18,97 0.158 3.54 22.17 17.34 0.78
8(0-1) 39.1 0.4 22.1 16.93 0.155 3.41 18.61 17.79 0.96
mean 0.98
5(A-4) 47.8 0.2 24.1 19.08 0.154 3.87 24.41 21.79 0.89
5(6—4) 47.8 0.2 23.6 18.16 0.153 4.07 23.30 19.04 0.82
5(C-4) 47.8 0.2 23.0 17.96 0.151 3.91 22.67 16.90 0.75
6(A-2) 44.7 0.2 22.6 17.71 0.152 3.65 21.30 18.50 0.87
6(6-2) 44.7 0.2 22.5 17.86 0.152 3.57 21.38 18.68 0.87
6(C-2) 44.7 0.2 22.1 17.48 0.150 3.54 21.74 15.57 0.75
7(C-2) 41.7 0.2 23.0 18.13 0.156 3.45 20.87 15.57 0.75
8(A_4)* 39.1 0.2 21.9 16.92 0.154 3.33 18.44 13.92 0.75
mean 0.81
5(A—2) 47.8 0 22.6 18.08 0.150 3.71 22.58 15.57 0.69
5(B-2) 47.8 0 21.4 17.12 0.145 3.58 21.03 15.39 0.73
5(C—2) 47.8 0 24.7 19.76 0.158 3.89 25.49 20.91 0.83
7(C—3) 41.7 0 22.8 18.24 0.150 3.23 20.67 13.08 0.63
8(A-2) 39.1 0 21.4 17.12 0.146 2.94 18.12 11.56 0.63
mean 0.72
+ Equivalent Cube Strength
F1exural Failure
TABLE 9.7 — Comparison of Proposed Method with Queen’s University,

































































































































































































Fig. 9.2 Action in
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
10.1 INTRODUCTION
10.2 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
10.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
An analytical, field and model study of M—beam bridge decks is
presented in this thesis. A series of load distribution tests on M—
beam bridge decks has been used as the basis for a simplified design
approach using charts and programs for the Hewlett Packard l930A desk
top computer. This study was aimed at improving the economics of design
and construction of this type of bridge deck. A further development
involved a study of the slab characteristics using a - scale model
and a more appropriate theoretical basis has been derived to predict
the capacity of this type of bridge slab. The proposed method is
compared with the test results from the model and other relevant research.
From this programme of research, conclusions have been reached and in this
chapter these are summarised and recommendations are made for further
research.
10.2 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
1. Loading tests carried out on bridges immediately after construction
provide an inexpensive and effective means of assessing the be
haviour of bridge deck systems.
2. For tee beam decks, the use of a grillage analysis with a relatively
coarse mesh gave a good agreement for both decks tested. Although
the test results did show local peaks under the wheels, it was
found that the grillage predictions were adequate for design
purposes.
3. For pseudo-box decks measured beam soffit stresses were about 20%
less than those predicted by the grillage analysis. However, by
increasing the torsional inertia of the transverse grillage beams
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by a factor of 7 a good correlation of all pseudo-box test
results has been achieved. The calculation of the torsional
inertia of the transverse grillage beam has not been resolved
in a satisfactory manner and until this problem is fully
explained this simple empirical approach may be adopted.
4. For both forms of construction the effect of edge stiffening
associated with the standard edge feature need not be considered
and the analysis can be based on the stiffness of the composite
beams only. This will provide a conservative estimate of beam
moments in the region of the edge beam.
5. The proposed design charts with the computer programs will pro
vide a streamlined approach to the design and checking of M—
beam decks which will result in considerable savings of design
time.
6. The use of M-beams spaced at up to 2 m apart will allow this
type of deck to be economically competitive for spans from 8
to 29 m. Although this means an increase in the span to depth
ratio from 20 at 1 m spacing to 16 at 1.5 and 11 at 2 m it is
similar to other forms of construction and in the remote rural
situation this parameter is not usually important. By using
these beams at up to 2 m spacing a saving of up to 35% in the
cost of the deck may be achieved.
7. The quantity of steel reinforcement has very little effect on
the ultimate load capacity of the slab. It does however, influence
the serviceability limits of cracking and deflection.
8. Considering the transient nature of bridge live loads creep
effects do not have any adverse effect on the ultimate load
-30 6-
capacity of the standard M—beam slab.
9. All the test panels failed by punching shear even though the
current design methods are based on a flexural analysis.
10. Existing bridge codes do not provide an accurate prediction of
the serviceability and ultimate load capacity of an M—beam
deck slab as no account is taken of the considerable enhancement
due to the in—plane restraint inherent in this type of deck.
11. A more appropriate method for the prediction of the ultimate
load capacity of the slab of composite beam and slab bridge
decks is proposed. The method applies to fully restrained slabs
and in order to provide this restraint edge beams and diaphragms
fully composite with the slab are required. The method uses a
punching shear formula which has been modified to allow for
compressive membrane forces by the introduction of an equivalent
percentage of flexural reinforcement which is based on the
arching characteristics of the slab.
12. For satisfactory serviceability it is proposed that a standard
isotropic mesh of 12 mm diameter deformed bars at 150 mm spacing
be used. This will result in a saving of about 75% in the
cost of the steel which represents a saving of 4 to 7% in the
overall cost of the superstructure.
13. For the in situ slab a 28-day cube strength of 40 N/mm2 is re—
connended as this will improve the punching, cracking and dura
bility characteristics.
14. Full depth reinforced concrete end diaphragms composite with
the slab should be provided with both concrete and steel beams.
For steel beam decks additional intermediate diaphragms not
more than 5 m apart are required.
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15. These recommendations apply only to simply supported composite
beam and slab bridge decks and the transverse span to depth
ratio of the slab should not exceed 15.
16. Although the above proposals have been made with the existing
design criteria in mind, the implications of the proposed
bridge code BSS400 (1978) must also be considered. The exist
ing loading requirements are similar to the nominal loads given
in Part 2 of BSS400 (1978) with a maximum HB vehicle wheel load
of 112.5 kN. Although there is a small change to the geometry
of the abnormal vehicle which now has a variable distance between
bogies, for simply supported spans the minimum spacing of 6 m
will be critical. Therefore the proposals for both beam and
slab design will be suitable for use with B55400 (1978).
10.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. For the pseudo—box construction the calculation of the torsional
inertia of the transverse grillage beam has not been resolved
satisfactorily and further research is required. Consideration
is therefore being given to testing these bridges again after
they have been in service for over 2 years, to determine whether
cracking influences their performance.
2. An important aspect of the current project was the testing of
Clinghans Bridge to verify the recommendations regarding service
ability of the standard M—beam slab. It is hoped that work will
start soon on the construction and testing of this bridge which
will complete the investigation of the strength of the M—beam
slab.
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3. The importance of providing adequate diaphragms has already
been discussed and there is a need for further experimental
information on the use of both steel and concrete diaphragms.
This could be achieved by a programme of tests on scale
model bridges using steel beams and a lightly reinforced slab.
The performance of the slab at serviceability and ultimate
loads could be assessed using composite and non-composite
steel diaphragms. The use of concrete diaphragms with steel
beams could also be investigated.
4. The use of the design charts to provide the necessary data for
the design of M-beam bridge decks has proved to be a most
successful application of the grillage analysis. In view of
this, it is proposed that a similar exercise should be carried
out for other forms of construction that are used in N. Ireland.
It is envisaged that this approach could be applied to solid slab
bridge decks, which would include the inverted tee beam with
solid infill, for spans up to 16 m and steel beam and concrete
slab decks up to about 35 m. The grillage properties required
for solid slab decks have been well documented and for steel
beams a grillage with zero torsional stiffness would provide an
acceptable level of accuracy.
5. At an early stage of the project an attempt was made to measure
the deflections of the elastomeric bearings used inThe bridges
that were tested. However, the results obtained were inconclusive
due mainly to the lack of suitable instrumentation. There is
very little information available on the performance of elastomeric
bearings and in view of the current problems regarding the dura—
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bility of buried joints it is suggested that a programe of
tests be initiated to monitor the in—service deflections of
these bearings.
6. It has been shown that when reinforced concrete slabs are
provided with suitable edge restraint the punching strength is
greatly increased and it is suggested that the advantages of this
form of construction could be utilized in the design of off
shore structures. A slab restrained to allow the development
of arching could provide a suitable working platform which has
to withstand heavy concentrated loads and as these are generally
of a transient nature they are similar to those experienced by
bridge slabs. As regards the main structural members, this type
of slab could also provide high resistance to impact from vessels.
Current practice is to use prestressed concrete for some of these
applications and although there are advantages regarding crack
control , construction costs are high and a reinforced concrete
solution may result in a more economic design. Epoxy coated rein
forcement at relatively close spacings could be used to control
cracking and reduce the possibility of corrosion.
7. A further application of restrained slabs which develop arching
action is suggested for the design of nuclear pressure vessels.
In particular, the high resistance to impact from concentrated
loads would be suitable for the containment chamber which is




COMPARISON OP COSTS FOR SHORT
SPAN BRIDGE DECKS
—311—
This appendix compares the relative cost of various types of
simply supported bridge decks for spans from 8 to 29 m. Unit costs
are given in Table Al and are based on tenders submitted by N. Ireland
contractors during the period October to December 1981 . The comparison
of the various types of construction is shown in Fig. Al and the cost
per m2 of deck has been plotted against span. Fig. 5.4 was used to
establish the size of the N-beam to be used for the various spans and
beam spacings considered.
It will be seen from Fig. Al that the N—beam deck, when used at
up to 2 m spacing, provides an economically competitive design over
the range of spans considered. It should also be noted that the use
of N-beams will result in a lighter deck when compared with a solid
slab or inverted tee beam deck and this should be reflected in the cost
of the sub-structure.
Type of Construction Beams/ Reinforcement/
Forwork Concrete!
tonne tonne S m3
N—Beam 105 320 12 45
Steel Beam 800 320 15 45
Solid Slab N/A 340 30 45
Inverted Tee Beam with
solid infill 105 320
12 45
-













































































The calculation of the torsional inertia of a transverse grillage
beam for a pseudo box—deck was considered in Chapter 2 and the Department
of Transport has recommended the use of the method described in the C &
CA publication by West (1973). However, when the test results were
compared with the recommended method there was a difference of about
20% in the peak values and in the shape of the curve of nidspan beam
soffit stresses. Therefore, this appendix gives details of a short
series of tests aimed at assessing the torsional inertia of the pseudo—
box transverse grillage beam.
BASIS OF INVESTIGATION
If the transverse grillage beam was a solid rectangular section
the torsional inertia could be calculated by the standard method of
St. Venant. Therefore, by comparing the torsional stiffness of a solid
rectangular beam with one which included the longitudinal voids the
torsional inertia could be estimated by direct comparison with the cal
culated value for the solid section.
DETAILS OF MODELS
Three scale polystyrene models were constructed representing a
1 m transverse strip of a pseudo-box deck. To cover the range of beam
sizes an M2, MS and MS beam section was selected, each with 4 voids
and a solid end to mount in the torsion machine. A further 3 beams
of solid cross—section were made, each pair being cut from adjacent
sections of a polystyrene block to ensure similar material properties.
The voids were cut from the beams using a template and hot wire.
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The polystyrene models were fitted with wooden end plates which
had steel centre rods to suit the jaws of the torsion testing machine.
As the torque was increased the twist was measured and graphs of torque
against twist for both solid and box sections plotted. A model being
tested is shown in Plate 81.
RESULTS
Graphs showing a linear relationship between torque and twist are
shown in Figure 81, the pseudo—box section being shown as a percentage
of the solid section. These values are plotted in Figure 82 as reduct
ion factors to be applied to the torsional inertia of the solid section
to give the appropriate value for the pseudo—box section. By assuming
a transverse grillage beam width to depth ratio of about 3 the actual
torsional inertia of both the solid beam and the pseudo—box beam may be
calculated and these are shown in Figure B3. This shows that the trans
verse torsional inertia of the pseudo—box deck increasing from 43 x lO
m4/m for the Ml beam to 160 mm4/m for the MlO. As discussed in
Chapter 2 it is usual practice to use only one half of this value due
to the complimentary twisting of the 2 dimensional plate. These values
show only a marginal increase on those calculated by the recommended
method.
CONCLUSION
The results of the test on the polystyrene models indicate that
there is justification for an increase of about 50% in the torsional
inertia of the transverse grillage beam. However in order to model the
test results an increase of about 7 would be required. It is obvious
therefore that a comprehensive investigation into this aspect of Fl—beam
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR M—BEAM
BRIDGE DECKS
—319-
An important aspect of the streamlined design procedure discussed
in Chapters 2 and 5 was the set of proarams for the Hewlett Packard
desk top computer. The use of these programs was mentioned briefly in
the text and this appendix provides complete details of the flow charts,
lists of variables and data files for each program. Actual operating
instructions for the Hewlett Packard 9830 series computer are available
in the handbook on M—beam design by Kirkpatrick (1979). It should be
noted that M3—D and M6-D beams have been specified as the standard M4
and M7 beams have poor section moduli relative to the top flange and
are therefore not recommended. These programs comply with the current
DTp requirements for bridae design.
LIST OF PROGRAMS
Page
1. Section Properties for Use with Grillage Analysis 321
2. Design of Prestressed M—Beams — Part 1 329
3. Design of Prestressed M—Bearns — Part 2 339
4. Composite Prestressed M-Beam Shear Reinforcement 345
5. Ultimate Moment of Resistance of Composite Section 353
6. Test Loads for M—Beams - Part 1 359
7. Test Loads for ti-Beams - Part 2 365
Data Files 369
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1. Rqstressed M -B€am




Skew Angle in Degrees
Sq. Width Between Parapets
Sq. Distance Abuts to Bearings





Test Values of N7 & N8 to




Nof Beams Required = N
Effective Span Recornmend2d = 55
Mm Effective Span Needed 54
Overall Beam Length = 56







N. = INT(W.07) for T-Beam
INT(W.O34)f or Box Beam57=55 N=
14S73O ft Output:
an Outside M-Beam Ra e
Calcu Late
N7 NB N7 =INT((S7-14)xj94÷1) NB =N-N7
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/ /
Return to Input Stage for
An Alternative Design or
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Section Roperties For inverted T-Beams
Input
Width of Deck Between Parapet
Effective Skew Span
Size of Beam















VS = 160+ (0-160)
54•6i3x106
(103xW3)6
J3 = Ji + J2 x Ni
-
/
/Read From Data Files i,’2&3
/ i: Section Properties of Longitudinal Composite Grillage Beam
/ 2.J2












Ni >18 (to Next Higher Odd Integ2r)
1006
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J6 = KB x 500 x(D-i60)
N6 N2(N3-i)+N3(N2-1)



























N of Members = N6
Co-ordinates of Grid Points
Width of Deck = Wi
Effective Skew Span = Li
Angle of Skew
N of Physical Beams = Ni
N of Longitudinal Grillage Beams = N2
N of Transverse Grillage Beams = N3
N of Physical Beams per Grillage Beam = N4




Height of Centroid Above Bottom Fibre
Second Moment of Area
Second Moduli Top Fibre
Bottom Fibre
Self-Weight
Section Prcperties of Longitudinal Composite Grillage Beam
Precast Section No (cf Data File 1)
Total Depth
Height of Centroid Above Bottom Fibre
2nd Moment of Area x N4
Section Moduli
Top Fibre of Composite Section -
Top Fibre of Precast Section N4Bott. Fibre of Top Slab Section jBott. Fibre of Precast Section
Gross Area of Composite Section (mm2) = A
Torsional Inertia of Grid Beam in Longit. Dit.(mm4) = J3.
Sectbn Properties of Transverse GrilLage Beam
Second Moment of Area of Transverse Beam (mm”) = Ii
Torsional Inertia of Transverse Beam (mm”) = J6
Section Properties 61 End Diaphragm
Second Moment of Area of End Diaph.(mm4) = 17.
Torsional Inertia of End Diaph. (mm4) = J7




Section Properties For Pseudo-Box Beams
/ Input:
/ Width of De& Bdween Parapets = wi // Effective Skew Span = L 1 /
5izeof Beam = B I/ N of Physical Beams = Ni /
Read From Data Files 38.4:
3. Section Propeities of Precast Beam/ 4. Section ftopeflies of LongitudiI Compite Grillage BeamJ
Calculate W2 NI-i W3 = N2 -1N2 Ni if N19W2 W3 9 if 9-cN1i8N2 N3 Ni if Ni >18 (to Next H4r Odd Integer)
N4 N5 T
N6 L2 N3 = N2 (to Next Odd Integer)PS
N4=t% N5=N2xN3





Calculate 12 = 341333 U x 103 13 = 183083L2 x iO14 = L2 x 10 43 = 1Jtx(1O3xL2-T1 )12 13 read from store read from store
14 Ti = 2•333 = 201 +(1Q3XL2_T1X+1idøxDl2 i06xDitL)Ti Si I2xI4 48 1213
C2 C3 C2= C3 =Cj1xN4)ci09 Rl= L21W3
Ri 4 Si read tromstor€
Q1- r. C3Qi C5 CRi C4 “1+Qi
C6 C7 e= Q1xC3
____________
yl IS 1+01
C7 = Ce x Ri vi = 7680005113C1-5675)10113
IS = 20616 x106+ 96000 (v1-80)2+ 5113 (D1-5&75-Y1)219 15 18x L2x0*S 1dL2+2so)Xi6o345 16 19= 06 15= (
46 ‘(6 iO3xL2’ 250)x160 16 500(D-i60)A5= C 2Y7 44 readfromstoce 12160+(D-16 A5x80÷A6xV617 S2 A6= 50O(Pi6O) Y6
= 2 AS +46
G2 G4 44= O1003xL2-T1-125) 17= 0I5.5(V7-80y+16+S(WJ)
02 G5 D1 01ii T1+250 (103xL2-T1 - 125)(+)G6 G7
____
4442 6G2 Q2=G2= 52 Th




N of Nodes - N5
N of Member = N6
Co.- ordinates of Grid Points
Width of Deck = Wi
Effective Skew Span = Li
Angle of Skew =
N of Physical Beams = Ni
N of Longitudinal Grillage Beams = N2
NQ of Transverse Gri Ilage Beams = N3
N of PhysicaL Beams Per Grillage Beam = N4




Height of Centroid Above Bottom Fibre





Section Properties of Longitudinal Composite Gri Ilage Beam
Recast Section No tcf Data File 4)
Total Depth
Second Moment of Area (mm”) x N6
Cross-Area of Composite GriLLage Beam (mmz) x N4
Torsional Inertia ot Grid Beam in Longit Oir (mm4) = C5
Torsional Inertia of Grid Beam in Longit. Dir. (rrrn”) = G5
Local to End Diaph.
Section Properties of Transverse Griltage Beam
Second Moment of Area of Transverse Beamnnt)=1 9
Torsional Inertia of Transverse Beam (mm6) = C7
S2ction Properties of End Diaphragm
Second Moment of Area of End Diaph. (mm6) = I?





LIST OF VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM 1
Wi = Width of deck between parapets
Li = Effective skew span
0 = Angle of skew
Ni = Number of M —beams required
N2 = Number of grid beams required (longitudinal)
W2 = Width of grid
W3 = Spacing of longitudinal grid beams
31 = Torsional inertia of W3 width of slab
Kl = Torsional constant for W3
32 = Torsional inertia of standard M-beam
33 = Torsional inertia of longitudinal grid beam
N3 = Number of transverse grillage beams
[2 = Spacing of transverse griliage beams
Al = Area of transverse beam ([2 x 160)
Ii = 2nd moment of area of transverse beam
34 = Torsional inertia of transverse beam
K2 = Torsional constant 34
N4 = Number of physical beams to grillage beam
A = CSA of composite grillage beam
N5 = Number of nodes
N6 = Number of members





constant for slab local to diaphragm



















J7 = Torsional inertia of diaphragm + slab mm4
15 = 2nd moment of area of slab local to diaphragm mm4
AS = Area of slab local to diaphragm mm2
16 = 2nd moment of area of diaphragm mm4
A6 = Area of diaphragm mm2
Y6 = Centroid of diaphragm from top of slab mm
V7 = Centroid of combined slab + diaphragm from top of slab mm
17 = 2nd moment of area of diaphragm + slab mm4
12 = I of top slab (transverse) Isl (West (1973)) mm4
13 = I of bottom slab (transverse) 1s2 (West (1973)) mm4
14 = Ibz (West 1973)
P4 = Constant for calculating 14 = P4 x L2
Dl = Distance between centroids of top and bottom slabs mm
Tl = Thickness of equivalent continuous side wall mm
A3 = Enclosed area of transverse pseudo-box mm2
51 = ds/t of transverse pseudo-box
A2 = C.S. area of precast grillage beam mm2
Cl = Longit. torsional inertia of single box beam mm4
02 = Transverse torsional inertia of single equiv. box mm4
03 = Torsional inertia of longitudinal grillage beam mm4
Rl = Spacing of transverse grid beams/spacing of long, grid beams
C4 = Torsional inertion of transverse grid beam mm4
Yl = Centroid of transverse pseudo—box beam from top slab mm
IS = 2nd moment of area of 0.6 m of transverse grid pseudo—box mm4
19 = 2nd moment of area of transverse grid beam
A4 = Enclosed area of end diaphragm pseudo-box mm2
52 = ds/dt of transverse diaphragm pseudo—box
—3 27—
0 = Depth of longitudinal composite beam mm
CS = Final CL for grid analysis mm4
C6 = Unit CT inertia mm4
C7 = Final CT for grid analysis mm4
G2 = C2 for end diaphragm mm4
134 = C4 for end diaphragm mm4
Ql = Proportionina factor for unit torsional inertias
Q2 = Ql for diaphragm
65 = CS for diaphragm mm4
66 = C6 for diaphragm mm4
67 = C7 for diaphragm mm4
S = Clear span m
W = Square width between parapets m
= Square distance from face of abutments to centre line of
bearings m
S4 = Minimum effective span needed m
Sb = Effective span recommended m
56 = Overall beam length m
S7 = Length of beam required m
N = No of beams required
N7 = Appropriate size of M—beam
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Beam Size = B
Bending Moments (kNm)
Beam Self-Weight Moment = Ml
Insitu Concrete Moment = M2
Superimposed Dead Load Moment = M3
Live Load Moment = M4
Eccentricity Control Factor = K3
26-Day Cube Strength (N/mm) = Cl
Transfer Cube Strength (N/mm ) = C2
Initial Prestressing Force in Each Tendon (kN) Si
Cross Sectional Area of Each Tendon (mm ) = Ae
Differential Temperature Stresses
Stress in Top of Insitu Slab = Hi
For Stress in Bottom of Insitu Slab = HZHeang Stress in Top of Precast Beam = H3
Stress in Bottom of Precast Beam = H
For Stress in Top of Insitu Slab = C6
Cooling Stress in Bottom of Insitu Stab = C7
CycLe Stress in Top of Precast Beam = C8
Stress in Bottom of Recast Beam = C9
V

























4, Rl= F1+F2 +F3+2(D3)+F54C6
I R2= 61 + 62+ G3. 2(D4).05+C9
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‘if
Initially Li = 40 , L2 = 15
4260
Yes




=(-00O0lC2 + Q.Qli2C22 -0.112 C2+ 23 98)xl000
= 200xlOxT6xlOOxAO L4 = L3+1
Compare Successively
Calculated Values of




L5 = 200x1&x4BxlciGxTex KIxlOOxAe
SI x 10















P1 A (TIxZT+ F9xZB)
G9 = F9O-0) Ti (rd’ )xK3
ElZT+ ZB
N7
= (xlQ3)To Next Larger Integer
P2 = N7xSixlO3 E2
E7 = D-E3
ZB P2
P2 (F9 A )












> / Live Load Moment Too









‘p LB L7 = L3 + LB + L6 + 2
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Compare Successively
Calculate Values of L7























V6 = 2 x 54
VS = 3 x U4
06 =D6÷DS




L / OutputNot — I
Converging
Live Load Moment Too

























































AU Part 1 Input Data
Youngs Modulus (N/mm2)
pgram for the Design of Prestressed M-Beam
Top of Bottccn ot Top of Bottom ot
Insitu Insitu Recast Precast
Pre cast Beam Fl
Insitu Concrete P2 62
Diflerential Shrinkage Q 1 0.2 03 Q6
Superimposed Dead Load F4 64 F3 63
Live Load F6 G6 F5 65
Temperature HI C7 CS CS
Total Vi V2 V3 V6
= E
Dead & Live Load Stresses NImm2
________
Prestressing Details
Initial Prestressing Force (N) = P2
N of Prestressing Strands Rzquired = N7
Initial Force in Each Strand GiN) = SI
Eccentricity (mm) = E3 Atow Beam Soffit
Cross-Section Area of Strand (mm2) =
Loss of Prestress at Transfer = L4 0/0
Final Loss of Prestress = L7 oI
Eccentricity Control Factor = VS
Centroid of Tendons to Top Fibre (mm) = E7
If N of Strands (N7) and Eccentricity (E ) ar acceptable proceed.
Otherwise Input New Values of N7 and/or E, Recalculate Values
at P2E(=?—E3)1E7, U 3T3 ,1Z 3T5 ,Th,L3L4,K1, L5, L6, 17,52,
V4 ,Q9,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,x6x7,xB,X9,xey5,u6,us, UG, U7, V6,V7,V8
and Output New IsuIts in Similar Format as Before
S
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Top of Bottom of Top of Bottom of
Insitu Insitu Precast Precast
Initial Prestress T2 T3
p,stressat Transfer 17 T8
Restress at Transfer 09 56
& Self -Wight
—______
Final Prestress 52 53
Final Prestress
& Self-Weight Xl X2
Final Prestress
& Self-Weight X3 X4
& Insitu Concrete
Final Prestress




& Self -Weight X7 X6 X9 XO& Insitu Concrete
& Ditferential Shrinkage
a Superimposed Dead Lea
Final R€stress
& Self-Weight
a Insitu Concrete S7 VS 55 S6
& Differential Shrinkz




8 Insitu Coixnte U6 U5 U6 U7a Differential Shrinkage
& Stpzrimposed Deal Load
& Live Load
& Temperature
Minimum Precast Cube Strength Required at
li—isitti II
* € NB. No Allvance has been made for Overstress is
If S6 is - VE Btrri. of Ptt Beam is in Tension
If 57 is
- VE bp of Insitu is in Tension





28 Das,s = V7
I, =V8
if Another Section With a New Prestress Fbrce is b be Analysed Return
to Start of Part I ,Otherwise Proceed to Part 2 of Program or Finish
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LIST OF VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM 2
Ml = BM from
M2 = BM from
M3 = BM from







































Fl = Stress at top of precast section due to Ml
at bottom of precast section due to Ml
at top of precast section due to M2
at top of precast section due to M3
at bottom of precast section due to M3
at top of in situ slab due to M3
at bottom of in situ slab due to M3
at top of precast section due to M4
at bottom of precase section due to M4
at top of in situ slab due to M4
in situ slab due to M4GE = Stress at bottom of
Dl = Differential shrinkage stress at top of in situ slab
D2 = Differential shrinkage stress at bottom of in situ slab
D3 = Differential shrinkage stress at top of precast beam
04 = Differential shrinkage stress at bottom of precast beam
D5 = Differential creep stress at top of in situ slab
D6 = Differential creep stress at bottom of in situ slab
D7 = Differential creep stress at top of precast beam
08 = Differential creep stress at bottom of precast beam
Rl = Resultant stress at top of precast beam = Fl + F2 + F3 +
203 + F5 + CS
G2 = Stress at bottom of precast section due to M2.
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R2 = Resultant stress at bottom of precast beam = 01 + 62 + 03
+ 2D4 + 05 + CY N/mm2
R3 = Resultant stress at top of in situ slab = P4 + 201 + P6
+ Hi N/mm2
R4 = Resultant stress at bottom of in situ slab = 04 ÷ 202 +
06 + C7 N/mm2
B = Beam size
K3 = Eccentricity control factor
Ci = 28-day cube strength of precast beam N/mm2
C2 = Transfer cube strength N/mm2
Si = Initial prestressing force in each tendon kN
AO = Cross—sectional area of each tendon mm2
Li = Percentage loss of prestress at 28 days
L2 = Percentage loss of prestress at transfer
F9 = Initial prestress required in bottom fibre allowing for
Li losses at 28 day N/mm2
09 = Initial prestress required in bottom fibre allowing for
L2 losses at transfer N/mm2
Ti = Top fibre tension stress due to prestress only at transfer N/mm2
P1 = Initial prestress force required to give stresses El and Tl N/mm2
El = Eccentricity of P1 from beam centroid mm
N7 = No of tendons required
P2 = Initial prestressing force kN
E2 = Eccentricity of P2 from beam centroid mm
E3 = Centroid of P2 above soffit mm
T2 = Top fibre stress due to initial prestress P2 N/mm2
T3 = Bottom fibre stress due to initial prestress P2 N/mm2
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T4 = Top fibre stress due to prestress + self-weight after L2
losses N/mm2
TB = Bottom fibre stress due to prestress + self—weight after
L2 losses N/mm2
T6 = Stress at centroid of tendons from fibre stresses T4 and
T5 N/mm2
L3 = Loss of prestress due to elastic deformation
L4 = Total loss of prestress at transfer
Kl = Creep factor (ref. 8E2/73 para 5.4)
LB = Loss due to creep of concrete
L6 = Loss due to shrinkage of concrete
L7 = Total losses
17 = Top fibre stress at transfer due to prestress only N/mm2
T8 = Bottom fibre stress at transfer due to prestress only N/mm2
52 = Top fibre stress due to prestress after Li losses N/mm2
53 = Bottom fibre stress due to prestress after Ll losses N/mm2
54 = Stress in bottom of precast beam due to self—weight +
prestress at transfer N/mm2
55 = Final stress at top of precast beam N/mm2
56 = Final stress at bottom of precast beam N/mm2
E7 = Centroid of tendons to top fibre of composite beam mm
57 = Final stress at top of in situ concrete N/mm2
Qi = 01+05
Q2 = D2 + 06
Q3 = 03 + 07
Q4 = D4 + 08
Vl = Ql +F4+F6+Hl
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V2 = Q2+04+06+C7
V3 = Q3 + F3 + P5 + Fl + F2 + C8
V4 = Q4+G3+05+G1 +G2+C9
= Ti + Fl
Xl = S2+Fl
X2 = 53 + 01
X3 = 52 + Fl + P2
X4 = S3 + 61 + 62
X5 = X3 + Q3
X6 = X4 + Q4
X7 = Ql + F4
X8 = Q2 + 64
X9 = X5 + P3
XO = X6 + 03
VS = X8 + 06
V6 = 2 x S4
V7 = 3 x U6
V8 = 3 x U4
Hi = Differential temperature stress in top of in situ slab
(heating cycle) N/mm2
H2 = Differential temperature stress in bottom of in situ slab
(heating cycle) N/mm2
= Differential temperature stress in top of precast beam
(heating cycle) N/mm2
HO = Differential temperature stress in bottom of precast beam
(heating cycle) N/mm2
C6 = Differential temperature stress in top of in situ slab
(cooling cycle) N/mm2
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C7 = Differential temperature stress in bottom of in situ slab
(cooling cycle)
CS = Differential temperature stress in top of precast beam
(cooling cycle)
C9 = Differential temperature stress in bottom of precast beam
Zl = Section mm3
Z2 = Section mm3
Z3 = Section mm3















E = Young’s Modulus
U4 = S7 + Hl
U5 = VS + C7
U6 = S5 + CS
U7 = 56 + C9
modulus
— top fibre of composite section
modulus
— top fibre of precast section
modulus - bottom fibre of top slab
modulus





= Depth of composite section
= Height of centroid above bottom fibre
= C.S. area
= Depth of precast section
= Section modulus of precast section — top fibre
= Section modulus of precast section — bottom fibre
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/ Input:Beam Self -Weight MomentInsitu Concrete MomentSuperimposed Dead Load MomentLive Load Moment
/Read/
/
From Data Files 5,6
s: ZT, ZB,V D
Z2 ,Z3,Z4



















03 = 200xiOxV6xlOOxAQ Q4 = Q3 + iEx Six 10
Compare Successively Calculated / Output:
Values of 04 and L2 for Not / Live Load Moment Too



















































J5 = (W+Bi-W3-A1)xkQxXl Je =


















Precast Beam Section M (B)
All Part 2 Input Data
Assumed Concrete Strength (N/mm2)
Precast Cube Strength at Transfer
28 Days
Dead and Live Load Stresses (N/mm2)
= Cl
= C2
Top of Bottom of Top of Bottom of
In Situ In Situ Recast Precast
Recast Beam Al 81
In Situ Concrete A2 B2
Differential Shrinkage Ri 1(2 K3 1(4
Superimposed Dead Load A4 84 A3 B3
Live Load AG 86 A5 85
Temperature Hi C7 CS CS





Initial Prestressing Force (N)
N of Prestressirç Strands Required
InitiaL Force in Each Strand (kN)
Eccentricity (mm)
Cross Section flea of Strand (mm2)
Loss of Prestress at Transfer











Top of Bottom of Top of Bottom of
In Situ In Situ Precast Precast
Initial Prestress T2 T3
Prestress at Transfer WI W2
Prestress at Transfer H4
and Self -Weight
Final Prestress W3 W4
Final Prestress
and Self-Weight Xl X2
Final Prestress








and In Situ Concrete X7 X8 X9 XO
and Different Shrinkage
and Superimposed Dead Load
Final Prestress
and Self-Weight
and In Situ Concrete H7 V5 H5 HG
and Differential Shrinkage
and Superimposed Dead Load
and Live Load
Final Prestress
and Self - Weight
and In Situ Concrete Z5 z Z7 Z8
and Difterential Shrinkage




If Another Section With a New Prestress Force is to be Anajysed Return To
Start of Pt.1 Otherwise Return to Start of PU of Program or Finish.
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V4 = Top fibre stress due to prestress + self—weight after L2
losses N/mm2
VS = Bottom fibre stress due to prestress + self—weight after
L2 losses N/mm2
V6 = Stress at centroid of tendons from fibre stresses V4 and
Q3 = Loss of prestress due to elastic deformation
Q4 = Loss of prestress at transfer
Q5 = Loss of prestress due to creep of concrete
Q7 = Total loss of prestress
K2 = Creep factor (ref BE2/73 para 5.4)
Wi = Top fibre stress at transfer due to prestress only
Nl = BM from self—weight of precast beam
N2 = BM from in situ concrete
N3 = BM from superimposed dead load
N4 = BM from live load




of precast section due
precast section due to
of precast section due
precast section due to
of precast section due
in situ slab due to N3
of precast section due
precast beam due to N4
of precast beam due to
in situ slab due to N4











W2 = Bottom fibre stress at transfer due to prestress only N/mm2
W3 = Top fibre stress due to prestress after Q7 losses N/mm2
W4 = Bottom fibre stress due to prestress after Qi losses N/mm2
H4 = Stress in bottom of precast beam due to prestress at
transfer + self—weight N/mm2
H5 = Final stress at top of precast beam N/mm2
H6 = Final stress at bottom of precast beam N/mm2
Hi = Final stress at top of in situ concrete N/mm2
35 = Differential creep stress
- top of in situ N/mm2
36 = Differential creep stress - bottom of in situ N/mm2
37 = Differential creep stress — top of precast beam N/mm2
38 = Differential creep stress — bottom of precast beam N/mm2
1(1 = Dl+J5
K2 = D2 + 36
1(3 = D3 t 37
K4 = D4 + 38
Vi = Ki +A4+A6+Hl
V2 = K2+B4+B6+C7
V3 = Al + A2 + 1(3 + A3 + A5 + C8
V4 = Bl + 82 + 1(4 + 83 + 85 + C9
1(9 = Wl + Al
Xl = W3+Al
X2 = W4 + Bi
X3 = Xl ÷A2
X4 = X2 + 82
X5 = X3 + 1(3
X6 = X4 + K4
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X7 = Kl +A4
X8 = K2 + 84
X9 = X5+A3
XO = X6 + 83
VS = 86 + X8
ZS = I-Il + H7
16 = VS + C7
Z7 = HE + C8
Z8 = H6 + C9
L2 = Percentage loss of prestress at transfer
P2 = Initial prestressing force N
Xl = Shrinkage coefficient
= Shrinkage coefficient
X3 = Shrinkage coefficient
X4 = Shrinkage coefficient
11 = Section modulus
— top fibre of composite section mm3
Z2 = Section modulus
— top fibre of precast section mm3
Z3 = Section modulus
— bottom fibre of top slab section
14 = Section modulus
— bottom fibre of precast section mm3
ZT = Section modulus of precast section - top fibre mm3
lB = Section modulus of precast section
— bottom fibre mm3
Y = Height of centroid above bottom fibre mm
o = Depth of precast section mm
Cl = Precast cube strength at transfer N/mm2
C2 = Precast cube strength at 28 days N/mm2
N7 = No of tendons required
E3 = Eccentricity (distance above soffit) mm
AO = C.S. area of strand mm2
T2 = Top fibre stress due to initial prestress P2 N/mm2
T3 = Bottom fibre stress due to initial prestress P2 N/mm2
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6. Composite Prestressed M -Beam Shear Reinforcement
Input
Beam Size
Nof HA Cases = Cl
N9of HB Cases C2
Shear Forces & Bending Moments (kN & kNm) Due to:
(a) Beam Self-Weight & Insitu Concrete = si a Ml
(b) Superimposed Dead Load 59 & M9
Cc) HA Live Load Including K.E.L. =52 &M2:C1 Times
Cd) HB Live Load or 2ll2kN Wheels of HA
or Accidental Wheel on EWay or Verge =53 &M3:C2 Times
28-Day Cube Strength (N/mm2) = Ui
Distance From Centroid of Tendons to Top
Fibre of Composite Beam (mm) = D3
Bottom Fibre Compressive Stress Due Solely
to Prestress Alter All Losses (N/mm)
= F9
Top Fibre Beam Stress Due to Sell-Weight :Insitu Concrete + Prestress After Alt Losses (N/mm2) = F3
Bottom Fibre Beam Stress Due to Sell-Weight +
Insitu Concrete + Prestress Alter All Losses( N/mm2) = F4
/Read From Data FiLes 9 a io
/ 9.Yl .11 ,Y2,12 ,S D2I.M, D1,A2 .Y3, Y9.A4,V4,A3.Y5
/
Calculate 1
56 M4 54 = 15 (S1+S9)+25 52 • M6=l5 (M1.M9)+2•5M2 ,. Cl
S5 M5 55 = 2((S1+59)+S2) , M5= 2((Mi+M9)÷M2)jTimes
56 MG 56 = 15(S1 +S9)+253 , M6 i•5(Ml+M9)÷2M3 } C209 05 09 = Greater of (Lesser of 56 or 55) or 56 Times
M7 Q6 0045 xlGOx 03/UT
07 Z9 lO
Q Q8 M7 = (o.45x/m.Mlx.Ixlo6+F9)x3j10G)
Q6 )xM7 Q7=Q5+51+Q6(ifMlO,Q7O)




0 Becomes 54, 55 or 56 For Which Z9 is a Maximum
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‘Output
Shear Resistance of Concrete is inadequate
Adopt a New Section
Design Ultimate Shear Force(kN) = Q9




F2P1 = —2—--J(-9-)2+ Fl2
P2 = 0284 (131
Output: /
Principal knsile Stress Exceeds Permissible at
Centroid of Composi Beam. Adopt a New Setó
Principal Tensile SWss (Nfrnm1)= (aive










Junction of Web & Top
160 Ii








































Centroid of Catpo&te Beam
= 12X160
X(JP2x(P2.F6)F5)XQos








205350 x (V2-1155) X(Jp(pp3.. F7)x3
- -
BS22
Principal Tensile Stress Exceeds rmissib at 7
Junction of Ykb & Bim. flange. Adopt a New
I Principal Tensile Stress(Nknm2) = 1 (ftsitic I I( Numera1 VI PermissiSe Tensile Stress(NImm2 ) = P2 lus I











Centrbid of A2cast Sect
Principal Tensile Stress Exceeds Permissibkz at
Centroid of Precast Beam. Adopt a t$zw Section
Principal Tensile Slress(NImm1) = PS










- A4 x N’6 gP2x(p2-Pey-Fe)
Q9=
012 x 160 xD3 COY
Output:
All Input Data
Maximum Stirrup Spacing (mm) =
I
andO.75xW640/
= 640 ifQ <18xRi!afldQ75X03>640
R2z 1Q3
Ri = Lesser of Q4andQ7 but not Less than R2
0•5 RI
I OutpuL






Cal cu I ate
Xe
Reinforcement Such That The
Strength x Area of Two Legs
of Stirrup is Greater Than or EquaL to 66 x
Stirrup Spacing




/ Provide Shear Reinforcement in the Form of Stirrups
The Characteristic Strength x Area of 2 Legs of Stirrup is
Greater Than or Equal to (66 or Xe )x Stirrup Spachg (Whichever is
Greater)
So That
/ Design Shear Foite (kN) = 52 or S3Bending Moment (kNm) = M2 or M3OSx 03 if Q 18x Ri07x D3 if Q V B x Ri
Finish
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LIST OF VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM 4
Si = Dead load shear force (self—weight + in situ concrete) kN
S2 = Live load shear force due to HA (including KE) kN
53 = Live load shear force due to HB or two 112 kN wheels of
HA or accidental wheel on footway or verge kN
Ml = Bending moment associated with 51 kNm
M2 = Bending moment associated with S2 kNm
M3 = Bending moment associated with 53 kNm
Ui = 28—day cube strength for precast bean N/mm2
Q9 = The maximum shear force due to the loads prescribed in
Clause 7 of BE1/73 kN
02 = Depth from the extreme compression fibre to the centroid
of the bottom row of tendons mm
Q8 = 0.92 x 160 x D2 x/Ji/103 kN
F2 = Longitudinal stress at the centroid of the composite section
due to loads supported solely by precast beam and prestres—
sing force N/mm2
Fl = Shear stress in the precast beam at the centroid of the
precast section due to 51 N/mm2
P1 = Principal tensile stress at centroid of precast section due
to Fl and F2 N/mm2
P2 = 0.294 JJI N/mm2
PS = Shear stress in the precast beam at the junction of the web
and top flange due to Si N/mm2
P6 = Longitudinal stress in precast beam at the junction of the
web and top flange due to loads supported solely by precast
beam and prestressing force N/mm2
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P3 = Principal stress at junction of web and top flange due to
PS and P6 N/mm2
Q2 = Q2 (from BE2/73) kN
Q3 = Shear capacity of composite beam based on principal tensile
stress at junction of web and top flanoe kN
Q4 = Qcw (from BE2/73) kN
D3 = the distance from the extreme compression fibre of the com
posite section to the centroid of all tendons (printed on
output from beam design program) mm
Q5 = 0.045 x 160 x 03 JLit/lO
M4 = 1.5 Ml + 2.5 M2 kNm
MS = 2Q41 + M2) kNm
M6 = 1.5 Ml + 2 M3 kNm
S4 = 1.5 Sl + 2.5 S2 kN
SB = 2(51 + 52) kN
56 = 1.5 51 + 2 53 kN
P9 = Bottom fibre compressive stress due solely to prestress




Q7 = Qcm (defined in BE1/73) kM
R2 = 0.12 x 160 x D3JJI/1O3 kN
Rl = Lesser of Q4 and Q7 and R2 kN
M7 = (0.451E1 - Ml x Y8 x 106/Il + P9) x 12/Y2 x l0 kNm
P3 = Top fibre beam stress due to self—weight + in situ concrete
+ prestress after all losses. (printed on output of beam
design program) N/mm2
P4 = Bottom fibre beam stress due to self—weight + in situ con
crete + prestress after all losses (printed on output of
beam design program) N/mm2
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Y9 = Distance from soffit to junction of web and top flange mm
F7 = Shear stress in the precast beam at the junction of web
and bottom flange due to Si N/mm2
FR = Longitudinal stress in precast beam at the junction of the
web and bottom flange due to loads supported solely by pre
cast beam and prestressing force N/mm2
P4 = Principal stress due to El and F8 N/mm2
QD = Shear capacity of composite beam based on principal stress
at junction of web and bottom flange kN
FO = Shear stress at centroid of composite beam due to 51 N/mm2
PD = Longitudinal stress at the centroid of the composite beam
due to loads supported solely by precast beam and prestre
ssing force N/mm2
Pb = Principal stress at centroid of precast beam due to FO
and P0 N/mm2
59 = Shear force due to superimposed dead load kN
½.
MY = Bending moment due to superimposed dead load kN
B = Beam Size
Cl = Number of HA Cases
C2 = Number of HB Cases
19 = Greater of (S - 0.8 Q7) where S has values 54, 55 and 56 kN
Q = S4, SE or S6 for which 19 is a maximum kN
X0
= (Q - 0.8 Rl)/D2 x l0
Il = Second moment of area of precast beam mm4
12 = Second moment of area of composite beam mm4
Al = See flow chart mm2
A2 = See flow chart mm2
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A3 = See flow chart mm2
A4 = See flow chart mm2
AS = See flow chart mm2
Dl = Centroid of precast beam from soffit mm
Yl = See flow chart mm
Y2 = See flow chart mm
Y3 = See flow chart mm
Y4 = See flow chart mm
Y6 = See flow chart mm
Y8 = See flow chart mm
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E the Prestressing Force,is Obtained Fivm the
Eqa1ion Representing the Idealised Load / Strain
Curve for the Appropriate Tendon.
Dead Load
Including K.E.L.
or 2-ll2kN Wheels of H.A.
Wheel on Footy or Verge
Input:
Beam Size




(a) HA Live Load
(e) HB Live Load
or Accidental
Final Loss of Prestress
Cross Sectional Area of Tendon (mm2)
Initial Prestressing Force in each Tendon (kN)
28-Day Cube Strength of Precast Bçam (N/mm2)
28-Day Cube Strength of Insitu Slab (N/mm2)
N’? of Layers of Tendons (Max 6)
N’? of Tendons in Each Layer
Distance of Each Layer Above Soff it
NP of Layers of HY. S. Compression Reint. (Max. 2)
N’? of Bars in Each Layer
Distance of Each Lacr From
Diameter of NY. S. Reinforcing






































Trj=(ABSErj)xNrjx A/i03forq = itoG












Value of DO CalcuLate
Values for Fl F2 F3
Ft. F5 F6 F9 Using
The Equations
Indicated in Tabz 1
es
New De=DO+1 ifFO<999T0 1 Yes
D9-1 if FB>100119 I
ze= (80F9+(Fe-F9)04 DO) /FO
Calculate
ze
Ml to M6 Mrj= ABSCTrjx(D-ZG-Yrj)/10) for9 = 1 to6





Ultimate Design Moment (kNm) =A9
Every 10 th Iterated Value of and Final
Value for Compression and Tension (kN) =FG,TO
Ultimate Moment of Resistance (kNm) =M9







































iö 130 Bween Bween B’ween 02 Oween Dl >13113Q&O 160 &175 175 a 02 D2 & Dl
la lb lb lb lb lb lb lb lb lb lb
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2a
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3a 3b 3b
0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘a 4b 6b b 6b
0 0 5a Sb 5b Sb Sb Sb 5b Sb Sb
0 0 0 0 La Gb Lb 6b 6b Lb 6b





x DO x 0 x C2/103
x 130x 04 x C2/ i0
160 x (DO-Dl)x04 x O/l0
(16800-160(ol-oO)-2(D1-De)2)x 04x Cl/b3
16800 x 04 x Cl/b3
400 x(DO- 175)x 04 x Cl/10
600x D6 x 04 x
300 x(De-130)x
300 x 30 x 04 x
300 x (139- 160)x
300 x 15 x 0% x






























LIST OF VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM S
B = Beam size
Al = BM due to beam self—weight kNm
A? = BM due to in situ concrete kNm
A3 = 3M due to superimposed deadload kNm
A4 = 3M due to HA live load including KEL kNm
A5 = BM due to HB live load or two 112 kN wheels of HA or
accidental wheel on footway or verge kNm
Ll = Final loss of prestress
AD = Cross sectional ai’ea of tendon
P0 = Initial prestressing force in each tension kN
Cl = 28-day cube strength of precast beam N/mm2
C2 = 28—day cube strength of in situ slab N/mm2
NO = Number of layers of tendons (max 6)
Yl to Y6 = Distance of each layer above beam soffit mm
Nl to N6 = No of tendons in each layer
N9 = No of layers of HYS compression reinforcement (max 2)
N7 & N8 = No of bars in each layer
Y7 & Y8 = Distance of each layer from top fibre mm
09 = Diameter of KYS reinforcing bars mm
Wo = Type of Strand (1 to 11) See handbook by Kirkpatrick (1919)
A6 = 1.5 (Al + A? + A3) + 2.6 x A4 kNm
A7 = 2(Al + A2 + A3 + A4) kNm
A8 = 1.5 (Al + A2 ÷ A3) + 2 x AS kNm
A9 = Greater of A6, Al or A8 kNm
D = Depth of composite beam mm
DO = Distance of line of zero strain from top fibre mm
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F = Final prestressing force in each tendon kN
SO = Final strain in each tendon after prestress
51 to 56 = Final strain in each tendon after prestress + bending
Si & SB = Final strain in each reinforcing bar due to bending
El to E6 = Factor to convert strain to stress for given strand
type
£7 & ES = Factor to convert strain to stress for given bar
compression reinforcement
Ti to T6 = Final tension force in each layer of tendons kN
C7 & CS = Final compression force in each layer of compression
reinforcement kN
TO = Total tension end load in beam kN
F9 = Compression force in area A9 kN
Fl = Compression force in area Al kN
F5 = Compression force in area AS kN
F6 = Compression force in area A6 kN
F2 = Compression force in area A2 kN
F3 = Compression force in area A3 kN
F4 = Compression force in area A4 kN
P0 = Total compression end load in beam kN
£0 = Strain coefficient for prestressing strand
ZO = Centroid of compression load from top fibre mm
Ml = Moment of Tl from ZO kNm
M2 = Moment of T2 from ZO kNm
M3 = Moment of T3 from ZO kNm
M4 = Moment of T4 from ZO kNm
MS = Moment of TB from ZO kNm
M6 = Moment of T6 from ZO kNm
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M7 = Moment of C7 from ZO kNm
MB = Moment of CS from ZO kNm
MO = Ultimate moment of resistance zMl to MS kNm
Dl = See flow chart mm
D2 = See flow chart mm
D4 = See flow chart mm
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6. Test Loads For M-Beams-1
Input
Beam Size
Loss of Presi ress at Time of bsl
Cross Sectional Area of Tendon (mm2)
Initial Prestressing Force in Each Tendon (kN)
28-Day Cube Strength of Precast
N of Layers of Tendons (Max. 6)
N9 of Tendons in each Layer
Distance Above Soff it of Each Layer (rn-n)












s= (D-v9-re)xo’oo35 + se for p = 1 toG
DO
E9,the prestressin9 force is obtained from the
equation representing the idealised Load Istrain
curve for the appropriate tendon







Beam (NImm ) =
P9
Cl


























—W9 x L22Ri = 9xZB
3Z84k2 -Xl + Ti)
= L2 W3=
3ZTX(%-M-kc3)
[wry 10th Iterated Value of and Final 1uz forCorrpression & Tension (RN)= FOJ9
ULtimate Moment of Resistance (kNm) = Mg
Position of Zero Strain Measured from Top Fibre (mm) = 09
Test Load at 1/3 Span to Giw -
(a) Moment of Resistance With a Factor of Safety of 12(kN)= Wi
(b) Max.Tensile Stress of Ti N!mmz (RN) = W2
Cc) Compression Stress of C112 N/mml (kN) = W3
Mid Span DefLection Under Minimum Test Load (mm) = D9
ALl Input Data
t
Proceed to Next Program
or Finish
CaLculate
Ml to M6 M9 (ABST0)x(D
Me Wi M9=MitoM6
1 Yes
New DO+i if F9<•999T9
D6=D9-iif F9<0O1T9





Value of Cl Select
VaLues of Ti and














W9 x L22R3= 9ZT
K2 z (Nl.N2+N3+N4+N5+N6)x POx (1-Li )x (1+LVe )x i03
100 AZB
1(4 (Ni+N2+ N3.N4,N5+N6)x Fx (1-Li) x (1 -V-ye )x i0
. ‘nt
Output:






























0 & 45 45 45 & 02 02
Eween










F3: 0 0 0 0 3a 3b 3b 3b 3b 3b 3b 3b 3b 3b
R4= 0 0 4a 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b 4b
F5= 5a 5b Sb Sb Sb 5b 5b 5b Sb Sb 5b Sb 5b Sb
F6= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6a Gb 6b Gb 6b 6b
FTh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7a lb lb 7b


















45 x 04 xCl/103
2 x(DO-D5))x(DO-D5)




















LIST OF VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM 6
B = Beam size
Li = Loss of prestress at time of test
AD = GSA of tendon mm2
P0 = Initial prestressing force in each tendon kN
Cl = 28—day cube strength of precast beam N/mm2
NO = No of layers of tendons (max 6)
Ni to N6 = No of tendons in each iayer
Yl to Y6 = Distance of each layer above soffit mm
WO = Type of prestressing strand 1 to ii see handbook by
Kirkpatrick (1979)
L2 = Effective span m
VO = Centroid of prestressing force above soffit mm
DO = Plane of zero strain from top fibre mm
F = Stress in each tendon after iosses N/mm2
SO = Strain in each tendon after losses
Si to S6 = Final strain in each layer of tendons due to bending
+ prestress at time of test
El to E6 = Conversion factor for stress to give strain for a
given type of strand 1O
Ti to T6 = Tension ioad in each iayer of tendons kN
TO = Total tension load in precast beam kN
F2 = Compression force in area A2 kN
F3 = Compression force in area A3 kN
F4 = Compression force in area A4 kN
F5 = Compression force in area FE kN
F6 = Compression force in area F6 kN
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F] = Compression force in area F7 kN
F8 = Compression force in area F8 kN
FO = Total compression force in precast beam kN
Ml to M6 = SM of each layer about centroid of compression
forces (0.4 DO)
MO = Moment of resistance of precast beam kNm
Wi = Test loads at span to give MO with a FOS of 1.2 kM
Ki = Bottom fibre stress at span due to self—weight N/mm2
K2 = Bottom fibre stress at
.
span due to prestress after losses
at time of test N/mm2
W2 = Test loads at span to give tension stress Tl at bottom
fibre kN
K3 = Tap fibre stress at span due to self—weight N/mm2
K4 = Top fibre stress at - span due to prestress after losses
at time of test N/mm2
W3 = Test loads at
-- span to give compression stress of Cl/2 at
top fibre kM
D9 = Deflection at midspan due to application of the smaller
of Wl, W2 or W3 mm
Tl = Permissible tensile stress in bottom fibre for given 28-day
cube strength N/mm2
W = Smaller of Wi, W2 and W3 kM
E9 = Young’s modulus N/mm2
D = Depth of precast section mm
01 = See flow chart mm
D2 = See flow chart mm
V = Height of centroid above bottom fibre mm
04 = See flow chart mm
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D5 = See flow chart mm
D6 = See flow chart mm
D7 = See flow chart mm
W9 = Self—weight kN/m
A = C.S. area of precast section mm2
I = Second moment of area mm4
ZT = Section modulus — top fibre mm3
ZB = Section modulus — bottom fibre mm3
Eo = Strain coefficient for prestressing strand
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7 Test Wads For M-Beams2
Shear Strength of Beams Under Test Loads
Input
Beam Size = a
Shear Force & Bending Moment (kN & kNm) Due to
(a) Self-Weight = S1,Mi
(b) Test Load = S2,M2
Loss of Prestress at Time of Test = Li 010
Initial Prestressing Forte in Each Tendon =
N of Effective Tendons = N
Centroid of Tendons Abow Beam Soff it (mm) = ES
28-Day Cube Strength of Precast Beam(N/mm2) = Ci
Mead From Data File is:
/ i:D, A , ZB , V, I, ZT
‘I,
Calculate 54=i.5S1x2.552 M4=15M1+25M2
56 M4 S5 =2x(Si+52) M5=2x(Mi+ M2)
55 M5 S6 =15S1x2S2 M6=15M1+2M2
56 MG 09 =Greater ot (Lesser of 54 or 55) or SB
09 05 05 =OO45xi60x(D-E9)4ZT/1O
F9 =iO3xPexNx(i-j)4+’j9)
T3 x M7=(O.45ft1÷F9)xI/(?x106)
Ti =05+S4xM7/M6 T2 =05+S5xM7/M5
______________
T3 Q5+ S6xM7/M6 X =012x160x(D-E9)1d7103
Compare Values of
Ti, T2, T3 With X Ti = Ti or X Whichever is Greater
Those Less than X T2 = T2 or X Whichewr is Greater
Reset Equal To X T3 = T3or X Whichever is Greater
Calculate
ZI Z2 Zi =54-O.8Ti Z2 =55-O8T2
Z3 Z3 = S6-O•8T3
Compare Values of
Zi, Z2, Z3 and Zi Greatest : Q= 54,07= Ti
Select 0 &Q7 Z2 Greatest :0=55307 = T2







Shear Resistance is inadequate
Adopt a New Section
ULt. Design Shear Force (kN) =
Shear Resistance of Beam(kN)=
P2 =0294JT




Q<05R Yes Output:Provide NominaL Shear Reinforcement
No
Output:
•5R1<Q<O€Ri Yes Provide Shear Reinforcement Such That
Characteristic Strength x Area of Two Legs
of Stirrup64 x Stirrup Spacin
No
/Output:
Provide Shear Reinforcement Such That
I Characteristic Strength x Area of Two Legs
at Stirrup ? Greater of (66 x Stirrup Spacing)




Value at 0 Q1SR1 S = Lesser of 075(D-Ee)or 640
CaLcuLate S Q>16R1 S = Lesser of O5(DEe)or 640
/iut
/ All Input Data










LIST OF VARIABLES FOR PROGRAM 7
B = Beam size
Si = Shear force due to self-weight kM
Ml = Bending moment due to self—weight kNm
S2 = Shear force due to test load kM
M2 = Bending moment due to test load kNm
Li = Loss of prestress at time of test
P0 = Initial prestressing force in each tendon kN
N = No of effective tendons
ED = Centroid of tendons above beam soffit mm
Cl = 28—day cube strength of precast beam N/mm2
54 = 1.5 x 51 + 2.5 x S2 kN
55 = 2(Sl + S2) kN
S6 = 1.5 x Si + 2S2 kN
M4 = 1.5 x Ml + 2.5 M2 kNm
MS = 2(Ml + M2) kNm
M6 = 1.5 Ml + 2 M2 kNm
Q9 = Greater of (lesser of S4 or S5) or S6 kN
Q5 = 0.045 x 160 (D—EO) ItT x l0 kN
P9 = Bottom fibre beam stress due to prestress after Li losses N/mm2
M7 = (0.45 i/ti + F9) I/V x 10—6 kNm
D = Depth of precast section mm
Q7 = Q5 + Q6 (Qcm from BE2/73) kN
A = C.S. area of precast section mm2
Q = S4, 55 or S6 for which ZO is a maximum kM
Q8 = 0.92 x 160 (D-60) VtT x l0 kM
P2 = 0.294 v’tT N/mm2
—3 67—
Fl = Top fibre beam stress due to prestress after Li losses N/mm2
FO = Stress at centroid of beam due to prestress after Ll losses N/mm2
= Qcm0m BE2/73) kN
Ri = Lesser of Q4 and Q7 kN
S = Spacing of stirrups mm
X = 0.12 x 160 x (D-E0) jET x 10 kN
Tl = Q5 + S4 x M7/M4 or X whichever is greater kN
T2 = Q5 + 55 x M7/M5 or X whichever is greater kN
T3 = Q5 + S6 x M7/M6 or X whichever is greater kN
Zi = S4—0.8T1 kN
Z2 = 55- 0.8T2 kN
Z3 = 56 - 0.8 T3 kN
V = Height of centroid above bottom fibre mm
I = Second moment of area mm4
ZT = Section modulus
— top fibre mm3
ZR = Section modulus - bottom fibre mm3
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DATA FILE 1
• Section Moduli (xlOBeam Depth Bot Fibre 2nd Mom Top Fibre Top Fibre Bot Fibre Bot FibreSize 0 To Centroid of area Composite Precast Top Slab Precast
1 770 361 29.66 72.56 106.31 119.12 82.11
2 850 406 39.05 87.91 124.36 137.50 96.22
3 930 450 49.82 103.75 142.35 155.69 110.77
3—0 1010 493 62.06 120.13 160.53 174.03 125.76
5 1090 524 74.95 132.35 171.90 184.60 143.11
6 1170 572 90.96 152.12 194.36 207.67 159.01
6—0 1250 619 108.56 172.12 216.81 230.63 175.29
8 1330 642 124.55 181.02 223.21 235.89 194.02
9 1410 694 146.72 204.92 250.37 263.88 211.41














Beam 0 th Area Rot Fibre 2nd Mom Section Moduli SelfSize ep A2 To Centroid of Area Top Fibre Rot Fibre Wt.
1 640 284650 220 10.38 24.72 47.17 7.11
2 720 316650 265 16.20 35.64 61.04 7.90
3 800 348650 310 23.02 46.96 74.31 8.10
3-D 880 380650 354 30.94 58.77 81.49 9.51
5 960 355050 357 35.81 59.39 100.33 8.87
6 1040 387050 409 47.56 75.39 116.23 9.66
6—0 1120 419050 459 60.45 91.51 131.59 10.48
8 1200 393450 454 65.19 87.39 143.57 9.82
9 1280 425450 512 82.98 108.09 161.96 10.61
10 1360 457450 568 101.88 128.65 179.36 11.42
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DATA FILE 4
Beam 2nd Mom C.S.A. Comp
Size of Area Grillage Beam
1 0.4387 465 30.186 30.525 514700 770
2 0.5761 545 40.427 40.648 546700 850
3 0.6678 625 46.996 52.365 578700 930
3-D 0.3242 705 58.152 63.514 553100 1010
5 0.4244 785 68.583 79.559 585100 1090
6 0.5017 865 75.831 97.278 617100 1170
6—0 0.2774 945 86.988 110.753 591500 1250
8 0.3547 1025 98.225 133.788 623500 1330
9 0.4187 1105 105.877 158.554 655500 1410
10 0.4731 1185 121.950 {185J93 687500 1490
DATA FILE 5
Beam
— 2ndMom 7].f 14 7 4 Self
Size 0 of Area . x0 ) .B (xlo )
1 640 284650 220 1038 2472 4717 7.11
2 720 316650 265 1620 3564 6104 7.90
3 800 348650 310 2302 4696 1431 8.70
3-0 880 380650 354 3094 5877 8749 9.51
5 960 355050 357 3581 5939 10033 8.87
6 1040 387050 409 4756 7539 11623 9.66
6—0 1120 419050 459 6045 9151 13159 10.48
8 1200 393450 454 6519 8739 14357 9.82
9 1280 425450 512 8298 10809 16196 10.61
10 1360 457450 568 10188 12865 17936 11.42
DATA FILE 6
7 E6 ToCentroid A Zl (x104) 72 (x104) 73 (x104) 74 (xlO4)
1 770 361 29.66 7256 10631 11912 8211
2 850 406 39.05 8791 12436 13750 9622
3 930 450 49.82 10375 14235 15569 11077
3—0 1010 493 62.06 12013 16053 17403 12576
5 1090 524 74.95 13235 17190 18460 14311
6 1170 572 90.96 15212 19436 20767 15901
6-0 1250 619 108.56 17212 21681 23063 17529
8 1330 642 124.56 18102 22321 23589 19402
9 1410 694 146.72 20492 25037 26388 21141




1 —0.185 —0.444 0.950 —0.28
2 -0.275 -0.488 0.894 -0.26
3 —0.334 —0.519 0.886 -0.27
3—0 —0.385 —0.550 0.817 —0.27
5 —0.371 —0.519 0.856 —0.22
6 —0.423 —0.557 0.808 —0.23
6—0 —0.471 —0.588 0.770 —0.24
8 -0.426 -0.540 0.830 -0.23
9 —0.495 -0.595 0.761 —0.21
10 —0.543 -0.629 0.718 —0.19
DATA FILE 8
Xl Y2 Y3
1 —0.064 —0.039 0.185 —0.052
2 -0.073 -0.047 0.166 -0.048
3 —0.079 —0.053 0.152 —0.047
3—0 —0.083 —0.058 0.141 —0.044
5 -0.080 -0.058 0.152 -0.039
6 —0.086 —0.063 0.138 —0.036
6-D —0.089 —0.067 0.127 —0.036
8 —0.091 —0.069 0.134 —0.029
9 —0.090 —0.070 0.126 -0.033
10 —0.093 —0.073 0.116 -0.032
DATA FILE 9
Al A2 A3 A4 Yl
1 68940 48300 167300 187940 306 348
2 93740 80300 199300 212740 320 343
3 118700 112300 231300 237700 329 338
3—0 144300 144300 263300 263300 336 334
5 113260 80300 199300 232260 427 491
6 137580 112300 231300 256580 435 479
6-0 162060 144300 263300 281060 442 334
8 132780 80300 199300 251780 523 634
9 156460 112300 231300 275460 533 616
10 182700 148300 267300 301700 537 605
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DATA FILE 9 (contd)
Y4 VS Ii (x107) 12 (x107) Y2 02
1 272 297 1038 2966 361 710
2 285 302 1620 3905 406 790
3 297 305 2302 4982 450 870
3—D 307 310 3094 6206 493 950
5 378 424 3581 7495 524 1030
6 389 423 4756 9096 572 1110
6—D 398 421 6045 10855 619 1190
8 466 546 6519 12455 642 1210
9 476 541 8298 14612 694 1350
10 482 540 10188 17049 745 1430
: Dl Y9
1 640 490 220
2 720 490 265
3 800 490 310
3-D 880 490 354
5 960 730 357
6 1040 730 409
6-0 1120 730 459
8 1200 970 454
9 1280 970 512















D Dl D4 D2
1 770 280 45 220
2 850 360 125 300
3 930 440 205 380
3-D 1010 520 285 460
5 1090 360 125 300
6 1170 440 205 380
6-D 1250 520 285 460
8 1330 360 125 300
9 1410 440 205 380















D I A I Y I (x109) ZT (x106) ZB (x106)
1 640 284650 220 10.38 24.72 47.17
2 720 316650 265 16.20 35.64 61.04
3 800 348650 310 23.02 46.96 74.31
3-D 880 380650 354 30.94 58.77 87.49
5 960 355050 357 35.81 59.39 100.33
6 1040 387050 409 47.56 75.39 116.23
6—D 1120 419050 459 60.45 91.51 131.58
8 1200 393450 454 65.19 87.39 143.57
9 1280 425450 512 82.98 108.09 161.96
10 1360 457450 568 101.88 128.65 179.36
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DATA FILE 13 (Contd)
Beam
Size W9 Dl D4 02 D5 06 07
1 7.11 150 45 90 350 430 480
2 7.90 230 125 170 430 510 560
3 8.69 310 205 250 510 570 640
3—D 9.52 390 285 330 590 670 720
5 8.87 230 125 170 670 750 800
6 9.66 310 205 250 750 830 880
6-D 10.48 390 285 330 830 910 960
8 9.82 230 125 170 910 990 1040
9 10.61 310 205 250 990 1070 1120
10 11.42 390 285 330 1070 1150 1200
DATA FILE 14
1 30.0 2.8 28.00
2 37.5 3.3 30.25
3 45.0 3.6 32.50
4 52.5 3.9 34.50

















7 D A V I (x109) iT (x106) ZB (x106)
1 640 284650 220 10.38 24.72 47.17
2 720 316650 265 16.20 35.64 61.04
3 800 348650 310 23.02 46.96 74.31
3—D 880 380650 354 30.94 58.77 87.49
5 960 355050 357 35.81 59.39 100.33
6 1040 387050 409 47.56 75.39 116.23
6—D 1120 419050 459 60.45 91.51 131.58
8 1200 393450 454 65.19 81.39 143.57
9 1280 425450 512 82.98 108.09 161.96
10 1360 457450 568 101.88 128.65 179.36
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATION OF PROTOTYPE SLAB REINFORCEMENT
—376—
For HA loading consider the 2 No 112.5 kN wheel loads at 0.9 m
centres. (Fig. Dl).
For the Westergaard Eqns:
Contact Pressure = 1 .4 N/mm2
A — l12.Sx iorea
— 1.4
= 80 x l0 mm2
Equivalent diameter = /4 x 80 x l0
= 320 mm
Equivalent diameter = 320 + 2t
With 100 mm of surfacing
(Fig. Dl) = 320 + 200
= S2Omni
Ref. Fig. D2
Maximum moment occurs under P1 when v =
F galCot
Mx = Mox + 0.21072 p1 log 2
and Mox = 0.21072 P (log + 0.48253)
Cl = 2 [/o.4C2 + h - 0.675
where h = 160
and C is the lesser of 3.45 h or 520.
C = 520
Cl = 2 [ szo2 + 1602 - 0.675
Cl = 514 mm
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Mox = 0.21072 P (log 200J + 0.48253)
= 0.21072 P (log 3.89 + 0.48253)
= 0.21072 p (0.5899 + 0.48253)
= 0.2259 P
Consider the second part of the equation for Mx.
F 7r&
= 0.21072 p log [ 2
i x 900
= 0.21072 P
[Cot 4 x 2000]
= 0.21072 p 109[2 Tan 0.3534]
= 0.21072 p log 1.355
= 0.0278 P
Correction for built-in support
= -0.0699 p
= (0.2259 + 0.0278 - 0.0699) p
= 0.1838 p
With P = 112.5 kN
= 20.58 kNm
Steel reinforcement with 30 rn cover
M
bd1




r = 0.007 (from design chart)
As = 0.007 x 1000 x 120
= 840 mm2/m
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From tables the steel stress to give a crack width of 0.25 mm




The following steel arrangements will be incorporated into
the bridge deck for test purposes.
20 mm dia. at 150 mm pitch
16 mm dia. at 150 mm pitch
12 mm dia. at 150 mm pitch
8 mm dia. at 150 mm pitch
This will give approximate steel ratios of 1.7%, 1.10%, 0.60%




DESIGN OF MODEL BEAMS
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depth of beam d
requi red - /12 x 0.85 x lO/ 133
d = 425mm
REQU I REMENTS
1 Should have a stiffness of approximately of the prototype.
2. Capable of carrying a live load of 50 kN at midspan.
3. Top flange should be = 133 mm
I of M3 beam = 23 x lO mm4
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A5t = Area of tensile reinforcement
Pst = Permissible tensile stress in the reinforcement
Pcb = Permissible compressive stress in the concrete in bending
br = breadth of the beam
d1 = the effective depth to the tensile reinforcement
d = depth of the slab
d = depth of the beam
I = Second moment of area of beam
b1 = effective width of slab
l = lever arm to centre of slab
M = applied bending moment
Mr = moment of resistance
= moment of resistance factor
C = second moment of area factor
D = overall depth of beam and slab
Required I of model = 23 27




Self-Wt w = (0.425 x 0.133 + 0.583 x 0.053) io6
= 2.19 kN/m
M 2.19 x 4.6728
= 5.97 kNm
Live Load Fl = 50 x4.61
= 58.4 kNm
Total SM = 5.97 + 58.4
= approx. 65 kNm
The 133 x 425 m beam will be composite with The slab and designed as
a reinforced concrete tee beam to CP114 using the load factor method.
Effective width of slab (Fig. El)
the lesser of:
a. Centres of beams = 583 mm
b. Effective span /3 = 1560 rn








= Ast. 1. Pst
— 65 x 106
st 421.5 x 230
= 670 mm2
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2 No bars 20 mm dia = 628 mm2
2 No bars 25 mm dia = 982 mm2
Use 2 No 25 dia. bars.
Moment of resistance








Mr = 0.11 x 13 x 583 x 421.52 x
= 148 kNm




13 x 133 x 3952
4
= 67.5 kNm
c. Beam alone based on the strength of the steel
Mr = A5t. p. 1a
= d — 3 st1 4b. PcJ
—
— 3 x 982 x 230
— 4 x 133 x 13
= 395 — 98
= 297 mm
982 x 230 x 297Mr 106
= 67 kNm













I = 0.137 x 133 x 478
= 1.99 x l9 mm4
For the M3 beam composite with 1.75 m of slab
I = 64 x l0 mm4
I required for model
- 64 x io
— 27
= 2.3 x io9 mm4
This is a reasonable representation.
The various second moment of areas are summarised in Table El.
‘p ‘p’27
Beam 23 x l0 0.85 x l0 0.85 x l0
Beam and slab 23 x 10 2.37 x l0 1.99 x l0






















COMPRESSIVE MEMBRANE ACTION IN RESTRAINED BRIDGE SLABS
-387-
This appendix provides details of the method proposed by Rankin
(1982) to establish the relationship between the maximum arching moment
Mars the span to depth ratio and the concrete strength. The geometry
of deformation of a laterally restrained, unreinforced strip has been
considered by McDowell, McKee and Sevin (1956) in relation to the arching
behaviour of masonary walls. This idealised two—dimensional mode of
action is shown in Fig. Fl.
Having eatablished the mode of deformation, some knowledge of the
material characteristics was required and this was assumed to be of the
classical elastic—plastic form as shown in Fig. F.2. The relationship
between and was based on the ACI equivalent stress block coefficients.
A curve of this form is shown in Fig. F.3 and may be expressed analytically
as: -
= (-1188 + 96Q - O.796f2)lO6 (Eqn.l)
From a knowledge of the slab deformation and the material stress-
strain relationship the maximum arching moment of resistance was found in









For bridge slabs R is usually less than 0.25 which represents a state
of plastic strain. The relationship between R and M which results in the
maximum arching resistance is shown in Fig. F.4 and may be expressed analy
tically as:—
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Mr = 4.3 — 16.lV(O.00033 + O.1243R) (Eqn.4)
The maximum arching moment Mar is therefore:—
0 . 85f ( ‘2 2
Mar = Mr 4
= k f h2
where k = P4] Mr (Eqn.5)
For a rigid/plastic material R = 0 and Mr = 4. Therefore
Mar(max) = 0.2lfh2 (Eqn.6)
Figure 9.8 shows curves of k f h2 plotted against f and L/h and
was derived by taking constant values of k and calculating Mr from equation
(5). The value of R was then evaluated from equation (4), Ec from equation (1)
and L/h from equation (2).
Having established Mar the equivalent reinforcement 2e was calculated
as follows:—
Mar = A5.fy.lever arm
A5
= Pe.d/unit width of slab






as the original equation proposed by Long (1975) was based on tests having









Idealised Mode of Action


























Idealised Plastic Strain Relationship
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